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ABSTRACT

A REMOTE SENSING-DERIVED CORN YIELD ASSESSMENT MODEL
Ranjay Man Shrestha, Ph.D.
George Mason University, 2017
Dissertation Director: Dr. Liping Di

Agricultural studies and food security have become critical research topics due to
continuous growth in human population and simultaneous shrinkage in agricultural land.
In spite of modern technological advancements to improve agricultural productivity,
more studies on crop yield assessments and food productivities are still necessary to
fulfill the constantly increasing food demands. Besides human activities, natural disasters
such as flood and drought, along with rapid climate changes, also inflect an adverse effect
on food productivities. Understanding the impact of these disasters on crop yield and
making early impact estimations could help planning for any national or international
food crisis. Similarly, the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Risk
Management Agency (RMA) insurance management utilizes appropriately estimated
crop yield and damage assessment information to sustain farmers’ practice through
timely and proper compensations. Through County Agricultural Production Survey
(CAPS), the USDA National Agricultural Statistical Service (NASS) uses traditional

xvi

methods of field interviews and farmer-reported survey data to perform annual crop
condition monitoring and production estimations at the regional and state levels. As these
manual approaches of yield estimations are highly inefficient and produce very limited
samples to represent the entire area, NASS requires supplemental spatial data that
provides continuous and timely information on crop production and annual yield.
Compared to traditional methods, remote sensing data and products offer wider spatial
extent, more accurate location information, higher temporal resolution and data
distribution, and lower data cost—thus providing a complementary option for estimation
of crop yield information. Remote sensing derived vegetation indices such as Normalized
Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) provide measurable statistics of potential crop
growth based on the spectral reflectance and could be further associated with the actual
yield. Utilizing satellite remote sensing products, such as daily NDVI derived from
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) at 250 m pixel size, the crop
yield estimation can be performed at a very fine spatial resolution. Therefore, this study
examined the potential of these daily NDVI products within agricultural studies and crop
yield assessments.
In this study, a regression-based approach was proposed to estimate the annual corn yield
through changes in MODIS daily NDVI time series. The relationship between daily
NDVI and corn yield was well defined and established, and as changes in corn phenology
and yield were directly reflected by the changes in NDVI within the growing season,
these two entities were combined to develop a relational model. The model was trained
using 15 years (2000-2014) of historical NDVI and county-level corn yield data for four

xvii

major corn producing states: Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa, and Indiana, representing four
climatic regions as South, West North Central, East North Central, and Central,
respectively, within the U.S. Corn Belt area. The model’s goodness of fit was well
defined with a high coefficient of determination (R2>0.81). Similarly, using 2015 yield
data for validation, 92% of average accuracy signified the performance of the model in
estimating corn yield at county level.
Besides providing the county-level corn yield estimations, the derived model was also
accurate enough to estimate the yield at finer spatial resolution (field level). The model’s
assessment accuracy was evaluated using the randomly selected field level corn yield
within the study area for 2014, 2015, and 2016. A total of over 120 plot level corn yield
were used for validation, and the overall average accuracy was 87%, which statistically
justified the model’s capability to estimate plot-level corn yield. Additionally, the
proposed model was applied to the impact estimation by examining the changes in corn
yield due to flood events during the growing season. Using a 2011 Missouri River flood
event as a case study, field-level flood impact map on corn yield throughout the flooded
regions was produced and an overall agreement of over 82.2% was achieved when
compared with the reference impact map. The future research direction of this
dissertation research would be to examine other major crops outside the Corn Belt region
of the U.S.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter highlights the importance of agriculture and crop monitoring, as well
as the accuracy of yield estimations. This chapter also examines the problems with
current methods of yield estimation approaches, and how it they can be solved by using
remote sensing images and products. Additionally, the research motivation and
experiments as well as the research purpose were are summarized in this chapter.

Section 1.1 Importance of Agriculture and Crop Monitoring
The study of agricultural production and food security is considered as one of the
most significant topics for scientific communities worldwide. The swelling food demand
of the constantly growing global population is exhausting all the limited farm land and
water resources of the planet (Suweis et al. 2015). Figure 1 shows the constant increment
of world population since 1960 and the percentage of arable land (The World Bank
2017). The evident increment of population at a rapid ratio and constant (or even
decreasing) arable lands are continuously widening this gap. With over 7.4 billion
population to feed globally and very limited agricultural land, it is paramount to not only
increase the efficiency of arable land to meet the increasing demand, but also to require
implementation of new strategies to secure the food productivity. Even though recent
technological advancements have made farming highly efficient to produce more food
even with the limited agricultural lands, as these lands continuously reduce every single
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day, advancements need to be constantly improved to meet the demand. Hence, more
studies on agriculture and crop yield are required to contribute to crop productivity
improvement.

Figure 1 Changes in World Population and Arable Land since 1960 – (Source: The World Bank)

In addition to human activities, natural disasters such as floods, droughts,
hurricanes, et c., along with rapid climate changes, also adversely impact crop
productivities. One of the key elements for food security is the gathering of early and
accurate information on crop yield to sustain enough food production to meet the demand
(Ren et al. 2008). Although the occurrence of natural disasters is unavoidable, timely and
sufficient studies on the impact of various natural hazards on crop production could
enable alternative plans to be put in place to overcome loss and meet demand.

2

Section 1.2 Importance of Crop Yield Assessments
Besides the obvious importance of crop yield assessment for investigating local
and global food supply and demand logistics, accurate crop yield estimations can also
significantly contribute to the economic sustainment of farmers. When a disaster like a
flood destroys crop fields, farmers depend on timely compensations from insurance
companies in order to sustain them in coming years. Insurance companies, on the other
hand, also need to verify these claims by accurately and efficiently assessing the crop
yield information. These processes are considered to be both exceedingly complicated
and sensitive (Frazier and Page 2000). As various governmental and non-governmental
agencies have been developing their food security policies based on the available crop
yield information (USDA 2008), any misinformation or false reporting could impact
national or even international food policies. The United States Department of Agriculture
National Agricultural Statistic Service (USDA NASS) is the primary agency responsible
for reporting accurate annual crop production and yield estimations at the regional and
state levels (USDA NASS 2015). Insurance managers at the USDA Risk Management
Agency (RMA) uses this crop yield information to build crop insurance policies and
claims. Besides compensating farmers in the event of crop loss due to natural disasters,
RMA also utilizes crop yield estimation for two important tasks (USDA 2008): spot
checking (preventing planning) and compliance investigation. Preventing planning is a
process RMA uses to make sure that no planting has been carried out after the farmers
have already claimed the damage of their crops. Compliance investigation refers to a
process where RMA validates claimed damages through growing statuses throughout the
pre- and post-damage period.

3

Section 1.3 Current Crop Yield Estimation Methods
Currently, both USDA NASS and RMA do not have any primary service or
system to perform these estimations, besides ground surveys. Through the County
Agricultural Production Survey (CAPS), USDA NASS uses farmer-reported survey data
of expected crop yield to forecast and estimate crop production levels throughout the
growing season at the county and regional levels for state and federal programs (USDA
CAPS 2017). The survey is normally conducted annually toward the end of the harvest
season throughout the U.S., except in Alaska and Hawaii. In some states, the survey takes
place twice a year: once in late summer for early harvested crops, such as small grains,
and once in late fall for row crops. The target surveyors consist of farmers and ranchers at
the state level, and the collected responses are summarized to calculate various
commodity estimates at the county level. Through multivariate probability proportional
to size (MPSS) sampling methods, NASS selects the sample fields or farms within each
state to equally represent counties and rare commodities. Although each state carries out
a variety of data collection strategies, most states still use the traditional approach of
mailing out the survey questionnaires and following up via telephone if required (Bellow
2007).
The county-level yields are estimated through the ratio estimation method. This
standard mathematical method calculates the crop yield using the total crop production
reported by the survey, divided by the corresponding sum of total reported harvested
acreage (Bellow 2007). RMA primarily uses these county-level estimated yield data to
regulate the insurance compensations to farmers in case of crop loss. RMA sometimes
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also utilize some field-level data (if available) directly or indirectly for this purpose
(USDA CAPS 2017).

Section 1.4 Remote Sensing in Crop Monitoring
As discussed earlier, visiting fields and surveying local farmers are two traditional
methods used in agricultural studies (Pantaleoni, Engel, and Johannsen 2007; Quarmby et
al. 1993; Smith 1997). These traditional methods generally are inefficient, limited to use
in small and easily accessible study areas, and involving a time consuming and difficult
process. Many scientists have applied remote sensing techniques to overcome these
obstacles with success (Frazier and Page 2000; Pantaleoni, Engel, and Johannsen 2007;
Quarmby et al. 1993; R. Shrestha and Liping Di 2013; Smith 1997). Satellite images and
their products can be efficiently utilized in crop yield assessments because they offer
wide area coverage, accurate geocoding, frequent revisit, rapid data distribution,
relatively low data cost, and strong crop/land discrimination (Smith 1997). Various
satellite sensors used in agricultural studies can be classified into two categories: active
(provide their own illumination to record surface reflection), such as RADAR and SAR;
and passive (receive energy naturally reflected by the surface), such as Landsat (TM,
MSS), AVHRR, SPOT, ASTER, and MODIS (Smith 1997).
Active satellites utilize the reflective properties of a surface to identify land cover.
One of the primary advantages of using active satellites in agricultural studies is the
satellites’ capability of collecting surface information in all weather conditions and at any
time of day (day or night). That said, these sensors’ high sensitivity to turbulence, wind,
and emergent vegetation and trees significantly increases RADAR back-scattering and
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makes accurate detection of surface reflectance difficult or impossible (Smith 1997).
Passive satellites, unlike active satellites, rely on the natural surface reflectance. Images
from passive satellites enable users to identify various land surface features based on the
captured unique reflectance properties (spectral signatures) of land covers. However, due
to their inability to penetrate cloud cover, passive sensors (visible/infrared) cannot
achieve continuous spatial coverage.
Both active and passive remote sensing-based products have been utilized for
crop yield assessments. Soria-Ruiz et al. (2007) conducted a study on corn monitoring
and yield assessment using RADARSAT-2 images in Mexico. The study used 300
sample plots and using RADARSAT-2 data, the corn polarized signatures were detected
and further related to Leaf Area Index (LAI) and photosynthetic active radiation (PAR),
as well as vegetation indices to derive phenology condition, and produce yield
estimations. The model in the study was able to estimate corn yield within 20% error
compared to the field observations. Similarly, portable, hand-held active remote sensing
instruments such as GreenSeeker have also been used to derive the necessary vegetation
indices to estimate crop yield (Inman et al. 2007). The result of the study showed that the
NDVI-ratio was able to explain 65% of variation in grain yield using quadratic functions.
Passive remote sensing-based images and products, compared to those that use
active remote sensing, are being used more frequently in crop monitoring studies. Lobell
et al. (2003) used multi-temporal Landsat imagery in the northwest part of Mexico to
derive a fraction of absorbed photosynthetically active radiation (fAPAR), and developed
a simple model based on crop light-use efficiency to predict corn and wheat yield and
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planting dates. The study concluded that the yield estimations were sensitive to planting
dates, and the accuracy of the result ranged from 80% to 90% when compared to the
actual reported yield. Similarly, Becker-Reshef et al. (2010) derived Moderate Resolution
Imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS)-based vegetation indices and used them in the
regression-based model to forecast wheat yields in Kansas and Ukraine. The accuracy of
the model was 93% in Kansas and 90% in Ukraine, when compared with the USDA
NASS and Ukraine official yield reports, respectively.
Although these and similar studies provided successful results in using both active
and passive remote sensing products to estimate crop yield, the spatial resolution of the
estimated results remains coarse. Nearly every study concerning remote sensing
applications within agricultural studies produced yield assessments aggregated to a larger
geographic extent such as a county or region. The majority of studies were based on
either very coarse satellite images or on aggregates of weekly or 10-day products, making
it difficult to produce the yield estimations at a detailed spatial resolution. This indicates
a need for additional studies on remote sensing-based crop yield assessments in a finer
spatial resolution such as plot or field level.

Section 1.5 Statement of Problem/Motivation
There are several issues with the current approach of using field visits to estimate
crop yield, including (1) significant time required to manually collect sample data and
analysis; (2) difficulty in integrating data through various sources (data-interoperability
issue); (3) limited samples to represent the entire area; (4) subjective results, as
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interpretation depends on field investigators; and (5) lack of effective decision support
tools.
Besides the obvious shortcomings of a manual survey approach for collecting
yield information, the estimated crop yields provided by field visits only aggregates up to
the county level and are only a source of annual localized estimates. These county
aggregate yield data are useful for conducting county-level study or research. However,
for the purpose of more spatially detailed investigation and analysis of agricultural issues
such as field-level crop loss due to flood, county-level yield data would be not
appropriate. Hence a model or system is required to provide more detailed and
continuous field-level yield data.
Remote sensing data and products, compared to the survey approach, have been
shown to provide more efficient alternatives to estimate crop yield, due to their
continuous global coverage, high spatial and temporal resolution, and relatively low
price. Machine learning models, such as the erosion productivity impact calculator
(EPIC) (Paul C. Doraiswamy et al. 2003) and statistical models such as regression
approaches (Becker-Reshef et al. 2010) have been successfully employed using remote
sensing products for crop yield estimation. Although these studies provide good results
on yield assessments, spatially they only estimate up to county (or sub-county) levels.
Hence, this study aims to (1) utilize remote sensing products as an alternative to
the manual survey approach for estimating crop yield, and (2) derive a robust model to
address the absence of remote sensing-based applications for spatially detail (field-level)
crop yield and impact assessments.
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Section 1.6 Initial Experiment
The initial experiment was performed to investigate whether the change in annual
county-level corn yield due to a flood event, with respect to average expected yield, can
be detected through the subsequent NDVI changes, and whether these changes could be
further quantified using a linear regression approach.
Subsection 1.6.1 Data and Study Area
Primary data utilized for this initial experiment included MODIS weekly NDVI
products (2000-2014) and Crop Data Layer (CDL) products (2000-2014). Necessary
county boundaries were acquired through a Web portal designed and maintained by the
Center for Spatial information Science and Systems (CSISS) at George Mason University
(GMU) (Han et al. 2012). The annual CDL product provides crop-cover classification
information at 30m spatial resolution, mainly derived through Landsat 7 images. Countylevel annual corn yield and harvested area for the same time frame (2000-2014) were
obtained through a USDA NASS data repository (USDA NASS QuickStats 2015).
Finally, information on flooding occurrences, impacted locations, dates, and sources were
obtained from Dartmouth Flood Observatory (DFO) flooding reports (DFO 2015).
The selection of study areas (in this case, counties) for this experiment were based
on two distinct conditions: flood events during the growing seasons within a 15-year
period (2000-2014) and affected counties within major corn production regions in the
U.S.
Based on the flooding event criteria, four major flood events were chosen.
1) 2006 Missouri Mississippi River flooding: Occurred in 2006 as a result of the
burst of a 680 ft.-wide section of the upper reservoir embankment of the Taum Sauk
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pumped-storage hydroelectric power plant. About 1.5 billion gallons of water spilled into
the nearby area, and the water level reached as high as 240 inches (Barr 2009). The
property damage was estimated to be over $1 billion.
2) 2008 Iowa flood: Occurred in June-July 2008 (29 days) due to heavy rainfall
that reached up to 10 inches in some locations, causing an extreme water-level rise in the
surrounding areas. Flooding began in eastern Iowa, causing more than $1.5 billion in
damage (Linhart and Eash 2010).
3) 2011 Missouri Mississippi River flooding: Occurred in March-May 2011 due
to heavy rain in the central U.S. Precipitation was more than eight inches in various
places, with 16.15 inches of rainfall reported in parts of Missouri (Vining et al. 2013).
4) 2007 flood due to heavy rain from remnants of tropical storm Erin: Occurred in
August and affected the majority of Midwestern states, including Oklahoma, Wisconsin,
and Missouri. Throughout the affected region, total rainfall amounts of six to seven
inches were reported, and the monetary damages were estimated to be over $248 million.
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Figure 2 Study area – Selected flood impacted counties and 2012 corn productivity (BU) (Source – USDA NASS)

Based on the second criteria of study area selection, a total of 28 counties
impacted by the above flood events were selected for this experiment. Detailed
information on the selected counties, such as average annual corn yield (2000-2014), and
population is shown in Table 1. These counties lie within the major corn-producing
region in the U.S. known as Corn Belt, which includes Indiana, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas,
Wisconsin, Ohio, Minnesota, and North Dakota. Figure 2 shows the 28 counties used for
this study, along with each county’s yearly corn production for 2012.

Table 1 Study area - Selected Counties with Annual Corn Yield and Population

County, State
Clinton, IA
Boone, IA
Palo Alto, IA
Cedar, IA
Morgan, IN

Annual Corn Yield (BU/Sq. Km)
34495.88
36349.17
42156.14
39265.01
10452.55
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Population (2010)
49116
89542
9421
18499
68894

Carroll, IN
Bates, MO
New Madrid, MO
Vernon, MO
Allen, KS
Woodson, KS
Wilson, KS
Sauk, WI
La Crosse, WI
Grant, WI
Richland, WI
Vernon, WI
Hancock, OH
Clay, MN
Kittson, MN
Marshall, MN
Polk, MN
Norman, MN
Walsh, ND
Pembina, ND
Trail, ND
Cass, ND

28540.65
29405.51
39314.43
16729.02
9241.733
11490.39
18607.02
27922.88
33878.12
25871.91
27181.57
31481.2
34693.56
36670.41
36299.75
31604.75
28392.38
30097.41
31950.7
25352.99
31258.8
32049.54

20165
17049
18956
21159
13319
3278
9105
61976
114638
51208
18021
29773
74782
58999
4552
9439
32600
6852
11119
7413
8121
149778

Subsection 1.6.2 Method – Define Normal NDVI
“Normal NDVI” within the context of this study refers to a single NDVI curve
representing the corresponding annual corn yield for a given county. Before deriving the
normal NDVI, MODIS pixels with greater than 90% corn coverage based on the CDL
data were selected. The final normal NDVI value for each week was calculated by taking
the weighted average NDVI of each of the selected corn pixels for that week. The weight
was based on the percentage of the corn coverage. Figure 3 shows an example of corn
crop masking from a CDL layer and selection of MODIS-based NDVI from the identified
pure corn pixels in New Madrid County, MO.
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Figure 3 Corn Crop Masking: CLD Layer at New Madrid, MO. (Left) and Clipped Corn Pixels from CDL
Layer to MODIS NDVI (Right)

Subsection 1.6.3 Method – Trend Comparison: Normal and Annual NDVI
After corn crop masking for selected MODIS pixels, flood year annual countylevel weekly NDVI time series were plotted against the historical NDVI trend (median
2000-2014) to identify any impact or changes that may have occurred due to flooding.
Both flood-year NDVI and historical NDVI were derived by taking weighted averages of
all pixels with at least 90% corn coverage within the county. This historical NDVI trend
was used as the normal, or control trend, to compare against the flood-year NDVI. The
occurrence and impact of the flood can be detected by observing these two trends. The
sudden drops or shifts of the flood-year NDVI compared to the historical NDVI-indicated
changes in corn yield are possibly due to flooding. Additionally, examination of the gap
between trends provided further opportunity to possibly quantify these corn yield
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variations Figure 4 shows the comparison between the general historical and flood year
NDVI time series as an example.

Figure 4 NDVI Trend Comparison between the 2006 NDVI and Normal NDVI (Median 2000-2014)

To further measure the changes in corn yield during the flood year, annual corn
yield between 2000 and 2014 for the same county was examined. The base (controlled)
productivity for the same region was derived by taking the 15-year median value of the
corn yield (2000-2014). To assess the impact of corn yield due to flood, the derived base
productivity was utilized as a reference to inspect the difference in flood-year corn yield
and normal yield (Shrestha et al. 2013). These two indicators, difference in NDVI and
difference in corn yield, were then used to build the regression model to further examine
their relation.
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Subsection 1.6.4 Method – Regression: NDVI and Corn Yield
Before deriving the regression relation to understand how changes in corn yield
can be associated with changes in NDVI, both variables were normalized. Total changes
in NDVI within the growing season were calculated by the accumulated index difference
between flood-year weekly NDVI and normal-year weekly NDVI. Based on the USDA
NASS crop progress and condition report in 2014, the average growing season of corn in
the Corn Belt was from end of May to end of October (between weeks 20-40) (USDA
NASS 2015a). Hence this experiment also used week 20-40 as a timeline to represent the
growing season. By taking the complete growing season NDVI profile, the results not
only represented the complete crop growth, but also produced more accurate outcomes
and eliminated uncertainties in NDVI (Yu et al. 2013). Similarly, changes in corn yield
were calculated by taking the difference between the median yield from last 15 years and
the flood-year yield. These changes in NDVI and corn yield were normalized with their
mean change value. Equation 1 and Equation 2 below show the calculations of NDVI
change ratio and yield change ratio, respectively.

Equation 1 Calculation of NDVI Change Ratio

𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼 𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 = ∑ GS (

(𝑌𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼 − 𝑁𝑁𝐷𝑁𝐼)
)
𝑁𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼

Where, GS is growing season, YNDVI is flood year NDVI, and NNDVI is normal
NDVI.
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Equation 2 Calculation of Yield Change Ratio

𝑌𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =

(𝑌𝑌 − 𝑀𝑌)
𝑀𝑌

Where, YY is flood year yield, and MY is median yield.
These ratio change calculations were applied to 30 different growing-season flood
events based on the DFO flooding report. These 30 observations were derived with the
combination of 28 study area counties and four flood events during the corn growing
seasons, within the 15 years period (2000 to 2014). Two counties had two flood events,
each within the growing season in different years, whereas 26 remaining counties had
only one flood event each. Hence there were a total of 30 flooding observations.
Subsection 1.6.5 Result – Detecting Change in NDVI
When the weekly NDVI trend during the flood year for all 30 flood cases were
compared with their respective 15-year NDVI average, results showed evidence of
changes in NDVI during the flooding events. As mentioned in the methods section, the
county-level, flood-year NDVI trends were derived by selecting all pixels marked greater
than 90% corn covered within the counties and taking a weighted average based on the
percentage of corn coverage. A similar method was implemented to calculate the 15-year
average NDVI trend for the same county. These two NDVI trends were then plotted
against each other to look for any differences and similarities in the time series.
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Figure 5 Annual NDVI Trend Compare with the 15 Years Normal NDVI along with Landsat image for
reference, New Madrid, MO, 2011

Figure 5 shows an example for New Madrid County, MO, with 2011 flooding,
along with the corresponding Landsat images for reference. The 2011 flood occurred in
months of March-May. The comparison figure was able to successfully complement the
flood events detected in the Landsat images with the corresponding NDVI trend changes.
During the weeks when flooding was observed in the images, the consequent flood-year
NDVI showed decrement with respect to its 15-year average NDVI trend.
Investigating yearly corn yield for New Madrid County, where the flood occurred
in 2011, provided a further measure of changes in corn yield. The corn production for the
2011 declined in productivity; however, the reduction in corn yield were not as severe.
As the 2011 flood was earlier in the growing season (March-May), it appears that the
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growing season took place a few weeks later, suggesting that farmers were able to utilize
some of the areas to replant the crops after the flood retreated.
Subsection 1.6.6 Model Result
As the aim of this experiment was to examine whether or not changes in NDVI
can be utilized to estimate changes in corn yield, linear regression was performed with
NDVI ratio change and yield ratio change as independent and dependent variables,
respectively. The outcome of the regression model plot (line fit plot), along with the
model equation, goodness of fit indicator, and statistical significance, are shown in Figure
6.

Figure 6 Regression model line fit plot between NDVI change (independent variable) and yield change
(dependent variable)
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With the given linear regression result, the resultant model showed strong
relationship between NDVI-ratio change and corn-yield change. Decrease of corn yield
during the flood year within a growing season (May–September) appears to be well
described by the change in NDVI during the same time period. The relationship was
further solidified with the consequential coefficient of determination (R2) value for the
model. The R2 value of 0.85 indicated an excellent linear relationship between NDVI and
corn yield. The result showed that the independent variable (change in NDVI) was able to
define the dependent variable (corn yield) 85% of the time. Additionally, the small Pvalue (<< 0.01) further proved the statistical significance of the model results.
Subsection 1.6.7 Model Performance Assessment
Leave-one-out cross validation (LOOCV) for the derived regression model was
carried out using the R statistical tool. The LOOCV function performed 30 iterations
(total number of observations), each time leaving out one observation as a training value
to test for accuracy. According to the result, the average error observed for the LOOCV
was 0.048 (4.8%). The result showed that the model average accuracy within the training
set was 95.2%.
Statistical indicators, root mean square error, mean average error, and mean bias
error, were also calculated to assess the model’s performance. The root mean square error
and mean average error value of 0.03 and 0.02 from the result signified low residual
variance between predicted and observed corn yield. In other words, the deviation of the
predicted mean from the true (observed) value was extremely small. Additionally, with
negative mean bias error value, the model’s outcome appears to be under-predicting. That
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said, as the mean bias error value was extremely minimal (0.01), the predictability
biasness of the model was statistically insignificant.
Subsection 1.6.8 Model Predictability Accuracy Assessment
Further predictability accuracy assessment for the regression was performed with
10 new county level observations. These observations were not initially included in the
model, hence the accuracy results are assumed to be unbiased. For each new observation,
countywide change in NDVI ratio was calculated and used in the model equation as
independent variable to predict the dependent variable (corn-yield change).Table 2 shows
the validation result.

Table 2 Validation Results of Corn Yield Change with Regression Model

Flood year
2006
2007
2007
2007
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008

County
Norman, MN
Woodson, KS
Clark, MO
Webster, IA
Grant, WI
Jones, IA
Scott, IA
Hamilton, OH
Tuscarawas, OH
Kenosha, WI

Observed yield
(BU/Acre)
118.59
90.95
166.40
159.00
170.00
164.40
143.80
136.00
131.00
130.00

Predicted yield
(BU/Acre)
108.66
92.26
166.91
159.61
172.25
173.42
154.01
134.32
136.04
134.17

Relative error
(%)
9.93
-1.30
-0.51
-0.61
-2.25
-9.02
-10.21
1.68
-5.04
-4.17

The relative error for the validation result ranged between -10.21% to 9.93% with
counties like Norman, MN; Jones, IA; and Scott, IA, showing a higher percentage of
error. These slightly higher errors could be caused by various external factors, such as
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NDVI contamination due to cloud coverage, or corn yield survey error in those counties.
Nevertheless, the absolute average error of 4.47% indicated a higher accuracy in the
predictability of the model.
Subsection 1.6.9 Conclusion and Discussions
From the analysis and results achieved in this initial study, it can be concluded
that the weekly MODIS NDVI product appeared to be a useful measure in detecting
changes in corn yield. Initial results from comparing weekly NDVI against median NDVI
within the same area showed evidence of these changes. These alterations were not only
visually distinct, but also possible to quantify mathematically. The changes in countylevel annual corn yield during the flood year were consistent with the change in NDVI.
The initial association of changes in NDVI and the changes in corn yield were
encouraging and provided a platform to further quantify the impacts. Further analysis was
performed with county level-scaled data to detect and statically measure the yield
changes.
The quantification of changes in corn yield during the flood year was done by
deriving the regression analysis between change in NDVI and change in corn yield as
independent and dependent variables, respectively. This model was performed for 30
different flooding events within growing seasons of the corn. With the R2 value of 0.85,
the model indicated statistically significant linear relation between the NDVI and corn
yield. Testing the predictability of the model with 10 new cases, the average relative error
of the model was only 4.47%. Furthermore, small leave-one-out cross validation value
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(0.48), along with smaller statistical error indicators (root mean square error, mean
absolute error, and mean bias error), further validated the accuracy of the model.
According to the regression approach applied in this research, change in NDVI
during the growing season of the corn could be a good indicator for quantifying corn
yield. As NDVI directly relates to vegetation conditions, sudden drops in the NDIV time
series, mainly within the growing season, indicated decreases in productivity. The change
in NDVI was evident, and further quantification in terms of annual corn yield was
possible, when compared with the base-line (normal) NDVI for that specific location.
Although the results achieved from this research did indicate a strong relationship between
NDVI change and crop production, this conclusion could be biased to the observation
data. As the regression model was performed with only 30 observation data, more flood
cases and sample points, stratified by crop types and flood events, might give more
accurate results. That said, the availability of data on flood cases especially within the
growing season of the corn in the corn-producing counties were limited. Furthermore, this
research was constituted on the assumption that all observations used in the model were
spatially homogenous; however, various geographic regions tend to have diverse
agricultural properties, even within same the state. For this very reason USDA has
defined, within each state, approximately 8-9 different agricultural regions known as
Agricultural Statistics District (ASD). These ASDs were defined based on homogeneity of
attributes that contribute to agriculture, such as climate, temperature, precipitation, soil
condition, etc. Hence more localized models within ASD level would provide a better and
more accurate outcome for that specific region. Additionally, with localized regression
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relation, the corn yield estimation can be performed within very fine spatial resolution
instead of county level.
The regression relation derived in this initial study also assumed the growing
season to be static and similar across all study areas. Similar to spatial heterogeneity of
agricultural properties, growing season will also be spatially dynamic. Even though the
assumed static growing seasons in this study were within the USDA-defined ranges, a
growing season shift of one or two weeks could drastically alter the outcomes.
Furthermore, as weekly NDVI represents maximum value composite of daily NDVI for
that week, it is uncertain which day that weekly NDVI represents; hence, the start and/or
end day of the growing season could shift up to 14 days. This could completely fail to
detect an entire disaster event, such as short flood event lasting for a week to 10 days.
Hence improving the model by using daily NDVI and dynamic growing season in
accordance with the individual NDVI curve is expected to improve the model outcome.
Similarly, adjustment of technological advancements on crop yield will also improve the
model. Moving forward, these would be some improvements required in this initial
experiment.

Section 1.7 Objective and Scopes
The general objective of this study is to present robust approach to utilize remote
sensing derived vegetation index to estimate the annual corn yield. By using MODISbased daily NDVI with 250m spatial resolution and combining with annual corn yield,
the proposed model will be capable of estimating the corn yield within a finer spatial
resolution. The specific objectives of the research are proposed below:
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i.

Estimate the potential relation between MODIS-based daily NDVI
combining with the corn coverage and the corresponding annual yield.

ii.

Derive a regression-based model that will be best-suited for estimating
annual corn yield at the county level as well as robust enough to
estimate the yield at a higher accuracy and a finer spatial resolution
(field level).

iii.

Investigate the performance of the model at various climatic regions,
and implement the model at localized and agriculturally homogenous
regions (ASD).

iv.

Utilize the derived model to estimate the impact of flooding on corn
yield during the growing season.

v.

Contribute to the scientific community via providing the crop fraction
layer data set through a Web-based service, which provides percentage
of crop coverage within 250m MODIS pixels at national level for
future agricultural studies.

Section 1.7 Organization of Dissertation
This dissertation is divided into 10 chapters. To understand the foundation of the
study, research materials, study area and methods, background, and literature reviews are
presented in the next two chapters. The following six chapters provide detailed work
performed to address the objective of the study, and the final chapter summarizes the
findings of the study, along with future directions for potentially improving the results.
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Chapter 1 provides the general introduction of the importance of crop monitoring
and accurate yield assessments, issues with current methods of yield estimations and
remote sensing applications to overcome these limitations, the initial experiment on
NDVI-based corn yield impact assessments, and the objective and scope of this study.
Chapter 2 gives the description of the research materials, study area, and methods
used to conduct this study, along with background on remote sensing applications—
namely, classification methods and band ratioing approach—on agricultural studies and
crop yield assessments through a vegetation index-based approach in Chapter 3.
Derivation of new data product based on crop cover percentage and a method for
selecting an appropriate noise-reduction technique for MODIS daily NDVI time series
are explained in Chapters 4 and 5, respectively.
Methods of developing a daily NDVI-based regression model for corn yield
assessment proposed in this study are described in Chapter 6. Results of model
validation and sensitive tests using various statistical indicators and 2015 corn yield data
are expressed in Chapter 7. The model’s applications in spatially detailed corn yield
assessments with randomly selected field-level corn-yield data and flood impact
assessment due to 2011 Missouri River flood are presented in Chapter 8 and Chapter 9,
respectively. Finally, Chapter 10 summarizes the entire study and concludes with
applications and limitations of the research, as well as future works that could follow
from the research at hand.
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CHAPTER 2 RESEARCH MATERIALS, STUDY AREA, AND STRUCTURES

This chapter focuses on the research materials and data used in this study, the
geographic region the experiment covers, and the necessary steps and methods carried
out to achieve the desired results.

Section 2.1 Research Materials
Subsection 2.1.1 Primary Crop
Ideally this research could be extended in the future to include major field crop,
such as wheat, soybeans, barley, and corn; however, for this current study, only corn was
selected as the primary crop type to be examined. According to the USDA’s report, corn
is regarded as one of the primary field crops produced in the U.S., accounting for more
than 90% of total feed grain (USDA ERS 2013). In 2014, the annual production for corn
was estimated to reach a record 14.2 billion bushels (171 bushels per acre). The secondlargest crop was soybeans, with a total of only 3.97 billion bushels per year; followed by
cotton, with an estimated production of 433 million bushels per year. The U.S. also ranks
first in the world for corn production, contributing 40% of global corn production,
another reason why corn was chosen as the crop of interest for this study (USDA NASS
2015).
Corn also is considered to be a multi-purpose crop, used not only for a multitude
of food products, but also for industrial alcohol and fuel ethanol production. The average,
modern-day, gasoline-powered vehicle can be fueled with a blend of 10% crop-based
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ethanol. As corn-based ethanol is considered to be a renewable source, blending it with
gasoline not only reduces the consumption of nonrenewable fossil fuel, but also helps to
cut greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. In the past, corn-based fuel ethanol was considered
inefficient in producing biofuel. A study done by Pimentel and Patzek (2005) raised
concerns about the efficiency of using corn as biofuel, since the production of corn-based
fuel requires 29% more fossil fuel energy. A more recent study, however, suggests
otherwise. A study by Liska et al. (2009) concluded that with the adaptation of improved
technology, the efficiency and profitability of corn production for ethanol use has
increased. In the U.S., which uses 140 billion gallons of gasoline annually, fuel ethanol
produced with an updated value of crop management and bio-refinery operations was
able to reduce GHG by 50% (Liska et al. 2009).
Subsection 2.1.2 MODIS
The MODIS satellite instrument, launched by the U.S. National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA), provides high-frequency products to monitor various
Earth observation studies. MODIS scans the Earth’s surface from two orbiting platforms:
Aqua and Terra, launched in 2002 and 1992, respectively (Brown, Jenkerson, and Gu
2008). As part of the Earth Observation System (EOS), both Terra and Aqua, being sunsynchronous, only operate during the day at an altitude of about 705 km (438 miles).
Terra orbits the Earth, collecting data from a direction of north to south, crossing the
equator during the morning hours, around 10:30 a.m. Hence, the Terra satellite is also
known as EOS AM-1. The Aqua satellite, on the other hand, was originally called EOS
PM-1 because it operates by crossing the equator during the afternoon hours, around 1:30
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p. m., scanning the Earth’s surface from south to north (NASA 2017). Both Terra and
Aqua’s MODIS satellites complete the mapping of the entire Earth’s surface in one to
two days. Both satellite-based MODIS tools acquire data in three native spatial
resolutions with total 36 spectral bands: 250 m (bands 1-2), 500 m (bands 3-7), and 1km
(bands 8-36). Most of the MODIS products have 10-degree by 10-degree size tiles in
Sinusoidal projection (LPDAAC 2017). Table 3 highlights the MODIS spectral bands
(1-7) covering visible, near infrared, and shortwave infrared, with wavelengths and key
uses.

Table 3 MODIS Spectra Bands (1-7) with key uses (LPDAAC 2017)

Band

Wavelength

Band

Key use

Visible

Land Cover Transformation, Vegetation

(nm)
1

620 -670

Chlorophyll
2

847-876

NIR

Cloud Amount, Vegetation Land Cover
Transformation

3

459–479

Visible

Soil/Vegetation Differences

4

545–565

Visible

Green Vegetation

5

1230–1250

NIR

Leaf/Canopy Differences

6

1628–1652

SIR

Snow/Cloud Differences

7

2105–2155

SIR

Cloud Properties, Land Properties

As this study focuses on detail-level corn yields, a MODIS daily product of 250m
resolution was employed. As these 250m daily products only consist of bands 1 and 2,
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NDVI derived through a combination of visible (Red) and NIR bands were the primary
products utilized for the study.

Subsection 2.1.3 Crop Coverage
For any agricultural study using remote-sensing products or techniques, cropland
cover is a vital piece of information. Without knowing where these crops are growing and
how they are changing over time, it is almost impossible to conduct any agriculturalbased research or study, and the present research is no exception. As the primary focus of
this research is to derive a remote sensing-based model to estimate corn yield, current and
historical corn yield land cover data throughout the study areas were required. One of the
datasets that fit the requirement of this study was the crop classification data, namely
CDL, provided by USDA NASS (Han et al. 2012).
CDL is Landsat-based data that provides extensive cropland cover information
within the continental U.S. USDA NASS provides this dataset through the online data
portal CropScape, provided by and maintained at CSISS at George Mason University.
The CDL provides crop classification information at spatial resolutions of 30m and 51m
and is available for about 40 different crop-type land covers. CDL data have been
available since 1997, but only for North Dakota, Illinois, Arkansas, and Mississippi. Data
from 2000 to 2007 contained additional major crop-producing states such as Nebraska,
Iowa, Indiana, and Kansas. The complete continental crop coverage data is available
from 2008. Figure 7 shows the CDL for 2010 where yellow shades represent corn
coverages.
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Figure 7 Crop Data Layer of Continental U.S., 2008 - CropScape

The primary satellites for deriving the CDL data were Landsat 4, 5, and 7. Since
2006, Indian Remote Sensing RESOURCESAT-1 (IRS-P6) Advanced Wide Field Sensor
(AWiFS) was also added to produce imagery during the crops’ growing season. Beside
these primary satellite data, CDL utilizes additional satellite imagery and ancillary inputs
to supplement and improve the classification. These additional data sources include the
United States Geological Survey (USGS) National Elevation Dataset (NED), the USGS
National Land Cover Database 2001 (NLCD 2001), and the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) MODIS 250-meter, 16-day normalized difference
vegetation index composites (Metadata CropScape 2017).
The accuracy of the CDL varies based on crop type, geographic location, and
agricultural year. Within a prevailing agricultural region, the accuracy ranges from 80%
to over 90%. The online portal, CropScape, features intensive metadata, which provide
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detailed information on each crop type within a specific state and year (Metadata
CropScape 2017). For example, the accuracy of corn in Indiana in 2010 was about 97%,
whereas it was 96% for soybeans. Detailed information on CDL data can be found at the
metadata page:
https://www.nass.usda.gov/Research_and_Science/Cropland/metadata/meta.php
Subsection 2.1.4 Annual Crop Yield
Annual county-level corn yield and harvested area information was acquired
through the USDA NASS online data repository Quick Stats (USDA NASS QuickStats
2015). Quick Stats is a Web-based service that provides user-friendly graphic interface to
search and download official published aggregated estimates of U.S. agricultural
production data. Through Quick Stats’ interface selection options, the data search can be
refined based on crop type, location, temporal range, as well as the type of data, such as
annual yield, harvested area, or total production. Figure 8 shows the Web-interface of
Quick Stats and option available to subset the dataset. NASS derives these estimated
agricultural production from data mainly acquired through sample surveys conducted
each year, covering most of the agricultural aspect of U.S. agriculture and also through
Census of Agriculture, conducted once every five years and providing state and countylevel aggregates (USDA NASS QuickStats 2015).
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Figure 8 Quick Stats – USDA NASS Web-based Service Interface

Besides the Web-based interface, Quick Stats also provides an application
program interface (API) for direct access to their database. For this study, annual corn
yields and harvested areas within the study area were acquired through the Quick Stats
database.

Section 2.2 Study Area
For the study area, one state from each of the four climatically consistent regions
within the Corn Belt area of the U.S. were selected. These four climatic regions are based
on climate analysis performed by the National Centers for Environmental Information to
identify areas with homogeneous monthly, seasonal, and annual temperature and climatic
conditions. The four regions are the East North Central, West North Central, Central, and
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South (NOAA NCEI 2017). Corn was the primary crop utilized in this study to derive
the NDVI time series. Hence, the four major corn-producing states representing each
region were Indiana (from the Central region), Iowa (from the East North Central region),
Nebraska (from the West North Central region), and Kansas (from the South region). By
selecting study areas from various climatic regions, this study aimed to understand the
performance of the proposed model in these diverse areas. Figure 9 shows the four
climatic regions within the Corn Belt area, along with the four states representing each
region.

Figure 9 Four climatic regions within the US corn-belt and the selected states representing each region
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Iowa is located in the Midwestern part of the U.S., bordered by the Mississippi
River on the east and the Missouri and Big Sioux rivers on the west. The climatic
condition in Iowa is considered a humid continental climate with extreme heat and cold
(Kottek et al. 2006). The average winter and summer high temperatures in the state were
about 30 ℉ and 83 ℉, respectively. Iowa is considered one of the largest corn-producing
states within the Corn Belt. As stated in the USDA NASS 2015 report, the annual
harvested area of corn in Iowa was over 13 million acres, with a production rate of 192
bushels/acre. Corn production sales are valued around $8.7 billion (Iowa 2017). Besides
corn, Iowa also ranks highest in producing grains, beans, dry peas, and soybeans, along
with livestock inventories such as hogs and pigs (Iowa Corn 2017).
Indiana, another major corn-producing state within the Corn Belt region, is also
part of the Great Plains area of the U.S. Indiana’s climatic condition ranges from a humid
continental climate in the northern part of the state, with cold winters and warm summers,
to a humid subtropical climate in the southern part, with more precipitation (Kottek et al.
2006). The average high temperature in the state is estimated to be around 34 ℉ during
the summer and 85 ℉ during the winter. Indiana is also considered to be one of the most
vital states for U.S. agricultural production due to its large quantity of arable land.
According to a 2015 USDA NASS report, annual corn sales in the state were reported to
be $3.16 billion. Similarly, the annual harvested area in 2015 was around 5.5 million
acres, producing 822 million bushels of corn (Indiana 2017). Apart from corn, Indiana is
among the top states in the production of soybeans, grains, oilseeds, and dry peas
(Indiana 2017).
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Kansas, another major corn-producing state within the Corn Belt, has three types
of climates, based on the Koppen climate classification: humid continental, semi-arid
steppe, and humid subtropical (Kottek et al. 2006). The humid continental climate occurs
in the eastern region of the state, which sees cold winters and hot, humid summers.
Similarly, the semiarid steppe climate observed in the western part of the state has very
hot summers. The south-central part of the state has a humid subtropical climate, with
humid summers and mild winters, along with more precipitation (Kottek et al. 2006). The
average high summer temperature for Kansas is 91 ℉ and the average high winter
temperature is 39 ℉. Kansas is regarded primarily as an agricultural-based state with
about 46 million acres of farmland. This state is ranked first in producing winter wheat,
with 9 million acres of production in 2015 (Kansas 2017). According to a USDA NASS
report, Kansas is also ranked among states that produce the most corn, with close to 4
million harvested acres, producing about 580 million bushels of corn, in 2015 (Kansas
2017). The total dollar value of this production was estimated to be around $2.17 billion.
Nebraska is located in the Great Plains of the U.S. and has both a humid
continental climate and a semi-arid climate. The western part of the state has a semi-arid
climate, whereas the eastern half has a humid continental climate (Kottek et al. 2006).
Hence the seasons and precipitation levels vary throughout the entire state. The average
high temperature during the summer reaches around 88 ℉ and goes down to 35 ℉ during
the winter. According to the 2015 report from USDA NASS, Nebraska ranked among the
top three corn-producing states in the U.S. The annual corn production measured around
1.7 billion bushels produced from 9.1 million harvest acres. The sales in dollars for the
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corn production in the same year was valued at $6.1 billion (Nebraska 2017). Besides
corn production, Nebraska is also a top producer of grains, dry beans, and oilseeds, along
with livestock, such as cattle and calves.

Section 2.3 Research Structure
This section details the study’s research structure and outlines the necessary
methods and steps required to successfully complete the study and to achieve the desire
results.
Subsection 2.3.1 Generating Crop Fraction Layer
One of the primary datasets used in this study, MODIS, provided up to 250m high
spatial resolution NDVI products with daily coverages; however, it could not provide
crop-type information. By utilizing various models based on the spectral pattern of the
vegetation indices derived from MODIS, the product could estimate the type of crop
coverages; however, these methods suffer from a mixed pixel issue. These estimations
usually perform more efficiently if the majority of the pixel areas are covered with a
single crop type. Hence the crop-type estimations are only useful in areas with larger crop
fields and could fail to provide accurate crop coverage information if a single MODIS
pixel contains heterogeneous land covers. As one of the principal components of this
research was to capture the crop condition profile through MODIS-based NDVI products,
detailed knowledge of crop coverages within a single MODIS pixel was paramount.
Hence, the initial part of the study focused on preprocessing the 250m MODIS datasets to
calculate the pixel-level corn coverage.
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As mentioned in the data section, the Landsat-based CDL data provides corn
coverages in the very fine resolution of up to 30m. Hence a new data layer was produced
by combining the 250m daily MODIS data and the CDL data. This new dataset, crop
fraction layer (CFL), provided the ratio of corn coverage within a single 250m pixel and
was used as one of the main inputs in developing the corn-yield assessment model.
Even though this study focused only on corn within four major corn-producing
states in the Corn Belt area of the U.S., the new dataset was produced for the entire
continental U.S., for 10 major crops (corn, soybeans, barley, rice, oats, cotton, winter
wheat, spring wheat, sorghum, and peanuts), and from 2000 to the current year.
Furthermore, these datasets were served through a user-friendly Web-based service to
display, select, and download particular data of interest. As mentioned earlier, any
agricultural study utilizing 250m MODIS-based NDVI products requires pixel-level crop
coverage information. So, the newly produced datasets largely aim to contribute to the
scientific studies on crop monitoring using 250m MODIS NDVI and require pixel-level
crop percentage data. The general workflow of deriving these crop-fraction layers are
highlighted in Figure 10 below.
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Figure 10 Work Flow – Generating Crop Fraction Layer

Subsection 2.3.2 Model Development – NDVI Smoothing and Regression Model
Once the CDL was derived, these data layer were used to select the pure corn
pixel within the study area. As mentioned earlier, one of the greatest concerns about
using MODIS-based NDVI is the mixed pixel issue. As the 250m spatial resolution pixel
most often contains diverse crop/non-cropland covers, it is important to select only pixels
that contain the majority of a single land cover pixel, which in this study will be corn
cover. As the newly derived CDL provides percentage corn cover information within
single MODIS pixel-level data, the only pixel which contains corn coverage of 95% or
more will be selected as pure corn MODIS-level pixel. These selected MODIS pixel level
NDVIs will be one of the inputs to derive the corn yield assessment model.
MODIS daily NDVI data products are highly efficient for capturing crop
condition profile and crop-change patterns; however, these datasets tend to be equally
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susceptible to noise contamination at the same time. All optical sensor-based data—not
only MODIS-based data products—contain some level of noise. These abnormalities in
the data are mainly caused by atmospheric conditions, such as cloud covers, as well as
some level of error on sun-sensor-surface viewing geometry. Regardless of the source of
the noise, the frequent existence of data noise in MODIS-derived products requires initial
preprocessing to remove or minimize these abnormalities. Hence, to smooth the daily
NDVI time series used in this study, two levels of filtering approaches were applied.
In the first level, the best index slope extraction algorithm was used to initially
select only points considered non-contaminated throughout the NDVI time series. This
selection algorithm was based on a specific size moving window traversing across the
curve covering each point. Once these points were selected, the Savitzky-Golay filter was
applied in the second step to smooth the curve, based on the selected points in the time
series. Additionally, a modified threshold approach was used to define the corn-growing
season (start day and end day) for each NDVI curve. The application and validation of
these methods are further detailed in the following chapters.
Once all the pure corn NDVI time series were selected and filtering through twolevel smoothing approach was performed to remove any noise, these time series were
then aggregated to the county level to represent the corn yield for that county for that
specific year. As the corn yield data were only available to the county level, all the
selected pure corn NDVI pixels needed to be combined to create a “normal” corn NDVI
profile, which in this research assumed to mean the corn yield for that county. The
“normal” NDVI profile was derived by taking the median value of all “pure” pixel NDVI
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values within that county for a specific year. For example, to derive the “normal” NDVI
of X County for 2012, first day 1 NDVI value of the “normal” NDVI was calculated by
taking the median of all day 1 NDVI values of the “pure” corn pixel within county X in
2012.This process was repeated for all 365 (or 366 if its leap year) days NDVI values,
and the final daily “normal” NDVI profile was generated for the entire year.
The derived “normal” profiles were further normalized into a single unit value by
taking the total area of the NDVI curve within the growing season. These area values
were assumed to be representative of the corn yield for that year, and used as independent
variables in the model while the corresponding corn yield values were used as dependent
variables. Additionally, to avoid the effect of spatial variabilities on agricultural
properties, individual regression relations were derived for each agriculturally
homogeneous district. The complete steps of the model development are shown in Figure
11 and the detailed steps is further discussed in proceeding sections. Once these ASDlevel regression relations were set up and validated through various statistical
measurements, a proposed model could be used for various corn yield assessment
applications.
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Figure 11 Model Development Flow Diagram – NDVI Smoothing and Regression Model

Subsection 2.3.3 Model Validation – Sensitivity Test and Assessment Validation
A validation and sensitivity test of a model are considered two of the most
important aspects of validating a model’s acceptance. Hence, both a statistical sensitivity
test and a validation analysis were performed to examine the validity of the model
derived in this study.
For the model’s sensitivity test, various statistical deviance measures, such as root
mean square error, mean absolute error, and mean bias error, were calculated and
evaluated. These statistical measures indicated the correctness of the proposed model.
Low values for these measures normally indicate a model’s performance with minimal
error. Additionally, the model was cross-validated by dividing the observations into
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training sets and validation sets. The training set was used to train the model, and the
validation set was used to test how well the model performed to validate the observations.
To validate the model’s assessment capabilities, new sets of observations, which
were not included to derive the model, were used. As the proposed model was developed
using observation data from 2000 to 2014, new sets of observation data from 2015 within
the same study area were utilized to validate the model’s assessment accuracies. Figure
12 shows the flow chart of model validation steps.

Figure 12 Model Validation Work Flow – Sensitivity Test and Assessment Validation
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Subsection 2.3.1 Model Application – Field Level Corn Yield and Flood Loss
Assessment
Upon successful validation of model’s performance and generation of acceptable
results, the model was utilized for two specific purposes: corn yield and corn flood
impact assessment.
As one of the proposed contributions of this study was to derive remote sensingbased model robust enough to estimate corn yield within field level, the regression-based
model was tested to estimate the corn yield in various field locations throughout the study
area. Additionally, these model-estimated corn yields were validated with the actual
field-level yield data to test the accuracy of the model.
Another contribution of this study was the application of the proposed model to
perform corn impact assessment caused by flood events. For this purpose, the 2011
Missouri flood was selected as a case study to test the model. As the flood event occurred
during the corn growing season, and the majority of impact was within the study area of
this research, this flood was an ideal event to use to test the model’s assessment accuracy.
The flood extent information for this case study was acquired through the DFO Webbased portal provided by the University of Colorado. Based on the DFO data, all the corn
flooded pixels within the study area were selected, and then annual NDVI time series
were acquired for those selected pixels. These NDVI values were then used as
independent variables in the model to estimate the impacted corn yield. The assessment
results were validated against the crop yield results acquired through the World Food
Studies (WOFOST) model results. WOFOST is an applied simulated model that analyzes
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quantitatively the growth and production of annual field crops. Figure 13 shows the flow
diagram of model application steps.

Figure 13 Model Application Work Flow – Field Level Corn Yield and Flood Loss Assessment

All these research methods and necessary steps are further discussed in detail in
coming chapters.
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CHAPTER 3 REMOTE SENSING APPLICATIONS ON AGRICULTURAL
STUDIES, AND CORP YIELD ASSESSMENTS

This chapter provides the background of remote sensing applications on
agricultural studies mainly classification and band ratioing methods, as well as various
approaches of utilizing vegetation indices-based crop yield assessment methods.

Section 3.1 Remote Sensing Applications on Agricultural Studies
The various crop yield estimation and monitoring methods available can be
broadly classified into four categories: remote sensing-based methods, crop-growth
models, agro-climate models, and statistical sampling methods (Ren et al. 2008; P.C.
Doraiswamy et al. 2004; Bastiaanssen and Ali 2003; Zhang et al. 2003; Dadhwal and
Sridhar 1997; Baez-Gonzalez et al. 2002). Agro-climate models are primarily based on
measurement of climatic variations such as temperature and precipitation during the
crop’s growing season to estimate the crop yield (Lobell and Field 2007). Crop growth
models rely on historical parameters to develop computer-simulated yield assessments. If
enough historical samples are used to train the computer model, the computerized model
forecasts crop productivity by matching similar parameter conditions (Bastiaanssen and
Ali 2003). The remote sensing-based crop yield prediction method utilizes remotely
sensed parameters, primarily vegetation indices, to simulate crop yield. Remote sensing
technologies provide frequent coverage at short intervals and higher spatial resolutions
(A. Singh 1989) and are therefore regarded as the most utilized and efficient approaches
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in agricultural studies. The two most widely used remote sensing product-based methods
on crop monitoring include classification-based and band ratioing methods (Masoumi et
al. 2017).
Subsection 3.1.1 Classification Method
A classification-based approach in remote sensing redefines each pixel (or group
of pixels) within an image or scene, based on its thematic properties, into a specific landcover type. Pixels representing similar land covers, such as forests, urban, or agricultural
areas, tend to exhibit similar reflectance properties (spectral signatures) and, by
accurately identifying and grouping these pixels into a defined class, an entire image can
be classified into sets of pre-defined land-cover types. These classification methods are
mostly carried out via two basic approaches: supervised and unsupervised (Thomas,
Hendrix, and Congalton 2003). The supervised classification method requires sets of end
members within the image, also known as ground-truth data. Based on the total number
of final land-cover types to be classified, end member pixels were considered for
selection from the same image for each land cover, based on either prior knowledge of
the area or some supplementary information, such as high-resolution aerial photography
or survey data. Once these groups of end members were identified, a defined
classification algorithm was used to classify each pixel in the image into one of the
defined end-member categories based on a similar spectral signature or reflectance
characteristics. The unsupervised classification also uses a similar classification
algorithm to divide each pixel into defined land-cover types; however, unlike the
supervised version of classification, the user-defined sample classes as end members are
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typically not provided. Based on the classification algorithm, the computer model
automatically groups pixels with similar spectral properties into desired groups of classes
(S. Gopal, Sklarew, and Lambin 1994; Sucharita Gopal, Woodcock, and Strahler 1999).
For accurate classification, the user must possess prior knowledge of the area in order to
relate the computer-generated grouping of pixels into the desired land cover.
The utilization of image-classification methods for crop monitoring, especially to
monitor yield variations, is performed by comparing and contrasting multi-temporal
scenes within the same geographic location for any changes. The total changes in crop
production are solely based on a total number of altered crop pixels in multi-temporal
images. These identified pixels further translated into specific area units (acreages, e.g.)
depending on the image’s spatial resolution. Additionally, these acreage values can be
further extrapolated into monetary values based on specific crop types and geographic
locations, using a well-defined harvest index (Meroni et al. 2013).
A classification-based approach for crop monitoring can be archived by the
utilization of airborne images such as ADAR 5500 multispectral sensor system or by
spaceborne images, such as Landsat TM/ETM. The airborne images provide an
extremely high spatial resolution (up to .25m), resulting in more precise classifications of
images, leading to highly accurate crop assessments, especially within localized areas.
That said, due to very high spatial resolution, the actual spatial coverage for the airborne
images are limited to a smaller geographic extent. Furthermore, since these images are
mostly processed on-demand, the availability of historical data is highly limited.
Monetary costs present another drawback for using airborne images for agricultural
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studies. As commercial companies are primarily responsible for capturing and selling
these datasets, the cost of these images is likely to be high, especially when a study
requires multi-temporal scenes to monitor different stages of crop growth.
Utilization of spaceborne images for the classification-based crop yield
assessment, to some extent, provides capabilities to address limitations in using airborne
images. Compared to airborne images, spaceborne images have an advantage due to their
affordability (Landsat is free) and extensive historical datasets. Furthermore, satellite
images also offer a higher spatial resolution (30-60m for Landsat), which is the ideal
resolution for land cover classifications. That said, satellite images, due to their
comparably coarse temporal resolutions (16 days for Landsat), fail to provide daily
information for crop monitoring. Similarly, satellite images are also considered highly
vulnerable to noise contaminations. In fact, satellite-derived images always contain some
level of impurity due to various atmospheric effects, such as cloud, dust, or aerosol
(Cihlar and Howarth 1994) as well as geometric effects, such as a low sun zenith angle or
an off-nadir viewing angle (Jackson et al. 1990; Gatebe et al. 2001). Furthermore, the
classification approach tends to be highly subjective and time-consuming, and the
accuracy of an end result depends on the quality of the training sets. Therefore
classification-based approaches are considered to be inefficient for global coverage
analyses (Jensen et al. 1995; Song et al. 2001). Similarly, areas of considerable
topography, such as aspects and slopes, also negatively influence classification methods,
due to variation in surface spectral responses.
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Subsection 3.1.2 Band Ratioing (Vegetation Indices)
Shortcomings of classification-based flood crop damage assessments can be
addressed by band ratioing, especially by utilizing spaceborne images. Band ratioing
refers to a process of calculating the ratio of the spectral responses between various
spectral bands within a single image. Compared to the visible portion of the spectrum,
infrared bands are better able to detect healthy vegetation because of their sensitivity to
the photosynthetic activity in the plants. Therefore, the ratio between the infrared and
visible bands provides an indicator to distinguish between healthy and damaged
vegetation (Donglian Sun, Yunyue Yu, and Goldberg 2011; Frazier and Page 2000; R.
Shrestha and Liping Di 2013; Smith 1997). Vegetation Indices (VI) are the primary
example of spectral band ratioing, providing an indicator of vegetation condition. Cropyield assessments are performed by examining VI of a specific location (or pixel) and
building a relation model with the corresponding crop yield, to compute total crop
production and acreage.
VI-based crop monitoring methods, compared to classification-based methods,
appeared to be much more efficient and robust. By transforming these daily products into
weekly or bi-weekly composite products, VI to some extent, are capable of reducing
abnormalities such as cloud cover effects. This process combines multi-day VI timeseries (7 days, 10 days, 14 days, etc.) and select a single best (usually maximum) VI
value to represent the entire composite VI timeline. The most commonly used composite
data sets are 10-day Maximum Value Composite (MVC) products (HOLBEN 1986; J.
Chen et al. 2004). This pixel-by-pixel method examines VI value for each pixel over 10day period, and the maximum VI represents the composite VI for that entire 10-day
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period. Although these composite products improve the data quality and ensure the
elimination of any impurities, as long as at least one unaffected observation is present
within the composite time-series, if all observations within the composite period contain
noise (cloud cover during the continuous rain for 10 days), this method can be
ineffective. Additionally, the temporal resolution of these multi-day composite products
become coarse and may not be efficient for capturing and monitoring crop vegetation
index variants within a short period of time, especially for daily-level change analyses.
For example, addressing crop phonological changes within a growing season would
require examining daily level VI time-series. Similarly, assessing crop loss due to an
oversupply of water (Yu et al. 2013) would also require performing daily VI assessments.
However, these limitations of composite methods can be addressed by statistical- and/or
mathematical-based models to reduce the anomalies in a daily VI time series. These
models utilize some version of curve-fitting methods to first identify the anomaly
observations in the time-series, and then smooth these values based on the fitting
algorithm. Some of these statistical approaches include the Fourier-based approach, the
Asymmetric Function, threshold-based fitting, and iterative-based fitting (J. Chen et al.
2004).
Various VI utilizing remote sensing data have been applied for crop yield
management, such as the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), the vegetation
condition index (VCI), and the temperature condition index (TCI) (Prasad et al. 2006).
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NDVI uses the ratio between the infrared and red spectral bands to derive an
index that measures the greenness (growth condition) of vegetation cover. Equation 3
shows the mathematical formula to calculate NDVI.

Equation 3 NDVI

𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼 =

𝜌𝑛 − 𝜌𝑟
𝜌𝑛 + 𝜌𝑟

Where 𝜌𝑛 and 𝜌𝑟 are measured surface reflectance of NIR and red spectral bands
respectively.
Further normalization of NDVI with multi-year maximum and minimum derives
the VCI (F. Kogan et al. 2003). The concept of VCI was established to detect weather
and climatic patterns from NDVI time series (F. N. Kogan 1990). Equation 4 highlights
the VCI derivation formula.

Equation 4 VCI

𝑉𝐶𝐼 = 100 ∗

𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼𝑥𝑦 − 𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑥𝑦
𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼𝑥𝑦 − 𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑥𝑦

Where NDVIxy is current location NDVI, NDVImin,xy and NDVImax,xy are
historical minimum and maximum NDVI respectively for the same location.
TCI’s mathematical concept reflects some similarities to that of VCI methods,
except the concept is based on the actual brightness temperature value (BV), instead of
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NDVI. This index was proposed to minimize the cloud contamination to measure
vegetation index more accurately (Unganai and Kogan 1998). The expression of TCI is
given in Equation 5.

Equation 5 TCI

𝑇𝐶𝐼 = 100 ∗

𝐵𝑉𝑀𝑎𝑥 − 𝐵𝑉𝑥
𝐵𝑉𝑀𝑖𝑛 − 𝐵𝑉𝑀𝑖𝑛

Where 𝐵𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝐵𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛 are historical maximum and minimum brightness value
respectively, and 𝐵𝑉𝑥 is the current brightness value.
VCI and TCI are mostly identified as primary indices to be used for drought
detection and impact of drought on agriculture (Unganai and Kogan 1998; F. Kogan
2002; R. P. Singh, Roy, and Kogan 2003). NDVI-based modeling, on the other hand, has
been recognized as one of the most suitable approaches for crop-yield assessment (J.
Chen et al. 2004; R. Shrestha, Di, et al. 2013; Yu et al. 2013; Lingjun Kang et al. 2014).
These models could be a simple integration or a more complex transformation of the
NDVI to analyze crop yield (Prasad et al. 2006).

Section 3.2 Vegetation Index Based Crop Yield Assessment
MODIS and AVHRR satellite-based vegetation indices are considered to be the
most widely used indicators for deriving models in crop management studies. Among
these various VIs, NDVI is broadly considered to be the primary index exercised to
monitor crop conditions, especially for corn-yield estimations (Johnson 2014; Kang et al.
2013; Quarmby et al. 1993; Yu et al. 2013). Study conducted by Wang, Cherkauer, and
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Bowling (2016) discovered the significant relationship between NDVI time series and
corn yield. Furthermore, the study showed that with regression analysis, NDVI residuals
were able to reflect crop stress, especially during the crop-growing period. As healthy
vegetation tends to be highly reflective in the infrared part of the spectrum, the plant
produces a high NDVI value. On the other hand, plants that are stressed due to weather
abnormalities produce lower infrared reflections, resulting in low NDVIs. Hence, by
estimating these reflective declines, the changes on corn yield can be captured via NDVI.
Mkhabela et al. (2005) conducted research on corn-yield forecasting in the
Canadian Prairies with AVHHR-NDVI and concluded that a strong relationship existed
between the NDVI and corn yield. Furthermore, the relational model was able to predict
the corn yield up to 80% accurately. Similarly, the crop classification results in the Sahel
region using AVHHR-NDVI through fuzzy-neural network classification approach
showed accuracies ranging between 66% and 98% (with 83% average accuracy) (S.
Gopal, Sklarew, and Lambin 1994; Sucharita Gopal, Woodcock, and Strahler 1999).
That said, more recent studies suggest that due to the higher spatial resolution of 250m
and better radiometric resolution calibration, MODIS NDVI provided an improved
relation between NDVI and crop yield, resulting in more accurate yield forecasts (Schut
et al. 2009; M.S. Mkhabela et al. 2011). The NDVI value directly indicates crop health,
and any impact on crop condition, due to disasters such as flood, reflects in the crop’s
corresponding NDVI value. Any alteration in the NDVI value can be quantified by
comparing it against the historical normal NDVI (Ranjay Shrestha et al. 2017). Figure 14
shows the example of NDVI changes due to 2006 flooding in New Madrid County, MO
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(Ranjay Shrestha et al. 2017). The flood occurred in the month of September, and the
alternation in NDVI was distinctly visible when compared to the historical averaged
NDVI (2000 – 2014) for the same area. For reference, three Landsat images captured
during and after the flooding dates were also displayed along with the NDVI time series.
In the image, the significant decrement in NDVI values can be observed during the flood
dates, compared to the historical normal NDVI.

Figure 14 Change Detection in NDVI during the 2006 Missouri Flood (Source: Shrestha et al. 2017)
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These changes in NDVI due to flooding events can further be correlated with crop
yield by using statistical models. Regression-based approaches have been the most
effective and highly utilized statistical models for establishing a relationship between
NDVI and crop yield to predict changes in crop productions (Rasmussen 1992; Groten
1993; Quarmby et al. 1993; Prasad et al. 2006; Moriondo, Maselli, and Bindi 2007;
Balaghi et al. 2008; M.S. Mkhabela et al. 2011; R. Wang, Cherkauer, and Bowling 2016).
Benedetti and Rossini (1993) were among the first to successfully implement a
linear regression model between NDVI and crop-yield assessment (prediction accuracy
was between 80% and 90% from the official data). They utilized advanced, highresolution radiometer (AVHRR) images with 1.1 x1.1 km spatial resolution in their study
area in Emilia Romagna in Italy from 1986 to 1989. A similar approach was also carried
out by Labus et al. (2002) , using a 16x16 km regional farm-scale NDVI, establishing a
strong relationship between NDVI and wheat yield (R2=0.75) throughout the growing
season. These earlier studies on building regression models to estimate crop yields with
AVHRR-NDVI were applicable for low spatial resolution-based studies. However, with
the coarse spatial resolution of AVHRR-NDVI, the applications were highly limited.
Coarser pixels contain more diverse vegetation within a single pixel; thus, the data suffer
with the mixed spectral signals issues. The concern of coarse image resolution and a
possible mixed pixel issue has been addressed by researchers using higher resolution
image-based NDVI, such as MODIS-NDVI (spatial resolution up to 250 m). A study
conducted by M.S. Mkhabela et al. (2011) examined the possibility of using MODISNDVI to assess corn yield in the Canadian Prairies as well as to create the best timeline
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for making a reliable forecast. The yield-forecast accuracy of the study was up to 80%
when compared with the reference data. Similarly, Becker-Reshef et al. (2010) also
successfully forecasted wheat yields in Kansas and Ukraine, using a regression-based
model with MODIS-NDVI data.
Funk and Budde (2009) also used NDVI and corn phenology to derive a model
for early yield warnings in Zimbabwe. They used a 500 m MODIS NDVI with a 16-day
maximum value composite and 1 km land cover classification data produced by the
Southern African Development Community (SADC) for crop classification. Due to the
coarse spatial resolution data used, the yield assessment results were only scaled up to
regional and country levels. Similarly, by using 16-day maximum composite NDVI, the
study lacked day-of-the-year information, and the final results may be inaccurate.
Bolton and Friedl (2013) used daily NDVI product and 30 m CDL to select pure
pixels, and utilized the selected pixels to train the yield-assessment model. The study
selected NDVI for corn >50% and computed county-level weighted averages for each
index, using proportions of pixel classified in the CDL. Although the study used an
additional data product, MODIS Land Cover Dynamics, to define growing seasons, the
NDVI time series was still interpolated to five-day intervals. Furthermore, the spatial
extent of the result was only at the county level. Although the regression model showed a
very good coefficient of deterministic (R2 = 0.73), the study only used 2004-2009 yield
data to train the model. Therefore, for each county, a maximum of only five observations
were used, which was not enough to accurately build the model. Similarly, the study also
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failed to account for any technological advancements or to define a specific smoothing
approach to adjust the NDVI time series.
A more recent study by Johnson (2016) used MODIS NDVI at both 500 and
250m spatial resolutions to derive a regression-based model to estimate corn yield. The
study also used CDL data to select pure corn pixels-based NDVI (>90%) to more
accurately correlate the corresponding annual yield. The study found a strong correlation
between NDVI and corn yield (R2 = 0.8). That said, by using eight- and 16-day composite
products, the study failed to capture the accurate daily variations within the NDVI time
series. The study used yield data from 2008 to 2013 and used an intersection method with
MODIS and crop masks data to resample the observations; however, with a total of only
six yield observations for each county, the resample outcomes could be interdepended
among each other. This study also considered all counties within the study area
homogeneous and failed to address agricultural variabilities.
Some of these studies and several others that use NDVI-based models to estimate
crop yield suffer from one or more limitations including the following: coarse resolution
products (500m or 1 km), using static crop growing season and composite NDVI time
series, failure to capture agricultural variabilities, the use of limited observations, and
yielding results that are only scaled up to county and regional level. Therefore, the
present study will address all these issues by:
i.

Using higher spatial resolution products – 250m MODIS NDVI and 30m
CDL data
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ii.

Using daily products to capture accurate growing season and day-of-theyear information

iii.

Training the model with 15 years of observation data

iv.

Localizing the model to capture the agricultural variabilities

v.

Adjusting the model to be used in plot-level yield and impact assessments

AVHRR- and MODIS NDVI-based linear regression models provide effective
results in terms of crop-yield and damage predictability; however, with its comparatively
higher spatial resolution (250m) and daily coverages, MODIS NDVI would be able to
provide finer spatial scale crop assessments. That said, as MODIS products lack croptype information, the assessment results suffer from the mixed pixel issue, especially if
agriculture plots are larger than the 250x250m MODIS pixel resolution. To resolve the
issue of coarse pixel resolution and the effect of mixed pixels, this study utilized MODISbased NDVI and CDL (30m) (Han et al. 2012), respectively. Utilizing high-resolution
CDL data, the proportion of crops within the MODIS pixel can be estimated and, by
selecting pure corn pixels, the assessment results can be assumed to be more accurate. As
one of its key contributions, this study aims to produce data products for the entire
continental U.S., providing percentage of a specific crop cover based on the 30m CDL
data within a single 250m MODIS pixel. These extensive data products are intended to be
produced for 10 major crops in the U.S.: corn, soybeans, rice, barley, oats, sorghum,
peanuts, cotton, winter wheat, and summer wheat. Additionally, the datasets will be
continuously made available from the year 2000, and served through a user-friendly
Web-service system to visualize, sub-select, and download the area of interest. These
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datasets aim to contribute to the scientific community by contributing to agricultural
studies that require MODIS pixel-level crop percentage information. The next chapter
describes a detailed method for producing these crop-fraction layers, outlines the
accuracy of the datasets, and explains the process used to acquire the datasets through the
Web-based service.
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CHAPTER 4 DERIVING CROP FRACTION LAYER (CFL)

To avoid the issue of mixed pixels, this research aims to provide pixel-level crop
percentage data, or CFL, derived by combining a 250m MODIS dataset with a higher
spatial resolution Landsat land-cover product. The annual CFL are available from the
year 2000 onward for 10 major crops in the continental U.S. Additionally, these datasets
are served through user-friendly Web-based service to display, select, and download the
data of interest. The dataset largely aims to contribute to the scientific study of crop
monitoring by using MODIS NDVI and required pixel-level crop percentage data.

Section 4.1 Study Region
The area covered by this study is the entire continental United States and the
processed crop fraction data layers are made available continuously from the year 2000.
The national-level CDL data with 250m spatial resolution are available for the 10
major crops: corn, soybeans, oats, rice, peanuts, cotton, spring wheat, winter wheat,
sorghum, and barley, as identified by the USDA.

Section 4.2 Method
To generate the crop-specific 250m pixel based crop percentage, for each single
MODIS pixel, all CDL pixels for that specific crop were collected. For example, to
generate the crop percentage of corn, all the CDL pixels intersecting within the 250m
pixel were selected and identified as corn. Figure 15 demonstrates the selected CDL
pixels within a single MODIS pixel.
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Figure 15 CDL Pixels Containing Within MODIS Pixel

Next, depending on the portion of the CDL pixel contained within the 250m pixel,
the percentage area of the CDL pixel was calculated. For example, if only 20% of the
CDL pixel was within the 250m pixel, only 20% of the pixel area was considered. All the
percentage pixel areas were then added together, and a fraction with respect to the area of
the MODIS pixel was derived. Equation 6 shows the method to calculate the percentage
coverage of a crop based on CDL pixels within and single MODIS pixel.

Equation 6 Percentage Crop Fraction Calculation

𝑃𝐶𝐹 =

∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑃𝑖 × 𝑎𝑖
𝐴
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Where, PCF is the percentage crop fraction, n = Total number of Landsat Pixels
contained, P = Percentage of CDL pixel contained, a = Area of the CDL pixel. And A =
Area of the MODIS pixel.
An example of calculating the CFL using the above equation based on Figure 16
is described below.

Figure 16 Crop Data Layer Calculation Example

In Figure 16 the blue polygon represents a single MODIS pixel, and the red
polygon represents CDL land cover. Similarly, the selected green CDL pixel represents
the corn land cover, and the yellow highlight area represents the percentage of corn CDL
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cover within the MODIS pixel. If the resolution of CDL pixel was 30x30m and MODIS
pixel was 250x250m, the area of each pixel a = 900sq m, and A = 62500sq m,
respectively. Now based on the Equation 6 the PCF = (sum of all CDL pixel percentage *
a)/A = ((100+100+100+100+30+42+20+9) % of 900)/62500 = 7.2. So, the total corn
coverage percentage for that specific MODIS pixel was 7.2%.

Section 4.3 Result and Validation
After the calculation method was applied to combine the CDL and 250m MODIS
data, the annual percentage layer dataset for each of the 10 major crops was generated.
These datasets have a spatial resolution of 250m, with the value on each pixel ranging
from 0-200, representing the percentage of the crop contained within .5 percentage. So, a
pixel value of 0 is represented as 0% of the crop contains, and a pixel value of 200 is
represented as 100%. Datasets for all 10 major crops were generated from 2000 to 2016.
Figure 17 shows the CFLs of corn, soybean, winter wheat, and summer wheat for the
year 2010.
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Figure 17 Crop Fraction Layer of Corn, Soybean, Winter Wheat, and Summer Wheat for year 2010

To validate the result of CFL, 1 m spatial resolution high-resolution land cover
(HRLC) data within Iowa for 2009 was used. Due to the confidential nature of the data,
the HRLC data was only available for 2009, and for corn and soybean crops within Iowa.
Hence CFLs of similar spatial and temporal criteria for corn and soybeans were selected
to compare the results. To avoid spatial biases, 15 counties within Iowa were randomly
selected to perform the results assessment: Adam, Boone, Calhoun, Carroll, Cass, Cedar,
Cherokee, Clay, Crawford, Davis, Emmet, Hancock, Montgomery, Osceola, and Wright
counties, as shown in Figure 18.
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Figure 18 Validation Area: 15 counties in IA State

Comparing the results achieved from the CFL and the HRLC image products, for
both corn and soybeans, the crop classification results showed similar patterns. As
highlighted in Figure 19, the corn class in HRLC and the higher percentage of corn-cover
pixels in CFL in Montgomery County, IA, are indicated by yellow color. These exhibited
a similar classification pattern.
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Figure 19 Corn CFL (A) and HRLC (B), Montgomery County, IA, 2009

Similarly, comparing the results achieved from the CFL and the HRLC image
products for soybeans in Calhoun County, highlighted in Red in Figure 20, displayed
similar classification patterns.
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Figure 20 Soybean CFL (A) and HRLC (B), Calhoun County, IA, 2009

To perform the statistical result comparison between CFL and HRCL, percentage
coverage for corn and soybeans between the two datasets in the 15 randomly selected
counties within Iowa were calculated. The general idea is that because the high spatial
resolution HRLC product generates near-accurate land cover classification, comparing
the crop percentage coverage between HRLC and CFL within the same region provides a
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measure of percentage agreement for the CFL dataset. Equation 7 shows the calculation
of the CFL coverage percentage for corn and soybeans within a defined region. The
HRLC percentage of coverage for corn and soybeans in the same region was calculated
by taking the ratio of the total number of corn (soybean) pixels to the total number of
pixels within that region.

Equation 7 CFL Coverage Calculation

𝐶𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 =

∑𝑚
𝑗=1 𝐶𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑗 × 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑃𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑗
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑙𝑃𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙

Where, Coverage refers to the total percentage of crop within the define region, m
= Range of crop percentage in CFL pixels, CropPer = j crop percentage of CFL pixel,
TotalPixelPer = Total number of CFL pixel with j crop percentage. And TotalPixel =
Total number of CFL pixel.
To avoid spatial scale biasness, two different sizes of the region were defined to
calculate the crop percentages. For the larger size, the entire county area was considered;
whereas, for the much smaller region, a 5x11 pixel (250m) window size was randomly
selected within each county. An example of the 5x11 pixel window size within Adams
County, IA, is shown in Figure 21.
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Figure 21 5x11 window size region selected within Adams County, IA

The results from the county-level crop percentage coverage comparison for corn
and soybeans in 15 Iowan counties are shown in Table 4, and similar comparison within
5x11window size region are shown in Table 5. The PAM in the table represents the
percentage of agreement measurement.

Table 4 County Level Corn and Soybean Cover Percentage Accuracy between CFL and HRLC, among 15
Counties, IA, 2009

County
Level
County
Adam
Boone
Calhoun
Carroll
Cass
Cedar
Cherokee
Clay
Crawford
Davis
Emmet
Hancock

Corn Cover
CFL (%)
23.6
42.8
47.0
48.0
34.5
40.5
37.5
40.3
42.8
11.4
41.5
49.3

Soybean Cover
HRLC (%)
25.1
38.2
46.7
43.0
37.3
44.5
38.2
40.9
40.0
12.3
41.0
48.8

PAM (%)
94.1
87.9
99.5
88.4
92.3
90.9
98.3
98.6
93.0
92.3
98.9
99.0
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CFL (%)
20.4
27.3
35.8
31.5
28.3
29.4
37.4
34.5
30.7
9.9
34.5
33.7

HRLC (%)
22.2
31.0
36.7
37.2
26.9
25.6
36.8
35.3
34.2
12.8
36.0
32.4

PAM (%)
91.9
88.1
97.5
84.7
95.1
85.5
98.4
97.7
89.7
77.0
96.0
96.1

Montgomery 33.2
34.3
Osceola
43.1
43.9
Wright
44.4
47.1
Abs Average Accuracy (%)

96.9
98.3
94.3
94.8

29.4
39.6
37.5

29.1
40.4
33.4

99.2
98.1
87.7
92.2

Table 5 Corn and Soybean Cover Percentage Accuracy of 5x11 Window between CFL and HRLC among 15
Counties, IA, 2009

5x11
Corn Cover
Window
County
CFL (%)
Adam
23.2
Boone
36.8
Calhoun
55.0
Carroll
52.2
Cass
28.4
Cedar
45.0
Cherokee
19.3
Clay
44.3
Crawford
42.5
Davis
61.8
Emmet
72.6
Hancock
83.2
Montgomery 66.0
Osceola
41.2
Wright
31.1
Abs Average Accuracy (%)

Soybean Cover
HRLC (%)
20.6
46.3
49.1
53.0
31.0
51.4
12.5
52.9
40.8
58.6
78.8
80.9
65.3
48.0
35.4

PAM (%)
87.4
79.4
88.1
98.4
91.7
87.6
97.7
83.7
95.9
94.6
92.1
97.1
99.1
85.9
87.8
91.1

CFL (%)
29.6
37.5
34.9
42.2
36.4
44.9
77.3
24.9
45.1
5.7
21.2
10.3
9.7
53.9
35.5

HRLC (%)
28.3
33.1
39.7
35.6
36.7
38.8
79.3
23.2
46.3
12.0
16.8
14.5
13.3
46.9
35.4

PAM (%)
95.3
86.9
87.9
81.4
99.3
84.4
92.6
92.4
97.3
93.4
95.5
96.1
86.4
85.1
99.8
91.6

Based on the results, the agreement between CFL for corn and soybeans in both
county-level and 5x11 window-size regions exhibited a high percentage of agreement
values. For county-level comparisons, the absolute average agreement between CFL and
HRLC corn coverage was 94.8%; whereas for soybeans, the agreement was 92.2%.
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Similarly, for 5x11 window-size region, the average agreements between CFL and HRLC
for corn and soybeans were 91.1% and 91.6%, respectively. The majority of land-cover
agreements for both corn and soybeans across all 15 counties in both smaller and larger
regions were over 80%.

Section 4.4 CFL Web Service
Once the CFL datasets were generated, they needed to be made accessible to
customers or end-users. Web-based applications provide a highly efficient method for
publishing, visualizing, accessing, analyzing, and disseminating geospatial data products
(Yang et al. 2016). The latest online service applications coupled with open-data
standards offer the ability to develop interactive and user-friendly Web geospatial
applications. Once set up, users may take advantage of these Web-based applications not
to only view the data within an interactive mapping environment, but also to perform
analyses on datasets or acquire the entire set or a subset of the dataset, using the available
tools. The Web service application for serving the CFL datasets is facilitated within the
flood crop loss assessment service system (RF-CLASS), a decision support system
providing tools and functions with products for USDA NASS and RMA to support postflood decision-making, mainly concerning crop loss (Liping Di et al. 2017). The RFCLASS system is based on service-oriented architecture (SOA) and was designed by
reusing the GeoBrain Geospatial Web service framework, components, and services. The
GeoBrain system was developed by CSISS with NASA support and has been used as a
basis for similar applications, with successful outcomes (L. Di et al. 2009; Liping Di
2006, 2004, 2005).
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The system to facilitate CFL in the RF-CLASS is operated in three major layers:
data layer, process layer, and application layer. The data layer includes the new derived
CFL data products. Process layer is responsible for implementing various Web-based
geospatial functionalities as well as processing services. These functionalities and
processing services are carried out through the OCG standards Web Feature Service
(WFS), the Web Map Service (WMS), the Web Coverage Service (WCS) and Web
geoprocessing services (Yang et al. 2016). Finally, the application layer contains a Webbased client responsible for sending a request to the service layer for data processing as
well as receiving and displaying result data sent back to the client after fulfilling the
client’s request.

Figure 22 CFL Web Service Architecture
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The Web application currently available RF-CLASS users for distributing CFL
datasets offers three basic operations: displaying, sub-setting and downloading the
dataset. Through the Web service, users have options to gather and add multiple CFL
datasets within the base-map layer for visualizations and comparisons. Once the data
layer(s) has been added to the base layer, users can perform basic map operations, such as
to zoom in or out on or pan the image, to further investigate the datasets.
A subset of the datasets can also be generated using either geographical regions,
such as states or counties, or via the user-defined region of interest within the extent of
the dataset. The available tools are capable of drawing boundaries of various shapes for
users who want to define the area they would like to subset. Figure 23 shows the selected
area based on the defined geographical extent and the user-defined boundary to subset the
data.

Figure 23 Subset region of interest based on defined extent
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Once the region of interest is defined (using either a standard geographical region
or by defining a new boundary), the user can select a particular CFL based on year and
crop type. Figure 24 shows a snapshot of selecting a region of interest.

Figure 24 Data Preview Based on Selected Region of Interest

At this point, the processed dataset can be previewed, download as a “tiff” file, or
exported as a KML file to view in the Google Earth system (Figure 25).
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Figure 25 Exported KML Data on Google Earth Layer

Additionally, while downloading the CFL dataset, the geographic projection for
the data can be specified with the provided options. The current projection options
include USA Contiguous Albers Equal Area Conic USGS, Degree Lat/Lon, WGS84
Datum, and UTM Zone 14-16. The default projection of the datasets is in the USA
Contiguous Albers Equal Area Conic USGS.

Section 4.4 Summary
As discussed in this study, the CFL dataset derived through MODIS and CDL
could be an important dataset for studying agriculture and crop monitoring. These
datasets provided highly detailed information on pixel-level percentage coverage within
0.5%. Comparing the CFL dataset with 1 m HRLC data also showed extremely high
agreement results. Comparing the results of 15 randomly selected counties in Iowa for
corn and soybean, the agreement percentage was above 80%, except for soybean
coverage in Davis County using the county-level region and corn coverage in Boone
County using 5x7 window region. The majority of the agreement percentage was above
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90% with the mean accuracy above 92%. This indicated that the derived CFL data
products had very high agreement results when compared with the HRLC data, however,
the validation was only done for one year with corn and soybeans and only within Iowa.
Moving forward, testing with more validation data for other crops as well as for multiple
years might give more insight into the accuracy of the product. That said, with the
availability of extensive CFL datasets, from 2000-2016 across 10 major crops in the
continental U.S., researchers and scientists could take advantage of these data products to
conduct research. Additionally, through the user-friendly Web-based application, users
can view, compare, and even subset data into a desired region of interest, and download
these datasets. Furthermore, these datasets can also be used, as was done in this study, as
a foundation dataset to extract highest percentage crop-coverage MODIS pixels for cropyield assessment in this study.
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CHAPTER 5 SELECTION OF NOISE REDUCTION TECHNIQUES FOR
MODIS DAILY NDVI

This chapter highlights the various mathematical models available for smoothing
the daily NDVI time series. As optical remote sensing products like NDVI always
contains some level of data noise, it is essential to remove abnormalities for more
accurate results. Hence various well-known smoothing approaches were examined, and
depending on the results, one (or several) model(s) was or were selected to filter out the
noise in daily NDVI time series for this study.

Section 5.1 Introduction and Background
The NDVI data acquired through various satellites such as NOAA/AVHRR,
SPOT/VEGETATION, TERRA, or AQUA/MODIS, along with the NDVI-based time
series analyses, have offered key information to many scientific studies, especially in the
Earth observation communities (J. Chen et al. 2004). Some of the studies utilizing the
NDVI time series analysis include studies monitoring crop phenology (Zhao et al. 2009),
and growth stages (Liping Di et al. 2015), land change and land use detection and
classification studies (Lunetta et al. 2006; Ahmed et al. 2013; DeFries and Townshend
1994), disaster monitoring studies (R. Shrestha, Liping Di, et al. 2013; Deng, Yagci, and
Di 2014) and climate change detections (Bai, Di, and Bai 2014). NDVI, calculated
through the normalization difference ratio between the red and near-infrared (NIR),
represents the health condition characteristic of the vegetation. As absorptive and
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reflective properties of green vegetation show high sensitivity within the red and nearinfrared portions of the spectrum, the NDVI measurement provides an indication of
greenness (health) of a vegetation. Furthermore, the time series analysis of NDVI also
indicates the changes in the plant’s photosynthetic activities over a period of time (J.
Chen et al. 2004).
These NDVI time series are considered highly effective and useful sources of data
for understanding plant or crop change patterns; however, at the same time, these time
series are equally vulnerable to noise contaminations. In fact, optical satellite-derived
NDVI time series always contain some level of impurities in the acquired data. Various
atmospheric effects, such as cloud, dust, and aerosol (Cihlar and Howarth 1994) as well
as the sensor’s geometric effects, such as low sun zenith angles or off-nadir viewing
angles (Jackson et al. 1990; Gatebe et al. 2001) , lead to a minimal to significant drop in a
sensor’s acquired data quality. This results in inaccurate NDVI. The adverse impact on
NDVI, caused by the impurities in atmospheric conditions and sun-sensor-surface
viewing geometries, have been recognized and well-documented throughout the scientific
community (Hird and McDermid 2009; P. S. Beck et al. 2006; P. S. A. Beck et al. 2007).
One of the most popular noise removal methods, using a multi-day composite
NDVI time series approach offers an option for minimizing obvious data anomalies. This
process is carried out by combining multi-day NDVI time series (over seven-day, 10-day,
14-day, or other time periods) and selecting a single best (usually maximum) NDVI value
to represent the entire composite NDVI timeline. 10-day Maximum Value Composite
(MVC) products are considered to be the most widely used composite data sets
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(HOLBEN 1986). This pixel-by-pixel method considers all NDVI values for each pixel
within a 10-day time period, and a single maximum value is selected as a representative
NDVI for that entire 10-day period. Some of the MVC products include Pathfinder land
data set, the GIMMS NDVI data set, and the SPOT VGT products (J. Chen et al. 2004).
These products, to some extent, improve the quality of the data and ensure elimination of
any existing impurities within the composite NDVI timeline, as long as there is at least
one unaffected NDVI observation. That said, these products may still suffer from data
contamination, especially if all observations within the composite timeline contain some
level of noise. For example, during the rainy season, if there were continuous cloud
coverage for more than 15 days, the composite NDVI time series would fail to detect the
effect, and would thus produce false-positive results. Furthermore, the temporal
resolution of these composite time series will also become coarse and unlikely to capture
changes that occur within the composite days (Rahman et al. 2016). Hence these NDVI
time series products are considered inappropriate for capturing and monitoring variation
within a short period of time. Studies addressing phenology changes within a particular
crop’s growing season require daily-level NDVI time series. Similarly, a study on crop
loss assessment, due to an oversupply of water (Yu et al. 2013), requires calculation of
crop loss within a very short period of time, and needs to perform daily NDVI
assessments. Therefore, further statistical and/or mathematical approaches need to be
considered in order to reduce anomalies in daily NDVI time series.
Numerous statistical and/or mathematical methods are available specifically to
correct atmospheric and sensor-based noise within the NDVI time series, and can be
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grouped into four types: Fourier-based, Asymmetric function, Threshold-based, and
Iterative based fitting (J. Chen et al. 2004).
The Fourier-based model utilizes the trigonometric sine and cosine to decompose
and filter out the high-frequency signals in the time-series (You et al. 2013). The Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) models are mainly applied to land-surface parameters such as
NDVI (Sellers et al. 1994; Roerink, Menenti, and Verhoef 2000) and are used to
calculate global net primary production (Malmström et al. 1997). Compared to the
discrete Fourier transformation algorithm, FFT-based models are less computationally
extensive and reduce calculation complexity from N2 to log N (log of base 2) (Weisstein
2017).
The Asymmetric model merges local nonlinear fitting curves to define the NDVI
time series (Hird and McDermid 2009; You et al. 2013). These methods are primarily
used to account for the seasonality effect (Jönsson and Eklundh 2002). Some of the most
popular asymmetric models include the Savitzky-Golay (SavGol) filter (Savitzky and
Golay 1964), the Asymmetric Gaussian (Gauss) function (Jönsson and Eklundh 2002), the
Double Sigmoidal (DSigC) function, and the Double Logistic (DLogistic) function fitting
(P. S. Beck et al. 2006).
SavGol filter, proposed by Savitzky and Golay (1964), is derived from a leastsquare fit method, which smooths digital data points without any additional computational
complexity. This method uses convolution approach to smooth the selected sub-set of
adjacent values by fitting the localized polynomial function within the selected points (J.
Chen et al. 2004). When the data points like the NDVI time series are equally spaced, the
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localized derivative function can be achieved with the sets of predefined convolution
coefficients to smooth the time series within a given filter window. Equation 8 shows the
SavGol function (Savitzky and Golay 1964).

Equation 8 SavGol Function

𝑋𝑗 =

∑𝑖=𝑚
𝑖= −𝑚 𝐶𝑖 𝑋𝑗+𝑖
𝑁

Where, X represents the original value (NDVI), Ci coefficient at i th value, N total
number of convoluting integers, j represents the running index of the ordinate data in the
original data table, m represents the half-width of the filter window, so the fitter size will
be 2m + 1 (J. Chen et al. 2004).
The DSigC function utilizes a non-linear curve fitting method to train and
optimize threshold values to smooth the time series. The DSigC method is also
considered one of the best models for removing noises in a vegetation index based time
series (P. S. Beck et al. 2006). The mathematical relation for smoothing and filtering
NDVI time series is shown in Equation 9 (Yu et al. 2012).

Equation 9 Double Sigmoid (DSigC) Function

1

𝑌=
1+

−2(𝑡−𝑝1 )
𝑒 𝑤1

1

−
1+

−2(𝑡−𝑝2 )
𝑒 𝑤2
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Where, Y is the model output, t is time in Julian day (day of the year), 𝑝1 and 𝑝2
are position for each sigmoid functions, and 𝑤1 and 𝑤2 are width for each sigmoid
functions.
The Gauss function is a nonlinear local model function that fits the time series in
an interval of local maxima and minima and further extrapolates into a global function
(Jönsson and Eklundh 2002; Hird and McDermid 2009). The Gauss function was
successfully implemented in removing impurities in multi-temporal NDVI data set over
northern Europe (Jönsson and Eklundh 2002). Equation 10 shows the left half of the
asymmetric Gauss function (Che et al. 2014).

Equation 10 Asymmetric Gaussian (Gauss) Function

𝑌(𝑡) =

𝑝
+𝑞
1 + 𝑒 𝑚(𝑡)

Where function of Y is a fitted NDVI value, t is the day of the year, and p and q
represent the amplitude and base level, respectively. In the function m(t) = ((x –t)/y)z, x
represents the local maximum or minimum for time t. y and z are the determinants of
width and flatness in the curve. To keep the consistent smooth model function, y and z are
usually assumed to be larger than 2 (Jönsson and Eklundh 2002).
DLogistic is another widely used statistical method that removes noise in a time
series and also defines a seasonal variability within the NDVI curve (Fischer 1994;
Paruelo and Lauenroth 1998). In fact P. S. Beck et al. (2006) suggested that DLogistic
model performed better than Gauss and FFT in describing a NDVI dataset derived from
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the high altitude of northern Europe. The basic form of the logistic function is described
in Equation 11 (Lipovetsky 2010).

Equation 11 Double Logistic (DLogistic) Function

𝑌(𝑥) =

𝑀
1 + 𝑒 −𝑠(𝑥−𝑥0 )

Where Y is the resultant function output, x is the range of total observation, M is
the curve’s maximum value and s is the steepness of the curve.
The third filtering method which is threshold-based, utilizes an iterative approach
with a weighted moving filter to remove the abnormalities in a time series (Hird and
McDermid 2009). One of the popular threshold-based models, the best index slope
extraction algorithm (BISE) introduced by Viovy, Arino, and Belward (1992), has been
one of the most widely used filtering methods to correct the NDVI abnormalities (J. Chen
et al. 2004; Du Plessis 1999; Hird and McDermid 2009; Lovell and Graetz 2001). The
BISE method is specifically designed to be used with daily NDVI, and the algorithm
primarily relies on the “sliding period” to remove sudden high/low values in the time
series (Viovy, Arino, and Belward 1992). The algorithm is guided by three assumptions:
(1) Contaminations on NDVI due to atmospheric and sensor noise usually decrease the
NDVI value; (2) data transmission errors, such as line drop out, also contribute to the
NDVI noise, though these errors are mostly localized and not significantly high; (3) the
NDVI decline due to vegetation condition changes consistently reflects in the NDVI time
series due to slow plant growth (Viovy, Arino, and Belward 1992; Arino, Dedieu, and
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Deschamps 1992). According to these assumptions, the BISE algorithm smoothing
process starts from day 1 of the NDVI time series and searches forward, analyzing every
single NDVI point. The algorithm moves forward and accepts NDVI values that are
higher than the previous NDVI value. Additionally, if the algorithm encounters an NDVI
value lower than the previous NDVI value, the current value is only accepted if no NDVI
value greater than 20 percent of the difference between the first low NDVI value and the
previous high NDVI value exists within a defined range (also known as “sliding-period”)
of time series, (Viovy, Arino, and Belward 1992). If the condition is not satisfied, then
the low NDVI value is not accepted, and the algorithm moves forward. This logic
prevents selection of points with sudden changes in NDVI time series that are usually
caused by external influences instead of natural plant growth.
Iterative technique-based filtering methods, specifically RunAvg, are derived by a
simple mathematical model equalizing the noise in the data by taking the average of
subsets of the entire dataset (Tang et al. 2012). To smooth the NDVI time series, a fixed
initial window size is first defined, and the local average of data within the window size
is calculated using the middle point of the window. This window is then modified to
move forward so that the algorithm excludes the first NDVI value of the time series and
includes the next NDVI of the original time series. Again, the average of this newly
created set of NDVI values represents the mid-point of the subset. This process is
continuously repeated until all the points in the original NDVI time series are covered.
This filtering method is widely used to smooth the time series, due to its quick and simple
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mathematical approach. Equation 12 shows the mathematical formula to calculate the
running average in the NDVI time series (Tang et al. 2012).

Equation 12 Running Average (RunAvg) Model
𝑛−1

1
Y = ∑ 𝑁𝑖−𝑘
𝑛
𝑘=0

Where Y is the resultant cleaned NDVI, n is the total number of observation
within the window, Ni is original NDVI at i th day of the year.
All these mentioned methods have been used as noise-reduction techniques to
filter-out impurities within the NDVI time series. That said, there appears to be a
significant absence of studies comparing all these techniques to examine their
comparative performances (Hird and McDermid 2009). Only a handful of studies have
compared the BISE algorithm and Fourier transform techniques to filter the time series
(Che et al. 2014; Viovy, Arino, and Belward 1992; Ma and Veroustraete 2006), and only
one study by van Dijk et al. (1987) presented the comparison of three smoothing models.
Hence, this study analyzes seven statistical noise reduction techniques to determine each
model’s efficiency in reducing impurities within the daily NDVI time series. The filtering
of the time series data was performed on two levels. In the first level, BISE and RunAvg
filtering were applied to the noise-contaminated time series to select only noise-free
NDVI points. In the second level, the selected points from the first level filtering were
further processed with FFT, SavGol, Gauss, DSigC, and DLogistc model to fit the curve.
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The final results are then compared against each other to examine which combination of
filtering methods yields optimal results.
The next section covers the materials and methods implemented in this study,
followed by results, discussion, and conclusions in the subsequent sections.

Section 5.2 Materials and Method
Subsection 5.2.1 Study Area
The study area used to examine these models was the original study area used for
this study. These are the four major corn producing states representing each climatic
region: Indiana (from the Central region), Iowa (from the East North Central region),
Nebraska (from the West North Central region), and Kansas (from the South region).
Subsection 5.2.2 Data
Daily MODIS 250m NDVI data for all four study-area states (Indiana, Iowa,
Nebraska, and Kansas) were obtained through VegScap
(https://nassgeodata.gmu.edu/VegScape/), a Web-based service for vegetation condition
monitoring maintained by CSISS at George Mason University (Yang et al. 2013). For the
purpose of this study, 15 years (2000–2014) of daily NDVI values for Indiana, Iowa,
Nebraska, and Kansas were obtained through the Web service.

Section 5.3 Noise Reduction Method
As the purpose of this experiment was to identify the most effective noise
reduction technique for MODIS daily NDVI data for corn, it was critical to identify the
MODIS pixels that contained primarily corn coverage. MODIS pixels containing corn
with another land cover, such as grassland or other crops, suffer from the mixed pixel
issue and will not provide accurate NDVI reading. Any MODIS pixel with 99% or more
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corn coverage was considered as pure MODIS corn pixel and assumed to have a very
minimal mixed pixel issue. NDVI from only these pure pixels were selected and
considered for further processing.
Once these NDVI values from pure corn pixels were selected, aggregation of the
data to a county level was performed by taking the median value from all pure pixels
across the same day of the year. For example, day 1 NDVI values from all the pure pixel
for a specific year within a county were aggregated together by taking the median value.
This median value is assumed to represent the entire county’s day 1 normal NDVI for
that year. This aggregation process was performed for the entire daily NDVI time series
for that year (from day 1 to day 365 or 366, if it was a leap year). This aggregation
process produced a single daily NDVI time series representing a normal corn NDVI for a
county for a particular year. Figure 26 shows the flowchart of each method steps carried
out in this study.
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Figure 26 Method flow chart on comparing selected noise reduction techniques

Although each aggregated NDVI time series assumed to represent the normal corn
NDVI, these time series observations are still contaminated with various abnormalities,
such as cloud cover or sensor geometric noise. According to the method discussed
previously, two-level filter noise-reduction techniques were tested to determine which
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method provided better results. Table 6 shows these filtering levels and smoothing
techniques along with a detailed description of each technique.

Table 6 NDVI time-series noise reduction techniques summary

Level

First
Level
Filters

Techniques
Best Index Slope
Extraction
(BISE)
Running
Average
Asymmetric
Gaussian
Function
Fast Fourier
Transformation
Double Logistic
Function Fitting

Second
Level
Filters

Savitzky-Golay
Filter
Double
Sigmoidal
Function

Description
A threshold based filter moving through the time
series to accept the higher value and accept the
decrease in value only when it meets a threshold
(Viovy, Arino, and Belward 1992).
Running Average Running average method is to
balance or offset the noise through the averaging of
data in a sliding window (Tang et al. 2012).
Simple local nonlinear function fitting functions at
intervals around local maxima and minima using a
global function (Jönsson and Eklundh 2002).
Smooth the corrected or raw NDVI values with Fast
Fourier transformation (Sellers et al. 1994).
Fitting double logistic function using a series of
parameter to model NDVI time series (P. S. Beck et
al. 2006).
A weighted moving average filter with weighting
given as a polynomial of a certain degree (J. Chen et
al. 2004).
Fits a double sigmoidal function to NDVI values
using the rate of change in the
curvature of the fitted logistic model (Zhang et al.
2003).

The first level of filtering method included two techniques: BISE and Running
Average. The BISE filter was used with 40 days of sliding period and the Running Average
was used with 41 days of the window to select the initial NDVI points along the time series.
For both resultant NDVI time series derived from the first level of filtering, the second
level of filters with five techniques was applied. These five second-level filtering
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techniques include the Asymmetric Gaussian Function, the Fast Fourier Transformation,
the Double Logistic Function Fitting, the Savitzky-Golay Filter, and the Double Sigmoidal
Function. Thus, there were a total of 10 smoothing outcomes, using the combination of two
first-level filtering and five second-level filtering, to further test the performance of each
noise reduction technique.
The performances of the two level-based noise reduction techniques were further
examined with the annual county-level corn yield data. This study assumes that the
smoothed county-level normal NDVI represents the annual corn yield for the same
county. To normalize the entire daily NDVI time series, the NDVI area within the
growing season was calculated. This is an area between the NDVI curve and a straight
line passing through the growing season (start date and end date). Normally green (or
stressed) vegetation reflects a corresponding higher (or lower) NDVI curve only within
the growing season, and the steepness the curve directly relates to the corresponding crop
production (Ranjay Shrestha et al. 2017). Hence the linear regression between the area
under the NDVI curve and annual corn yield was performed for each smoothing
technique outcome. For the regression model, crop yield was used as the dependent
variable and the area under the NDVI curve as the independent variable. The coefficient
of determination (R2) determines the performance of each technique where higher R2
indicates better performance of the NDVI noise reduction technique.

Section 5.4 Result and Discussion
The graphical comparison of the performance of the corn NDVI time series noise
reduction methods for all four states with both BISE and RunAvg as first level filtering
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and all five second level filtering is highlighted in Figure 27 to Figure 30. Figure 27(a)
shows the BISE first-level filtering and Figure 27(b) shows the RunAvg first-level
filtering in Iowa. Similarly, Figure 28(a) and Figure 28(b) represent the first-level
filtering of BISE and RunAvg in Indiana, respectively. The BISE and RunAvg first-level
filtering results in Kansas are highlighted in Figure 29(a) and Figure 29(b). Finally,
NDVI comparison results in Nebraska with first-level BISE and RunAvg are shown in
Figure 30(a) and Figure 30(b) respectively.

Figure 27 NDVI Smoothing Results Comparison for Corn in Iowa State: a) first filter BISE, b) first filter
running average

Figure 28 NDVI Smoothing Results Comparison for Corn in Indiana State: a) first filter BISE, b) first filter
running average
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Figure 29 NDVI Smoothing Results Comparison for Corn in Kansas State: a) first filter BISE, b) first filter
running average

Figure 30 NDVI Smoothing Results Comparison for Corn in Nebraska State: a) first filter BISE, b) first filter
running average

Visually comparing each model’s results, The DsigC function in Figure 27 for
Iowa appeared to demonstrate a more distinctly smooth curve for both BISE and RunAvg
as first-filtering methods. Results were similar for Nebraska, Indiana, and Kansas. DsigC
methods produced visibly smoother time series noise-reduced graphs. That said, a smooth
curve does not necessarily represent accurate filtering of the contaminated NDVI time
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series. For the RunAvg as the first filtering approach, the DsigC clearly seemed to overestimate the resultant curve, compared to other methods in all study states (Figure 27(b) –
Figure 30(b)).
Smoothing results achieved through BISE as first filtering approach selects the
highest “pure” NDVI points in the first level. The five second-level filtering processes
then select these “pure” points identified by the BISE method, and performed a variety of
interpolations among the points to acquire the final smoothed NDVI curve. Visual
interpretation becomes difficult for pointing out the performance of the model, especially
when all the model outcomes appear to have similar curve properties (especially in the
case of BISE first filtering method). Hence, further statistical analysis was carried out to
determine how well each model’s results were able to filter out the noise in the NDVI
time series.

Table 7 Coefficient of determination between model noise-reduced NDVI curve and annual crop yield

State

Second
level noise
reduction
techniques

First level noise
reduction techniques
FFT
DsigC
SavGol
Guass
Dlogistic

IA
Run
Avg
0.46
0.46
0.65
0.30
0.45

BISE
0.60
0.58
0.75
0.65
0.74

IN
Run
Avg
0.53
0.75
0.50
0.49
0.61

BISE
0.84
0.72
0.86
0.78
0.71

KS
Run
Avg
0.51
0.67
0.62
0.5
0.63

BISE
0.79
0.76
0.80
0.75
0.77

NE
Run
Avg
0.54
0.65
0.64
0.52
0.75

BISE
0.76
0.67
0.77
0.68
0.76

Table 7 captures the summary of the coefficient of determination using the linear
regression between the county-level annual corn yield as the dependent variable and the
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model noised-reduced NDVI area under the curve as the independent variable. The
coefficient of determination value defines a mathematical indicator to measure the
performance of each model’s noise reduction results.
According to the coefficient of determination result, the BISE first-level noise
reduction techniques performed better compared to the RunAvg method. For Iowa,
Kansas, and Nebraska, all BISE-based, second-level noise filtering methods showed
better correlation coefficient compared to the RunAvg-based second-level noise
reduction methods. For example, in Kansas the combination of BISE as the first level and
FFT as a second-level noise-reduction NDVI curve explained 79% of the variability in
the corn yield, whereas only 51% of corn yield variability was described with RunAvg
and FFT used as the first and second level of filtering, respectively. Similarly, in Iowa,
the Dlogistic second-level filter was able to describe 74% and 45% of corn variability
with BISE and RunAvg as the first filtering approach, respectively. In Indiana, all
second-level filtering (with BISE as first level filter) methods, except DSigC, appeared to
have better correlation coefficient result compared to the second-level filtering results
with RunAvg as first level filter. That said, even in this particular case, the correlation
coefficient between the DSigC with RunAvg and DSigC with BISE was very similar,
with 0.75 correlation coefficient for the former and 0.72 for the latter. Therefore,
according to these statistical results, it was fair to assume that BISE first-level filtering
techniques appeared better equipped to reduce NDVI noise, compared to the RunAvg
method.
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Further dissecting the result of the coefficient of determination for BISE as the
first-level noise reduction method, and comparing with the five second-level noise
reduction methods, a combination of BISE and SavGol appeared to perform better over
the combination of BISE and the other four second-level filtering methods. The
combination of a BISE first-level and a SavGol second-level filter consistently showed a
better correlation coefficient in all four states. For Iowa, the BISE and SavGol
combination had a correlation coefficient of 0.75, which was slightly better than
correlation coefficient for Dlogistic, 0.74. In fact, Dlogistic showed consistent
statistically significant correlation coefficient in all four states; however, the results were
still not better compared to the results from the SavGol method. For Indiana, Kansas, and
Nebraska, the SavGol had correlation coefficients of 0.86, 0.80, and 0.77, respectively;
whereas Dlogistic for the same states had correlation coefficients of 0.71, 0.77, and 0.76.
FFT also showed the higher coefficient of determination in Indiana (0.84), Kansas (0.79),
and Nebraska (0.76), but the results were still second-best to the SavGol model results
and had significantly lower coefficient (0.60) in Iowa.

Section 5.5 Conclusion
The NDVI data derived from various satellite sensors indeed represent a very
useful dataset, especially in crop-related studies. Time series analysis of NDVI has been a
key component for understanding the changes in plant phenology and crop conditions,
with respect to external factors, such as weather, temperature, and rainfall, as well as
human activities. As NDVI data always contain some impurities due to atmospheric
conditions or a sensor’s geometry-induced noise, these NDVI data need to be processed
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further to remove any abnormalities before the time series can be used for any scientific
study.
A multi-day composite of NDVI with maximum values can be derived to
minimize some of the obvious data anomalies; however, these methods fail to capture and
monitor crop variation within a short period of time. Various available mathematical
models have been utilized by scientists to produce noise-free NDVI time series; however,
few studies have been done to compare these models’ results against each other in order
to test their comparative capabilities. Hence, this study compared various noise reduction
techniques side-by-side with the approach of using two levels of filtering techniques. The
first-level filtering technique included BISE and RunAvg methods, and the second level
of filtering techniques included FFT, DsigC, SavGol, Guass, and Dlogistic methods. The
combination of each first-level filtering with five second-level methods was applied to
the noise-contaminated daily NDVI, and the final, filtered results were compared against
each other. As NDVI represents crop condition, the time series curve within the growing
season assumed to correlate the corresponding crop growth. Hence, the noise-reduced
NDVI from each model outcome was tested with the coefficient of determination
between the NDVI curve and the corresponding corn yield. Higher coefficients of
determination indicated better model performances in filtering the noise in the time
series.
According to the coefficient of determination indicator, the combination of BISE
as a first filter and SavGol as a second-level noise reduction filter showed better results,
compared to the other combinations of models. The outcome was consistently significant
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in all four states, indicating that the performance of the model was not dependent on
geographic location. These results were only performed on corn NDVI; in the future, it
would be interesting to examine model outcomes on other major crops, such as soybeans,
wheat, or rice. Similarly, if standard NDVI is available, the model result validation
process could be improved as well. That said, the analysis performed in this study to
compare various models provided insight into selecting the best noise-reduction method
for reducing abnormalities in the daily corn NDVI.
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CHAPTER 6 REGRESSION-BASED CORN YIELD ASSESSMENT MODELING

This chapter describes methods involved in developing the NDVI-based corn
yield regression model. Using a normalized NDVI as the independent variable, specific
ASD-level regression relations were set up to define the dependent variable: annual corn
yield.

Section 6.2 Modeling Region
As discussed in the previous section, the study area of this study consists of the
four major corn producing states within the Corn Belt region of the U.S.: Nebraska,
Indiana, Iowa, and Kansas. Hence, the regression relation is developed to capture the
corn yield through NDVI time series within the study area states. Additionally, the
foundation of the developed model will be derived from individual regression relations at
the ASD level. As ASDs are defined according to the homogeneity of agricultural
attributes, such as climate, temperature, precipitation, and soil moisture, the model is
assumed to be less influenced by these agricultural variabilities. Each state contains nine
ASDs, so a total of 36 ASD-level regression relations were developed to set up the
model.

Section 6.3 Modeling Method
Subsection 6.3.1 Corn Pure Pixel Selection
As the CDL and MODIS NDVI data were in a different spatial resolutions
(Landsat 50m and MODIS 250m), the CDL data was scaled to a 250m spatial resolution
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as a percent mask (Becker-Reshef et al. 2010; Kastens et al. 2005). Pure pixels within a
specific county were selected by using a CFL dataset. As a mixed pixel directly impacts
the final NDVI value, the percentage of crop mask (pure pixel) needed to be selected
appropriately. According to the study by Kastens et al. (2005), if the corn crop mask was
changed from 90% to 80%, the mean absolute error for the corresponding yield in
regression model also increased by 30%. These absolute error increments on mean
absolute error were linear with the decrements in crop mask below 90%. A pure pixel with
90% or more corn mask, however, showed consistently smaller errors (Kastens et al.
2005). Therefore, in this study, corn coverage of 95% or more within a single 250m
MODIS pixel was selected as a “Pure Corn Pixel”. By selecting all pure pixels, this study
assumes that the corresponding NDVI values of these pure pixels represent the actual
county-level corn yield. Figure 31 shows all corn pixels (in yellow) in Mills County, IA,
derived from the 2011 CDL data. Among all these corn pixels, Figure 32 shows the
selection of all pure corn pixels using CFL for the same county in the same year.
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Figure 31 CDL Derived Corn Pixels in Mills County, IA, 2011

Figure 32 Selected Pure Corn Pixels Based on CFL in Mills County, IA, 2011

Subsection 6.3.2 Derive Normal NDVI
Normal NDVI in this study was defined as a single NDVI curve representing
annual corn yield within a specific county. Upon identifying pure corn pixels, the normal
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NDVI curve for that county was derived by utilizing the corresponding daily NDVI
values. Each NDVI value for the normal NDVI curve was calculated by taking the
median value for all “Pure Corn Pixel” NDVI values across the same day. For example,
all NDVI values of Day 1 for all “Pure Corn Pixel” units were sorted, and the median
value was taken to represent the Day 1 NDVI value for the Normal NDVI curve. A
similar approach was performed for all daily values for all 15 years’ (2000 – 2014)
NDVI. The assumption here is that the single normal NDVI, derived from all pure corn
pixel NDVI values within the county, will closely represent the annual corn yield. Any
significant change in corn yield is captured with the corresponding NDVI time series.
Figure 33 shows an example derivation of normal NDVI to represent the corn yield in
Chickasaw County, IA, in the year 2012.

Figure 33 Deriving Normal NDVI, Chickasaw, IA, 2012
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Subsection 6.3.3 NDVI Noise Reduction
Before the Daily NDVI values could be utilized for further analysis, the noise in
the NDVI time series had to be removed. Data noise occurs due to various factors, such
as cloud cover or shadows. Hence it was critical to remove data impurities from the
NDVI time series to achieve more accurate results. Figure 34 shows the daily NDVI
curve with noise in Fremont County, IA, for the year 2014.

Figure 34 Raw Daily NDVI Containing Noise, Fermont, IA, 2014

To remove the noise from the NDVI time series, as explained in Chapter 5, two
level filtering methods with Best Index Slope Extraction (BISE) and Savitzky-Golay
(SavGol) were applied. BISE is a threshold-based method that uses a moving-window
approach to filter noise in the time series. In the first-level filtering, BISE with a moving
window with a 40-day sliding period was used as a threshold. The second level of
filtering was performed by using a SavGol model to smooth the time series. The SavGol
model utilizes the polynomial function to smooth the time series, and, in this research,
SavGol with second-degree polynomial function was used. Figure 35 shows the smooth
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Normal NDVI after applying two levels of noise reduction filtering with BISE and
SavGol in Fremont County, IA, 2014.

Figure 35 Smoothed Daily NDVI without Noise, Fermont, IA, 2014

Subsection 6.3.4 Calculate Growing Season
The measure of NDVI within a growing season directly related to the annual corn
yield. As growing season varies between different crops, it was critical to understand the
timeframe of the corn’s growing season. USDA NASS continuously publishes annual
phenology statistics for all the primary crops in the U.S.; however, the growing season
statistics are only aggregated to a state level and fail to account for field variabilities.
According to the USDA NASS crop progress and condition report, the average growing
season of corn in the Corn Belt region occurs from the end of May to the end of October
(between weeks 20 to 40) (USDA NASS 2015). These planting days, however, could
fluctuate between one and two weeks annually, and potentially may shift the entire
growing season. The shifting of the growing season could bring some computing errors,
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especially when calculating multiple-year average NDVI values. To address this issue,
many researchers have used daily heat unit measures for plants, such as growing degree
days (GDD) to estimate the growing season more accurately (Wang et al. 2016a). GDD
uses the ratio between the crop’s annual total heat and the current daily heat to estimate
the crop planting dates. This approach is appropriate for studies that measure plants’ heat
for crop variability; however, for a study using only MODIS-NDVI for crop yield
assessment, the approach may not be as useful.
Methods for detecting a crop’s growing season, from the start of the season (SOS)
to the end of the season (EOS), can be categorized into two distinct processes: statistical
processes and built-in model processes. The statistical process utilizes time series
properties to detect the SOS and EOS. Some of the most widely used statistical processes
include the curvature change-rate method, harmonic analysis, moving average methods,
and the threshold method (You et al. 2013). The curvature change-rate method defines
the SOS and EOS by using local minima and maxima values in the curvature-change with
a series of a piecewise logistic functions of time (Zhang et al. 2003). The harmonic
analysis uses first and second harmonics of the Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) to
concisely define crop growth signals embedded in the NDVI time series (Moody and
Johnson 2001). The moving average method selects experimental time intervals, and the
time series values within the defined time interval are composite to identify the trend
change (Jönsson and Eklundh 2004; Sehgal et al. 2011; Tan et al. 2011). Selection of
moving average time intervals is crucial in the moving average method, because a large
or small time lag may result in over- or underestimation of the trend changes,
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respectively (Reed et al. 1994). Among all the methods described, the threshold approach
is considered to be the most common and widely used method for its simplicity in nature.
The threshold model relies on a user-defined fixed “threshold” NDVI value, and anything
above or below the threshold values are considered to be a specific growth stage of the
phenology. For example, Lloyd (1990) defined the threshold NDVI value to be 0.099 for
the SOS. As this threshold-based model only depends on a single NDVI value to
determine the growing season and also assumes all the agricultural conditions to be
homogeneous, the model fails to account for crop’s spatial variabilities. Therefore, this
study used a modified version of the threshold method to calculate the SOS and EOS by
using the local minimum and maximum NDVI thresholds for each time series.
Subsection 6.3.5 Calculating Area Under the Curve
Before running the regression relation between the normal NDVI curve and the
annual corn yield, the entire annual NDVI curve needed to be quantified into a single
value. As NDVI time series represent continuous data values, the time series had to be
normalized into a single observation representing the entire curve. Therefore, the Area
Under the Curve (AUC) within the growing season was calculated to represent the entire
time series. As NDVI represents the greenness (health) of the vegetation, the total area of
the curve within the growing season of the normal NDVI curve is assumed to represent
the annual yield for that county. The annual corn yield was also normalized into bushel
per acre (BU/Acre). These two variables, AUC and annual corn yield, were used as
independent and dependent variables, respectively, to develop the regression relations.
Figure 36 shows the derivation of the area under the curve for the normal NDVI curve.
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Figure 36 Deriving Area Under the Curve

Subsection 6.3.6 Technological Improvement Adjustments
Over the past few decades, improvements in agricultural practice such as advance
fertilizers and better crop seed genes have been playing a major role in higher crop
productivities (Miflin 2000). The rates at which crop production has developed in recent
years could be influenced by some of these technological improvements (GerssenGondelach, Wicke, and Faaij 2015). The majority of the previous studies focusing on
estimating crop yield through remote sensing-based NDVI (Prasad et al. 2006; Yu et al.
2013; Meroni et al. 2013; Peters et al. 2000; Tapia-Silva et al. 2011) have not accounted
for these technological improvement factors. Therefore, for accurate results, these
technological improvement trends had to be removed from the annual yield time series.
Examining the annual corn yield, specifically within the Corn Belt region from
1970 (post era of development of hybrid corn and adaptation in replacing open-pollinated
varieties) (Mumm et al. 2014) through 2014, the annual average gain was about 1.8
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BU/Acre (USDA ERS 2017). Examining more recent annual corn yields from 1990 to
2014, gains were also consistent with an annual average increment of 1.83 BU/Acre.
Additionally, Wang et al. (2015) published a report on measurement, trends, and drivers
of agricultural productivity growth in the U.S. and concluded that the productivity growth
occurred at an annual rate of 1.42% due to various improvements in agricultural
practices. Calculating the 1.42% growth across the corn yield from 1990 through 2014,
the average yield gain is equal to 1.78 Bu/Acre. Hence, from the two sources the average
annual gain of 1.8 BU/Acre was assumed to be a result of technological improvements
and was adjusted in the final annual corn yield time series.
Subsection 6.3.7 Derive Regression based Assessment Model
The regression model for corn-yield assessment was derived by using AUC as the
independent variable and the corresponding annual corn yield as the dependent variable.
To capture the homogeneity in terms of agricultural properties of the study area,
individual regression relations for each ASD were derived separately. Each ASD level
regression relation was initialized by using normal NDVI and corn-yield values from
2000 to 2014, from counties within that ASD. For each ASD, the total number of
counties ranged from 10 and 15, and since the model uses 15 years of data, the total
observations used to build the regression relation for each ASD also ranged from 150 to
225. Normally each state consists of nine ASD values, and this study was supposed to be
performed on 36 individual ASD-level regression relations; however, due to the
unavailability of sufficient corn yield data, a number of ASDs are not included. The
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excluded ASDs includes 3140 in Nebraska; 2020 in Kansas; and 1910, 1930, 1950, and
1960 in Iowa.

Section 6.4 Regression Model Result and Discussion
The regression results for all ASDs showed a statistically significant relationship
between the independent variable, AUC, and the dependent variable, corn yield. The
coefficient of determination (R2) for the majority of the regression relations were above
0.8, suggesting that independent variables can explain the dependent variable at least
80% of the time. Figure 37 shows the scatter plot between the dependent and independent
variables, to highlight the regression relationship among variables along with the
coefficient of determination. One ASD-level regression result from one study state is
shown as an example in the figure.

Figure 37 Regression Analysis and Coefficient of Deterministic
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According to the coefficient of determination value, the ASD 3180 in Nebraska
has the best regression relation between the dependent and independent variables. With
the R2 value 0.92, the corn yield can be defined by the corresponding AUC at least 92%
of the time. Similarly, the model in ASD 1860 in Indiana, with R2 of 0.90, can also define
the corn yield 90% of the time. R2 in regressions for ASD 1980 in Iowa and for 2080 in
Kansas appeared to be smaller compared to Nebraska and Indiana, but with over R2 value
0.82, the ASD regressions are still statistically significant in defining the dependent
variable (corn yield). The coefficient of determination for all 36 ASD regressions is
shown in Table 8.

Table 8 Coefficient of Deterministic for all ASD models

Kansas
ASD
R²
2010
0.82
2030
0.82
2040
0.82
2050
0.75
2060
0.83
2070
0.81
2080
0.83
2090
0.82

Nebraska
ASD
R²
3110
0.72
3120
0.76
3130
0.83
3150
0.81
3160
0.86
3170
0.91
3180
0.93
3190
0.91

Iowa
ASD
1920
1940
1970
1980
1990

R²
0.81
0.81
0.81
0.71
0.82

Indiana
ASD
R²
1810
0.81
1820
0.76
1830
0.74
1840
0.82
1850
0.83
1860
0.91
1870
0.81
1880
0.87
1890
0.81

For the ASD regressions in Kansas, the majority of the R2 values are over 0.81,
except for ASD 2020 and 2050 with R2 values of 0.72 and 0.75, respectively. Similarly,
for regressions in Nebraska, three ASDs (3170, 3180, and 3190) have R2 values over 0.9.
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The remaining regression relations in Nebraska have R2 values over 0.8. In Kansas and
Nebraska, most of the regression relations have R2 over 0.8, with some exceptions where
the R2 values are between 0.7 and 0.8 and are still considered to be statistically
significant.
Overall, the derived ASD-level regression appeared to be statistically significant
for defining corn yield through the NDVI curve within the growing season. As these
ASD relations were derived within an agriculturally homogeneous area, the model could
be applied to any location within that area. Hence, by deriving individual regression
relations specifically for certain agriculturally similar regions, the results are assumed to
be unbiased toward spatial attributions in agriculture, such as soil conditions. Similarly,
by localizing the model, climatic variables, such as temperature and precipitation, were
also assumed to be similar throughout the ASD region. So, this ASD-level regression
relation approach provides a simple yet robust model for estimating corn yield derived
from changes in NDVI. That said, before the model can be used for yield assessments,
further validation is required, which will be discussed in the coming chapters.
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CHAPTER 7 REGRESSION MODEL VALIDATION

This chapter will highlight various statistical and mathematical approaches carried
out to derive the model’s sensitivity analysis and assessment validations.

Section 7.1 Introduction
Performing a validation and a sensitivity analysis of a model is vital for its
acceptance. One aspect of model validation compares the model’s ability to accurately
predict real-world observations and test the suitability of its intended purpose (McKinion
and Baker 1982). No specific criteria have been defined on how to perform a model’s
assessment validations; it all depends on a model’s potential application and uses rather
than on the model itself (Mayer and Butler 1993). Leave-one-out cross-validation
(LOOCV) is one of the most popular model-validation methods especially when new data
are not available for validation.
The other part of a model’s validation can be performed by a statistical sensitivity
analysis to make sure that the performance of the model lies within the acceptable
deviance measures. Deviance measures refer to statistical indicators providing numerical
values that can be used to identify a model’s statistical acceptability. Some examples of
these deviance measures are the root mean square error (RMSE), mean absolute error
(MAE), and mean bias error (MBE).
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Another traditional method to test the regression model’s sensitivity is to examine
the presence of autocorrelation within the model residuals. If the error portion of the
model showed correlation, there would be a high possibility that the variables used to
develop the model were correlated among themselves, and the results would be biased.
The Durbin-Watson test (DWT) (Durbin and Watson 1950, 1951) is one the most
utilized statistical approaches to test the autocorrelation among model residuals.
Additionally, as the regression model was developed using observations from 2000 to
2014, by using yield data from 2015, the performance of the model could be evaluated as
well.
This chapter will capture all these mentioned techniques to validate the NDVIdriven regression model to assess corn yield.

Section 7.2 Deviance Measure Validation
This section focused on examining various deviance measurements for the
regression relation to analyze the performance of the model. One of the statistical
measures discussed in this section to cross validation result was the LOOCV model based
indicators. This indicator provides the robustness of the model’s predictability. Similarly,
other deviance measures such as the root mean square error, the mean square error, and
the mean bias error are also examined in this section.
Subsection 7.2.1 Leave-One-Out Cross-Validation
Validation models like the LOOCV model have been used successfully to test the
robustness and accuracy of regression models, especially those forecasting crop yield
(Mkhabela et al., 2011). LOOCV is an iterative process that runs N times (where N is the
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total number of observations), each time leaving one observation out of the regression
model as the validation data, and the remainder observations as the training data. Every
loop runs so that each observation is used once as the validation data (Shao, 1993). The
final result is represented by an iteration average error percentage, calculated based on
how far off estimated data was from the validation data. This research also implemented
LOOCV on the regression model to validate how well NDVI defined crop yield.
Equation 13 below shows the mathematical equation to calculate the LOOCV estimate of
prediction error.

Equation 13 Leave-One-Out Cross Validation
𝑁

1
𝐶𝑉(𝑓) = ∑(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑓 −𝑖 (𝑥𝑖 ))
𝑁
𝑖=1

Here N is the total number of observations in the regression model, and f –i is the
regression-fitted model computed with the ith part of the data removed. yi will be the
observation excluded from the fitted model, and xi will be the independent variable for
the ith term. These LOOCV estimates of prediction error were applied to all ASD-based
regression relations derived in the previous chapter for Nebraska, Kansas, Indiana, and
Iowa.
The LOOCV results for the regression relations in Nebraska showed an average
cross-validation predictability error of only about 0.07, indicating an overall average
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accuracy of 93%. Only ASD 3120 had a predictability accuracy below 90%. Table 9
below shows the LOOCV result for Nebraska’s ASD-level regression model.

Table 9 Leave-One-Out Cross Validation – Nebraska

ASD
3110
3120
3130
3150
3160
3170
3180
3190

Nebraska
LOOCV Error Accuracy
0.08
92%
0.11
89%
0.08
92%
0.03
97%
0.07
93%
0.05
95%
0.05
95%
0.05
95%

Similarly, LOOCV results for all ASD-level regression models in Indiana also
had an average model accuracy of 93%. Table 10 show the ASD regression crossvalidation results in Indiana.

Table 10 Leave-One-Out Cross Validation – Indiana

ASD
1810
1820
1830
1840
1850
1860
1870
1880
1890

Indiana
LOOCV Error Accuracy
0.06
94%
0.07
93%
0.07
93%
0.05
95%
0.06
94%
0.07
93%
0.09
91%
0.08
92%
0.08
92%
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The average predictability accuracy for regression models in both Kansas and
Iowa were above 90%. The average LOOCV accuracy for all regression models were
90% for Kansas and 94% for Iowa; these are shown in Table 11 and Table 12,
respectively.

Table 11 Leave-One-Out Cross Validation – Kansas

ASD
2010
2030
2040
2050
2060
2070
2080
2090

Kansas
LOOCV Error Accuracy
0.10
90%
0.08
92%
0.10
90%
0.19
81%
0.09
91%
0.08
92%
0.09
91%
0.10
90%

Table 12 Leave-One-Out Cross Validation – Iowa

ASD
1920
1940
1970
1980
1990

Iowa
LOOCV Error Accuracy
0.04
96%
0.06
94%
0.06
94%
0.08
92%
0.08
92%
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Based on the LOOCV results for all ASD-level models within the four study-area
states, it appeared that the dependent variables (corn-yield values) were well defined by
the independent variables (NDVI). With over 90% LOOCV accuracy, except for ASD
2050, the predictability results of the dependent variables for all models were
significantly accurate.
Subsection 7.2.2 Root Mean Square Error, Mean Absolute Error, Mean Bias Error
Statistical indicators such as RMSE, MAE, and MBE offer deviance
measurements to explain the performance of a model (M.S. Mkhabela et al. 2011).
RMSE is a commonly used indicator for measuring the error difference between models’
estimated and observed values. The individual variation of observed and calculated
values refers to residuals or prediction error, and RMSE aggregates the magnitude of
these errors over the data samples into a single deviance measurement. It measures the
accuracy of a model by comparing predictability error when applied with different
models for particular data. If N is the total number of observations, P is the modelestimated value and O is the observed value, below is the equation to calculate the
RMSE.

Equation 14 Root Mean Square Error
N

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √∑
i=1

(Pi − Oi )2
N
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An MAE indicator validates the closeness of estimated values to observed ones.
The calculation of the measurement was done by taking the average of an absolute
deviation of each individual model’s estimated and expected observations. Equation 15
shows the mathematical calculation of the MAE. Here, N is the total number of
observations, P is the model-estimated value, and O is the observed value.

Equation 15 Mean Absolute Error
N

𝑀𝐴𝐸 = ∑
i=1

|Pi − Oi |
N

An MBE indicator not only quantifies the difference between estimated and
observed values, but also examines whether a model underestimated or overestimated the
result. A positive or negative MBE indicates that the model will most likely overestimate
or underestimate the assessments, respectively. Equation 16 shows the calculation of the
MBE. Again, N is the total number of observations, P is the model-estimated value, and
O is the observed value.

Equation 16 Mean Bias Error
N

𝑀𝐵𝐸 = ∑
i=1

(Pi − Oi )
N
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This study utilized all three statistical indicators to assess the quality of the ASDlevel regression outcomes in Nebraska, Kansas, Iowa, and Indiana.
For the ASD-level regression in Nebraska, the RMSE, MAE and MBE values
indicated very low model error. The average RMSE for all ASDs was only 0.08 except
for ASD 3110 and 3120 where RMSE was 0.12 for both. Similarly, the average MAE
across all ASDs in Nebraska was also very low (0.06). Finally, very minimal MBE values
also suggested that the differences in models’ observed and estimated values were very
small. The negative MBEs for ASDs 3120, 3150, 3170 and 3190 referred that the results
were slightly below than expected, however with extremely small values, these
underestimations were statistically insignificant. This was also true for positive MBEs: as
the values were extremely small, no overestimation issue is present. Table 13 highlights
the RMSE, MAE, and MBE values for all ASD-level regressions in Nebraska.

Table 13 RMSE, MAE, and MBE – Nebraska

ASD
3110
3120
3130
3150
3160
3170
3180
3190
Average

Nebraska
RMSE MAE
0.12
0.10
0.12
0.04
0.09
0.07
0.10
0.08
0.07
0.06
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.06
0.05
0.08
0.06

MBE
0.0598
-0.0008
0.0014
-0.0001
0.0036
-0.0016
0.0003
-0.0004
0.0078
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For all ASD-level regressions in Indiana, the average RMSE, MAE and MBE
values were also extremely minimal. The average RMSE and MAE values of 0.09 and
0.07, respectively, suggested very low error impacts on the regression results. Although
there were both positive and negative MBE values, suggesting underestimations and
overestimations of the results, the low MBE value for each model indicated the
insignificance of the impact. Table 14 shows the RMSE, MAE, and MBE results for all
regression models in Indiana.

Table 14 RMSE, MAE, and MBE – Indian

ASD
1810
1820
1830
1840
1850
1860
1870
1880
1890
Average

Indiana
RMSE MAE
0.11
0.08
0.10
0.08
0.09
0.08
0.07
0.06
0.10
0.08
0.07
0.06
0.06
0.04
0.09
0.08
0.07
0.06
0.09
0.07

MBE
0.0017
0.0005
0.0831
0.0023
-0.0237
0.0014
0.0132
-0.0263
0.0155
0.0075

Similar to regression results in Nebraska and Indiana, Kansas and Iowa also
demonstrated very small deviance measurements of RMSE, MAE and MBE. The average
RMSE values for Kansas and Iowa regressions were 0.10 and 0.11, respectively. RMSE
values for all regressions in Kansas were below 0.11, whereas in Iowa, the RMSE values
were under 0.13. Similarly, the average MAE for regressions in Kansas was 0.08 and in
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Iowa it was 0.09. For results in both states, the extremely low MBE values also indicated
a smaller likelihood of suffering from positive or negative exaggeration in the result. The
deviance measurements of RMSE, MAE, and MBE for regressions in Kansas and Iowa
are presented in Table 15 and Table 16, respectively.

Table 15 RMSE, MAE, and MBE – Kansas

ASD
2010
2030
2040
2050
2060
2070
2080
2090
Average

Kansas
RMSE MAE
0.11
0.10
0.11
0.09
0.09
0.08
0.10
0.08
0.10
0.08
0.09
0.07
0.08
0.06
0.09
0.08
0.10
0.08

MBE
-0.0006
0.0042
0.0003
-0.0054
-0.0002
-0.0372
0.0757
0.0115
0.0060

Table 16 RMSE, MAE, and MBE – Iowa

ASD
1920
1940
1970
1980
1990
Average

Iowa
RMSE MAE
0.11
0.09
0.11
0.09
0.10
0.07
0.13
0.11
0.10
0.08
0.11
0.09

MBE
0.0002
0.0028
-0.0012
-0.0072
0.0040
-0.0003
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Based on these small deviance measurements of RMSE, MAE, and MBE, ASDlevel regression outcomes in the four states showed minimal error impact. These very
small error deviation between models’ estimated and observed values suggested that the
predicted value for the dependent variable will always be close to the actual value.

Section 7.3 Model’s Sensitivity
Subsection 7.3.1 Durbin-Watson Test
The Durbin-Watson Test (DWT) is a statistical approach for examining the
presence of autocorrelation in residuals from a regression analysis, especially least-square
regression models such as linear regression. The pioneer study on the Durbin-Watson
statistical test was completed by Durbin and Watson (1950, 1951). The authors discussed
issues of error terms in regression models for serial correlations and introduced a
statistical method for testing the autocorrelation among residuals in various regression
analyses. Their approach was based on the bound (critical level)-based hypothesis test to
examine the existence of correlation among residuals. Due to its simplistic approach for
understanding the method, calculating the mathematical indictor, and explaining the
result, DWT became one of the most widely applied statistical indicators for examining
auto correlational patterns in regression analyses (Krämer 2011; Y. Chen 2016). The
DWT has mainly two components: DWT statistical indicator and the DWT critical
values.
The DWT statistical indicator refers to the actual mathematically calculated DWT
value based on the error portion of the regression analysis. The indicator calculation was
based on the error terms of the regression result in different time lag. If Rt represents the
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residual of the regression at t time observation of total N observations, the mathematical
model to calculate DWT statistical indicator (d) can be expressed as the following
(Moksony 2017; Durbin and Watson 1971, 1951, 1950):

Equation 17 Durbin and Watson Test
2
∑𝑁
𝑡=2 (𝑅𝑡− 𝑅𝑡−1 )
𝑑=
2
∑𝑁
𝑡=1 𝑅𝑡

As shown in Equation 17, the numerator of the DWT indicator is the sum of the
difference between the current and previous residuals. If the residuals are positively
correlated, then the positive residuals will also be preceded by positive errors. This
results in a small adjacent residual difference value, and the overall DWT indicator value,
d, will be relatively small as well. On the contrary, if the residuals are negatively
correlated, the positive residuals will be followed by negative errors, and the difference in
consecutive residuals will therefore be relatively large, resulting in large DWT value.
Therefore a small DWT value indicates positive autocorrelation and a larger DWT value
indicates negative autocorrelation among residuals (Moksony 2017).
More specifically, DWT value range can be expressed with the sample estimated
autocorrelation coefficient. If A is the sample estimated autocorrelation coefficient, the
value range of d can be expressed by 2*(1-A) (Moksony 2017). As the autocorrelation
coefficient ranges from -1 to 1, the ideal positive correlation will have A equal to 1 and
the value of d will be 2*(1 -1) = 0. Similarly, for the ideal negative autocorrelation, the
value of A will be -1 and the value of d will be 2*(1+1) = 4. And finally, if there is no
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autocorrelation, the value of A will be equal to 0, and the value of d will be close to 2.
Hence the value of DWT will always range between 0 and 4, where a value close to 0
indicates positive autocorrelation, and a value close to 4 indicates negative
autocorrelation. A DWT value close to 2 will define minimal to no autocorrelation among
residuals.
Ideally, when DWT values are significantly smaller or larger than 2, it can be
concluded that the errors are also positively or negatively auto-correlated, respectively.
However, in most real-life cases, the DWT values typically lie somewhere close to 2 (not
exactly 2), and hence it is difficult to determine the presence of the autocorrelation. To
address this issue, a further significance test on DWT was required.
The DWT significance test is based on two DWT critical values: the lower critical
value (dL) and the upper critical value (dU). These critical values are pre-defined in the
Durbin-Watson critical value table (DWCVT) (Stanford 2017). The value of both lower
and upper critical values depends on four factors: the size of the observation, the total
number of independent variables, the significance level (5%, 1% etc.) and the type of test
(one-tail or two-tail) (Moksony 2017).
Comparing the two critical values (dU, dL) with the DWT value, d, produces one
of the following results.


If the value of obtained d is between dU and (4-dU), there is no statistically
significant autocorrelation.



If the value of obtained d is smaller than dL, there is positive autocorrelation.
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If the value of obtained d is larger than (4-dU), there is negative
autocorrelation.

Additionally, there may be cases in which the value of d lies between dL and dU,
or between (4 – dU) and (4 – dL). In these situations, the result is considered inconclusive.
Usually in this case, the actual autocorrelation coefficient is examined to somewhat
determine the autocorrelation. Figure 38 below represents the value range for the DWT
significance test (Moksony 2017).

Figure 38 Durbin-Watson Statistics Significance Test Value Range, (Moksony 2017)

For this study, the DWT was applied to the derived ASD-level regressions for
four major corn-producing states within the Corn Belt region of the U.S: Nebraska,
Kansas, Iowa, and Indiana. As the regressions were derived by taking county-level
observations of NDVI changes and corn yield within each ASD between the year 2000
and 2014, the residuals (error) for each observation was calculated by comparing the
model-expected corn yield with the actual corn yield for that particular county in that
particular year.
Once the error portion of the regression results were calculated, these
observations were used to calculate the DWT using Equation 17. On the basis of the
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initially calculated DWT values, the correlational attributes of the residuals could be
examined. That said, as the DWT values are not always exactly 2, it was difficult to
confirm the existence of correlation among the error values. Hence, using the total
number of observations for each ASD and the significance level, the upper and lower
critical values were acquired through the DWCVT. For this DWT, significance level of
5% was used.
For Nebraska, as shown in Table 17, the DWT values for all ASD observations
were closer to 2, indicating minimal to no correlation among the residuals. The DWT
values for all but one ASD were below 2, with the lowest value 1.73 for ASD 3180. Only
one ASD (3110) had a value over 2 (2.26). Further upper and lower critical values
comparisons with DWT also indicated that there were no statistically significant
correlations among the residuals in all eight ASD-level regressions in Nebraska.

Table 17 Durbin-Watson Statistical Test – Nebraska

ASD DWT dL
3110
2.26 1.60
3120
1.89 1.43
3130
1.84 1.67
3150
1.85 1.56
3160
1.77 1.71
3170
1.97 1.59
3180
1.73 1.59
3190
1.84 1.65

Nebraska
dU
dU - 4
1.65
2.35
1.53
2.47
1.70
2.30
1.63
2.37
1.73
2.27
1.64
2.36
1.64
2.36
1.69
2.31

Autocorrelation
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
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Similarly, the DWT results for all the ASD-level regressions in Indiana,
highlighted in Table 18, also showed no statistically significant correlation within the
residuals. ASD 1820 appears to have DWT value of exactly 2, which indicated the most
ideal condition for nonexistence of residuals correlation.

Table 18 Durbin-Watson Statistical Test – Indiana

ASD DWT dL
1810
1.95 1.61
1820
2.00 1.61
1830
1.78 1.61
1840
1.91 1.64
1850
1.69 1.63
1860
2.08 1.59
1870
1.73 1.63
1880
1.75 1.56
1890
2.19 1.56

Indiana
dU
dU - 4
1.66
2.34
1.66
2.34
1.66
2.34
1.68
2.32
1.68
2.32
1.65
2.35
1.68
2.32
1.62
2.38
1.62
2.38

Autocorrelation
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

Similar results were also observed for all ASD-level regressions in Kansas and
Iowa shown in Table 19 and Table 20 respectively. Interestingly, all DWT values in
Iowa’s ASD-level regressions were slightly above 2.

Table 19 Durbin-Watson Statistical Test – Kansas

ASD DWT dL
2010
2.06 1.62
2030
2.28 1.55
2040
1.83 1.54
2050
1.81 1.47

Kansas
dU
dU - 4
1.67
2.33
1.62
2.38
1.61
2.39
1.56
2.44

Autocorrelation
None
None
None
None
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2060
2070
2080
2090

1.76
2.01
1.75
1.71

1.55
1.51
1.52
1.57

1.62
1.59
1.60
1.63

2.38
2.41
2.40
2.37

None
None
None
None

Table 20 Durbin-Watson Statistical Test – Iowa

Iowa
ASD DWT dL
dU
dU - 4 Autocorrelation
1920
2.04 1.66 1.70
2.30 None
1940
2.14 1.66 1.70
2.30 None
1970
2.18 1.61 1.66
2.34 None
1980
2.23 1.63 1.68
2.32 None
1990
2.01 1.65 1.69
2.31 None

According to the DWT results for regression models within Nebraska, Kansas,
Indiana, and Iowa, the outcomes indicated lack of correlational attributes among their
residuals. All ASD-level regressions have no statistically significant dependencies in the
residuals suggested that regression residuals were random and the models were unbiased
with inter-variable dependencies. Furthermore, the model’s predictive performances will
not be significantly impact when used with new sets of data for estimations.

Section 7.4 Model Validation through Neighboring Observation
When deriving the ASD-level regression relations, all county-level observation
data within the ASDs were utilized, and no observation data were available to validate
the model. Hence, corn-yield observations from neighboring counties were used as
reference data to cross-validate the model. The validation of each ASD-level regression
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through its surrounding observation was based on the assumption that counties that are
spatially close to each other will possess similar agricultural attributes, and a particular
ASD model, to some degree, should be able to assess the corn yield in those counties.
To avoid data biasness, four ASDs from each of the four study-area states were
randomly selected, and for each ASD, four adjacent neighboring counties were also
selected randomly. Then, for each of the selected counties, five annual corn-yield
observation data between 2000 and 2014 were selected. Therefore, total 80 (4 ASDs x 4
Counties x 5 annual corn yield) samples were gathered for each state to validate the
model. Figure 39 shows the example of random sampling of four neighboring counties
for one ASD (code 1940) in Iowa. Here, the yellow-highlighted polygon represents the
selected counties, and the blue bordered polygons indicates the available neighbor
counties selected to validate the model.
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Figure 39 Selection of Neighboring Counties for ASD 1940 in Iowa

Once the reference sample observations were collected for each selected county
and specific year, a normal NDVI time series was generated for each, as per the method
discussed in the previous chapter. These NDVI curves were then further smoothed, and
AUC values for each normal NDVI time series were calculated. These AUC values were
then used as independent variables in the regression model to produce the predicted corn
yield for that county. These results were then compared with the actual corn yield to
examine the accuracy of the model’s assessment.
The results achieved by validating ASD model through neighboring county
observations appeared to show statistically significant accuracy. The median accuracy
values for the four states, Indiana, Nebraska, Kansas and Iowa, were over 90%. The mean
accuracies, however, showed slight variations. For Nebraska and Iowa, the mean and
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median accuracies were almost the same. The mean and median accuracies for Nebraska
were about 91%, and the same statistical measures for Iowa were about 94%. This
suggested that the observed and calculated values had few variances within the sample.
Smaller standard deviations of 6% and 5% for the Nebraska and Iowa observations,
respectively, further verified these minimum variances. Although the mean and median
accuracy assessment values in Indiana showed slight variation (91% for median and 88%
for mean), the difference was minimal and with a small standard deviation of 8.8%,
suggested that the distributions were not spread out. Unlike the previous three states, the
validation results for Kansas demonstrated comparatively more variance. The median
accuracy for the state was about 90%, whereas the mean accuracy was close to 82%.
Furthermore, the standard deviation of 15.2% also suggested the prediction result was
slightly more unbalanced. Table 21 s shows these accuracy assessment results for all four
states, along with the standard deviations.

Table 21 Accuracy Assessments with Neighboring Observation in Indiana, Nebraska, Kansas, and Iowa

State
Mean Accuracy Median Accuracy Standard Deviation
Indiana
88.4%
91.1%
8.8%
Nebraska
90.3%
90.9%
6.9%
Kansas
82.1%
89.3%
15.2%
Iowa
93.4%
94.9%
5.2%

To further investigate these distributions, the acquired results were plotted as a
boxplot for each state’s accuracy assessment outcomes. A boxplot displays the
distribution of data in a standardized matter to capture the variance, hence any significant
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variance in the result observation will be visually evident. Figure 40 shows the boxplot
results of the accuracy assessments.

Figure 40 Boxplot – ASD Model’s Validation Assessment Result through Neighbor Observations

It can be clearly observed through the boxplot that the model’s assessment results
in Kansas indicated more variation compared to the other three states. The accuracy result
observations ranged from 40% to 99%; however, the majority of the results were above
70%. Additionally, with both mean and median accuracies above 82%, the performance
of the model appeared to be statically significant. Results for Indiana, Iowa and Nebraska
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indicated minimal deviation in their distributions, and the mean and median accuracies
around 90% suggested that the predictability of the model was highly accurate.

Section 7.5 Model Assessment Validation with 2015 Data – County Level
The validation of the proposed regression model to predict the corn yield with
NDVI was done by using 2015 corn-yield and NDVI data. As the regression model was
derived from the corn NDVI and corn-yield data from 2000–2014, using 2015
observations, the validation result was assumed to be unbiased. As the validation data for
corn yield through USDA NASS Quick Stats were only available for the county level, the
validation for year 2015 was performed only within the county level as well. For each
study area state, Nebraska, Iowa, Kansas, and Indiana, 20 counties were randomly
selected to perform the model validation. Even though the selection of the counties within
each state was random, one selection criterion was that the county needed to produce
corn as one of its primary crops.
Following the similar approach highlighted in previous chapter, all the pure corn
NDVI pixel values (greater than 95% corn) were selected within each single county.
After smoothing the NDVI time series, the normal corn NDVI was then derived for each
randomly selected county for 2015. For each county-level normal corn NDVI, the AUC
was then calculated. These AUCs were used in the model as independent variables to
calculate the corn yield for all 20 randomly selected counties within the same ASD.
Subsection 7.5.1 Validation Results and Discussions
After performing the corn-yield assessment using the 2015 NDVI data, the results
were compared against the actual observed corn-yield values for 2015, acquired through
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USDA NASS database. As mentioned earlier, 20 counties each from each of the four
study-area states were selected randomly for this validation. The accuracy of the results
for each county were then calculated as a percentage by comparing the observed yield to
the model’s calculated yield in bushels per acre (BU/Acre).
For Nebraska, the accuracy percentage for all counties was over 82% with a total
average accuracy of 91.6%. The best model performance for calculating the corn yield
was in Nemaha County, with an overall accuracy of 99.7%. Table 22 shows the observed
and model-calculated corn yield, as well as the model’s accuracy, for all 20 randomly
selected counties in Nebraska.

Table 22 County Level Model Assessment Validation Result – Nebraska

Nebraska
Observed Yield Model Calculated
County
(BU/Acre)
Yield (BU/Acre)
Accuracy
Adams
208.8
186.6
89.3%
Clay
202.1
173.6
85.9%
Fillmore
199.4
182.2
91.4%
Franklin
186.0
183.8
98.8%
Furnas
153.8
126.6
82.3%
Gage
152.6
137.5
90.1%
Gosper
186.3
171.4
92.0%
Harlan
180.9
152.4
84.3%
Jefferson
167.6
159.8
95.3%
Johnson
147.0
130.3
88.7%
Kearney
210.7
195.1
92.6%
Logan
224.0
211.7
94.5%
Nemaha
169.8
170.3
99.7%
Nuckolls
166.5
140.9
84.6%
Otoe
156.7
161.0
97.3%
Pawnee
151.6
128.3
84.6%
Richardson
160.0
151.0
94.4%
Saline
160.8
150.5
93.6%
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Thayer
Webster

185.4
159.7
Average Accuracy

197.5
157.2

93.5%
98.4%
91.6%

Similar to Nebraska, county-level corn yield validation results in Iowa also
showed excellent accuracy results, with an overall average accuracy of 91.5%. That said,
unlike Nebraska assessment results, where all the average accuracy values were above
80%, there were two counties, Des Moines and Henry, with accuracies of 76% and
79.1%, respectively. In spite of these two comparatively lower accuracy results, the
higher average accuracy indicated that the majority of the counties’ accuracy percentages
were over 90%. Table 23 highlights these results for Iowa.

Table 23 County Level Model Assessment Validation Result – Iowa

Iowa
Observed Yield Model Calculated
County
(BU/Acre)
Yield (BU/Acre)
Accuracy
Adair
176.5
166.8
94.2%
Adams
169.6
155.7
91.1%
Cass
193.7
186.5
96.1%
Davis
142.4
134.6
94.2%
Des Moines
176.0
141.9
76.0%
Fremont
179.9
161.4
88.5%
Henry
178.4
147.6
79.1%
Jefferson
168.2
143.6
82.9%
Keokuk
181.0
171.9
94.7%
Lee
145.1
146.3
99.1%
Louisa
181.7
161.2
87.3%
Mahaska
190.3
178.5
93.4%
Mills
162.1
168.6
96.1%
Montgomery
185.2
173.0
93.0%
Page
165.8
157.0
94.4%
Pottawattamie
204.0
181.7
87.7%
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Taylor
Van Buren
Wapello
Washington
Average Accuracy

135.2
158.3
159.3
195.0

139.5
161.6
146.4
186.3

96.9%
97.9%
91.2%
95.3%
91.5%

Following the similar pattern of the high percentage of the model’s assessment
accuracies in Nebraska and Iowa, the results in Indiana and Kansas also indicated a
similar level of model correctness. The average predictability accuracy values in Kansas
and Indian were 92% and 91.9%, respectively. Furthermore, examining the validation
results of the individual counties in Indiana and Kansas, compared to the actual observed
yields, the model appears to predict the corn yield accurately at least 80% of the time,
except in Henry County, Indiana, with an accuracy of 78%. Table 24 and Table 25 show
the model’s accuracy assessment results for 20 counties in Indiana and Kansas,
respectively.

Table 24 County Level Model Assessment Validation Result – Indiana

County
Blackford
Clay
Crawford
Delaware
Fayette
Floyd
Fountain
Harrison
Henry
Jackson

Indiana
Observed Yield Model Calculated
(BU/Acre)
Yield (BU/Acre)
Accuracy
117.50
120.26
97.7%
165.50
147.75
88.0%
136.30
151.36
90.1%
130.10
116.74
88.6%
181.50
185.75
97.7%
158.10
146.97
92.4%
169.40
160.42
94.4%
173.10
196.72
88.0%
158.00
129.53
78.0%
151.60
154.45
98.2%
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Jay
Lawrence
Monroe
Montgomery
Orange
Owen
Randolph
Union
Washington
Wayne
Average Accuracy

108.30
178.40
158.80
176.50
190.50
164.10
144.80
174.00
156.00
161.20

116.36
190.89
175.10
160.29
214.12
141.23
142.62
159.88
152.99
157.53

93.1%
93.5%
90.7%
89.9%
89.0%
83.8%
98.5%
91.2%
98.0%
97.7%
91.9%

Table 25 County Level Model Assessment Validation Result – Kansas

Kansas
Observed Yield Model Calculated
County
(BU/Acre)
Yield (BU/Acre)
Accuracy
Allen
128.5
116.0
89.2%
Anderson
129.5
124.5
96.0%
Bourbon
109.0
105.9
97.0%
Butler
131.8
120.9
91.0%
Chautauqua
123.7
120.7
97.5%
Cherokee
125.5
106.4
82.0%
Clay
149.4
164.7
90.7%
Douglas
138.1
127.7
91.9%
Franklin
131.5
120.2
90.6%
Geary
165.0
139.2
81.5%
Greenwood
95.0
106.8
88.9%
Labette
114.1
124.2
91.8%
Mitchell
103.8
102.8
99.1%
Montgomery
107.7
101.8
94.2%
Neosho
120.9
122.5
98.7%
Osborne
110.2
96.7
86.1%
Phillips
85.3
94.8
90.0%
Republic
167.6
156.3
92.8%
Washington
116.3
125.7
92.5%
Wilson
114.5
112.5
98.2%
Average Accuracy
92.0%
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Based on the validation approach carried out to test the accuracy assessment of
the derived regression model for all four study-area states, the achieved results indicated
high level of model accuracy. Using 20 randomly selected counties for each of the 4
states as test observations and using 2015 corn yield data as validation reference, the
model’s average predictability accuracy in each state was over 91%. Additionally,
dissecting the model’s corn yield prediction for each county, the majority of inaccuracies
between the observed yield and model-calculated yield were within 10%. This indicated
the model’s capabilities high efficiency for predicting corn yield, based on county-level
NDVI values.

Section 7.6 Model Assessment Validation Skill Score
Subsection 7.6.1 Skill Score
Skill score is an indicator that measures the accuracy of a model’s assessments
relative to the assessment accuracy of forecasts produced by some reference model or
observation (Murphy and Epstein 1989). The score is primarily derived by comparing the
observed and reference results, using various deviance measurements such as mean
square error, mean absolute error, and root mean square error as the underlying statistics.
The value of skill score ranges from 0 to 1 where a score of 1 indicates a prefect forecast,
and the skill score of 0 indicates extremely poor performance of the forecast (Hamill and
Juras 2006).
If MSEr and MSEm are the mean square error of reference and model
observations, respectively, then the mean square error skill score (MSESS) can be
calculated as shown in this equation.
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Equation 18 Mean Square Error Skill Score

𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑆𝑆 = 1 −

𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑚
𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑟

Subsection 7.6.2 Naïve Forecasting
As the actual reference observations are not available to test the skill score of the
model assessment results, a naïve forecasting method is applied to simulate the reference
observations. Naïve forecasting is a simple estimating technique that uses last period’s
observation as this period’s forecast. If Ft is the forecast at time t, then Ft = Ft-1.
The simple naïve forecast will be applicable to a time series with no linear trend;
however, the annual corn yield time series has a production growth trend due to
technological improvements. Therefore, the annual increment trend in corn yield also
must be adjusted in the naïve forecasting. If the dt represents the adjusted trend
increment, then Ft = Ft-1 + dt. According to the annual technological improvement
adjustment ratio discussed in the previous chapter, the value of dt = 1.7 BU/Acre. Using
the naïve forecasted value as reference observation, the accuracy of the model’s 2015
county-level yield assessment for all 20 counties in each of the four study-area states can
be examined by calculating MSESS indicators.
Subsection 7.6.2 Skill Score Result
The MSESS is calculated at the state-level for the four study area states: Iowa,
Nebraska, Kansas, and Indiana. For each state, the MSE of the regression model (MSEr)
and reference model (MSEm) is calculated by using 20 county-level error observations.
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For each county, the error in regression model is calculated by taking the difference
between the model forecast and the actual observation; and similarly, the error in
reference model is calculated by taking a difference between the naïve forecast and the
actual observation. The final MSESS is then calculated by using the MSEr and MSEm as
shown in Equation 18. The result of MSESS indicators calculated between the naïve
forecasting and the regression model assessment are shown in Table 26.

Table 26 Mean Square Error Skill Score Result – Naïve Forecasting and Model Assessment

State
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Nebraska

MSESS
0.87
0.81
0.84
0.73

According to the MSESS result, it appears that the regression model’s forecast
when compared with the naïve forecast produced a very good fractional improvement
score. The MSESS for Indiana has the best skill score of 0.87, suggesting the model’s
forecast performance is excellent in this state. Similarly, with MSESS scores of 0.81 and
0.84 in Iowa and Kansas, respectively, the performances of the regression model
forecasts are also very good. The MSESS score of 0.73 in Nebraska is the lowest
compared to the other three states; however, the skill score of above 0.7 also indicates a
good performance of forecast for the regression model relative to the reference model.
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CHAPTER 8 MODEL APPLICATION IN FIELD LEVEL CORN YIELD
ASSESSMENT

One of the primary contributions of this study was to build a robust regressionbased corn-yield assessment model capable of accurately predicting yield at the field
level. Hence, sample field-level observations to estimate the corn yield were selected in
various locations within the study area of Nebraska, Iowa, Indiana, and Kansas. Based
on the availability of field-level corn-yield data, the sample observations were
randomized to represent the entire state as closely as possible. The samples were
collected for years 2014, 2015, and 2016.

Section 8.1 Field-Level Corn-Yield Data
One of the major barriers to conducting the model’s field-level assessment
validation was acquiring the necessary field-level corn-yield data. These datasets,
especially the location information, are classified and were not publically accessible.
Although these datasets had restricted access, there was a possibility of using these data
“in-house” within the USDA facilities. Applications were sent to USDA to utilize these
field-level corn-yield data as per USDA requirements, however, the request was not
successful and the datasets were thus unavailable for this research. As the initial plan to
use the USDA field-level yield data for model validation was unsuccessful, the research
acquired alternatively some sample field-level corn-yield data through various corn seed
companies. These seed companies provided some field-level samples from locations
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where farmers had used the companies’ seeds for planting. Normally these companies
have planting and yield data available within the state where the company is located;
however, some companies also provided these data in multiple states. The seed
companies from which the plot corn-yield data were acquired for the model validation
were Wyckoff, Beck’s, Farmers Coop Society, and Golden Harvest Seeds.
Wyckoff is one of the leading corn seed companies, located in Valparaiso, IN. It
is a family-owned company, established in 1932; however, it was only in 1999 that the
company fully established itself into the seeding market and became one of the leading
suppliers of corn seeds in Indiana (Wyckoff 2017). Wyckoff provided selected plot-level
corn-yield information from various locations in Indiana for 2015 and 2016, as a PDF
report. Beck’s is another big family-owned retail seed company that provides seed to
farmers primarily in Indiana, Illinois, Ohio, southern Michigan, western Kentucky,
Tennessee, Iowa, southern Wisconsin, and Missouri (Becks 2017). Like Wyckoff Seed
Company, Beck’s also releases PDF reports on sample field-level corn-yield data;
however, they also have an embedded map interface in their website to locate those
sample points. Data were provided for 2014, 2015, and 2016. Data from these two seed
companies were used to collected sample field-level corn-yield data to validate the
models in Indiana. Figure 41 shows the example of Web-based service to search and
locate the plot location for corn yield through Beck’s Web portal in Indiana for 2015.
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Figure 41 Beck’s Web Portal for Corn Yield Data, Indiana, 2015

Farmers Coop Society is a cooperative farming company that partners with local
producers for mutual success. The company was founded in 1907 and is headquartered in
Sioux Center, IA (Farmers Coop Society 2017). Farmers Coop Society partners with
seeding companies Croplan Geneticss and Agriliance to set up corn-yield testing plots
around the Sioux Center area. The corn-plot harvest results were again provided in a PDF
document, which also contained information on the actual GPS coordinates (decimal
degree latitude and longitude) to identify the exact location of the plot. These testingsample plot observations were primarily used to validate models’ assessment results
within Iowa. The data were available for 2014, 2015, and 2016.
Golden Harvest Seeds is a U.S.-based brand that markets corn seeds for
agriculture. Even though it supplies seeds throughout the country, it primarily supplies to
farms within the major corn-producing states in the Corn Belt region. The company was
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founded in 1973 and is currently headquartered in Minnetonka, MN (Golden Harvest
2017). The plot corn yield information they provide is intended to help farmers determine
the quantity of seeds they require, depending on the location, for their farm land. Similar
to Beck’s, Golden Harvest Seeds also provides PDF documents containing corn-yield
reports, along with a Web-based interface to search and locate the sample plots within the
embedded map interface. Data were available for 2014, 2015, and 2016, and sample
points were collected to validate model results in Iowa, Kansas, and Nebraska. Figure 42
demonstrates the search features and the embedded Web-based maps service from
Golden Harvest for identifying the plots for corn yield.

Figure 42 GoldenHarvest Web Portal for Corn Plots, Kansas, 2016
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Section 8.2 Field Yield Corn Sample Data Collection
As mentioned in the previous subsection, the plot-level corn-yield data to validate
the regression-based model derived in this study was acquired through the following
seeding companies: Wyckoff, Beck’s, Farmers Coop Society, and Golden Harvest Seeds.
All of these seed companies provided plot-level corn-yield data as a PDF report with no
geographic location information (such as GPS coordinates), except for the yield report
provided by the Farmers Coop Society. Their individual plot-level yield report had the
actual GPS coordinates of the plot in decimal degree units of geographic latitude and
longitude. Hence these spatial locations were directly utilized to acquire the actual NDVI
time series within the plot location. Based on the method described in the previous
chapter, AUCs for the NDVI curve within the growing season were calculated and used
as independent variables in the model to derive the corn yield.
Apart from the data acquired through Farmers Coop Society, data gathered
through other seed companies had no specific spatial location information. Although
Beck’s and Golden Harvest Seeds did provide an embedded Google-based map on their
website, to view the location of these plots, there were no option or mechanism to gather
the actual geographic coordinates of a location, such as latitudes and longitudes. The only
functions available within the map interface were the basic mapping options of panning
and zooming in to a specific location. Without the actual location coordinates, it was
difficult to identify the pixels correctly and extract the corresponding NDVI time series
accurately. Hence the Google map was used as an auxiliary reference map to identify the
exact plot location by cross-referencing it with the seed companies’ plot locations in their
embedded maps. Using the zoom function in the embedded map, the plot location was
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zoomed in upon closely enough so that the actual plot could be visually identified. Figure
43 shows an example of a corn yield plot location in Indiana through Beck’s data portal’s
embedded map.

Figure 43 Beck’s Data Portal with Embedded Map and Corn Plot Location

Once the desired plot had been displayed and identified in the companies’
embedded maps, using the street-intersection information, the same plot locations were
displayed in the Google map. Once both maps had the same farm plot displayed, the
geographic coordinates of the plot were then recorded using the Google map’s location
coordinates. Figure 44 shows the display of the same plot identified in Beck’s Web-portal
in the Google map environment.
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Figure 44 Google Map Reference of Corn Plot

This process was repeated for each available plot in both Beck’s and Golden
Harvest Seed’s Web-portals to record the geographic location of the plots within Indiana,
Nebraska, Kansas, and Iowa. These coordinates then were used further to acquire the
corresponding plot-level NDVI to be used in the corn-assessment model.
The plot-level corn-yield data report acquired from Wyckoff Seed Company had
neither the plot’s actual geographic coordinates nor the map interface to display the plots;
hence, an alternative approach was needed to obtain the spatial location of the plots. Even
though these plot-yield reports lacked spatial reference information, they still supplied
each plot owner’s information, along with the unique plot identification number and city
location. A combination of this kind of information was then used in a local government
GIS Web-portal, Beacon, to identify the plots and gather their spatial coordinates. Beacon
is an interactive public access portal that allows users to view publicly available county
and city property information, and it provides a GIS system through a Web map-based
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portal (Beacon 2017). Figure 45 shows the identification of one of plots in LaPorte
County, IN, through Beacon’s Web-portal, using a combination of geographic township,
owner, and identification information for the plot.

Figure 45 Beacon Web Portal, LaPorte County, Indiana

Upon identifying and displaying each plot in the Beacon Web portal, the spatial
coordinates were acquired by using the available map functions. This approach was
repeated to capture the geographic locations of all corn plots reported by the Wyckoff
seeding company for 2014, 2015, and 2016 within Indiana.
Once each plot’s geographic location was gathered, 10 corn-yield plots were
selected for each state, from 2014, 2015, and 2016, except in Indiana, where 17 plots
from 2015 and 21 plots from 2016 were selected. Although the selection of each plot
location was random, there was still one restriction enforced. Since the model’s
assessment was performed within a single 250x250m-pixel level, the selected field’s
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dimensions needed to be bigger than the single MODIS-level pixel to avoid any mixed
pixel issues. These samples for each state were collected through sources either from a
single seed company or a combination of multiple seed companies. Figure 46 shows the
study area and the corn plots selected for each state for 2014, 2015, and 2016.

Figure 46 Selected corn plots in Nebraska, Iowa, Kansas and Indian for 2014, 2015, and 2016

For all the selected corn plots, based on the geographic coordinates of each plots,
NDVI time series from the MODIS pixel at the same coordinate location were acquired.
After removing any noise in the time series and smoothing the NDVI curve, the AUC
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within the growing season was calculated. These AUCs were then used as independent
variables in the regression-based model to estimate corn yield.

Section 8.3 Model Assessment Results and Validation
Upon completion of calculating model-estimated corn yield for all selected corn
plots, these results were validated against the actual obtained yield through the seed
companies’ report. Each study area state had at least 30 observations to validate (10
observation each for three years) except for Indiana where total 38 observations (10 for
2014, 17 for 2015 and 21 for 2016) were available. Indiana had more observation than
the other states due to the availability of plot-level corn-yield data. While searching for
the datasets to conduct this study, it was found that Indiana had more plot-level cornyield data publically available than any other state.
The assessment validation results between model derived and actual observed
yield in Iowa is highlighted in Table 27. For all three test years, the model’s average yield
assessment accuracies were above 81%. In 2014, the model predicted the yield at an
average of about 88% accurately, with above 95% accuracy for some observations.
Similarly, the average accuracy in 2015 was 81.6%, with the majority of the accuracy
percentages in upper 80s. And finally, in 2016, the average accuracy was 86.4%, with
most of the assessment accuracies over 90%.
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Table 27 Regression Model’s Plot Level Corn Yield Validation Results in Iowa

Iowa
2015

87.9%

80.2%
89.6%
80.9%
80.7%
77.7%
75.6%
84.1%
79.5%
82.1%
86.0%

261.4
188.6
177.7
176.0
186.8
175.1
209.3
194.5
208.9
192.4

246.4
222
221.5
204.8
234.5
220.8
240.3
200.1
217.9
242.4

81.6%

Absolute
Percentage
Accuracy

Actual YieldBU/AC

246.7
220.7
222.6
249.5
225.7
242.8
210.3
254.8
225.8
227.6

Model YieldBU/AC

197.9
197.8
180.0
201.3
175.4
183.5
176.8
202.4
185.4
195.7

2016

Absolute
Percentage
Accuracy

Actual Yield
-BU/AC

79.3%
88.4%
83.7%
96.5%
89.2%
91.7%
98.2%
78.3%
77.6%
95.8%

Model YieldBU/AC

161.0
203.1
167.7
189.8
182.7
218.3
201.3
208.5
158.6
177.9
175.9
191.7
171.5
174.6
164.3
209.8
165.3
213.1
196.7
205.4
Average
Accuracy

Absolute
Percentage
Accuracy

Actual YieldBU/AC

Model Yield
-BU/AC

2014

93.9%
85.0%
80.2%
85.9%
79.7%
79.3%
87.1%
97.2%
95.9%
79.4%
86.4%

The average plot-level corn-yield assessment accuracy in Kansas was over 92% in
both 2015 and 2016. The majority of the observations showed accuracy well above 95%
with some results even showing accuracy of 99%. In 2014, the average accuracy was also
on the upper end of 80% (85.9% to be exact). Once again, the majority of the model’s
accuracy results were over or close to 90%. Table 28 display these results.
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Table 28 Regression Model’s Plot Level Corn Yield Validation Results in Kansas

Kansas
2015

85.9%

79.8%
87.3%
99.6%
97.4%
90.5%
98.8%
94.8%
91.6%
97.4%
83.4%
92.1%

101.7
114.3
115.9
137.2
167.7
169.3
145.3
186.7
184.4
166.1

115.0
115.5
121.6
163.1
164.6
166.6
175.6
183.4
198.1
201.0

Absolute
Percentage
Accuracy

165.2
169.8
131.5
180.7
124.7
187.9
93.3
164.5
169.8
205.2

Actual YieldBU/AC

131.9
191.3
132.0
176.0
136.5
185.6
88.4
178.3
174.3
171.1

Model YieldBU/AC

Actual Yield BU/AC

87.3%
92.2%
78.9%
77.3%
88.0%
90.5%
87.8%
95.5%
78.1%
83.1%

2016

Absolute
Percentage
Accuracy

Model YieldBU/AC

210.3
186.6
153.3
142.3
217.7
179.8
172.2
222.8
226.5
257.4
217.4
240.4
238.9
212.9
159.7
167.2
182.0
232.9
181.5
155.2
Average
Accuracy

Absolute
Percentage
Accuracy

Actual YieldBU/AC

Model Yield BU/AC

2014

88.4%
99.0%
95.3%
84.1%
98.1%
98.4%
82.8%
98.2%
93.1%
82.6%
92.0%

In Nebraska, the model’s assessments on corn yields also appeared to be equally
accurate. The average accuracy for observations in 2014 and 2015 were 85% and 84%,
respectively, whereas the model accuracy in 2016 was over 88%.Table 29 shows these
accuracy assessments for all observations in Nebraska.
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Table 29 Regression Model’s Plot Level Corn Yield Validation Results in Nebraska

270.5
189.6
230.9
218.9
226.2
226.4
232.9
216.5
198.3
207.8

85.0%

76.2%
96.5%
80.1%
77.1%
79.2%
88.0%
83.7%
78.3%
85.4%
95.3%
84.0%

230.4
209.0
207.2
205.0
163.3
204.7
194.8
136.1
182.5
190.3

214.7
217.1
252.9
246.1
207.6
224.1
245.2
138.4
215.7
179.4

Absolute
Percentage
Accuracy

206.0
182.9
184.9
168.8
179.2
199.3
195.0
169.6
169.3
198.0

Actual YieldBU/AC

Actual Yield
-BU/AC

83.5%
91.6%
89.1%
79.5%
74.4%
81.0%
87.0%
81.4%
89.8%
92.2%

2016

Model YieldBU/AC

Model YieldBU/AC

194.0 232.3
164.2 179.2
214.4 240.5
200.1 251.8
159.1 213.8
202.8 250.4
203.8 234.2
186.6 229.2
157.1 175.0
165.0 179.0
Average
Accuracy

Absolute
Percentage
Accuracy

Actual YieldBU/AC

Model Yield
-BU/AC

2014

Absolute
Percentage
Accuracy

Nebraska
2015

92.7%
96.3%
81.9%
83.3%
78.7%
91.4%
79.4%
98.4%
84.6%
93.9%
88.1%

Finally, the plot-level model assessments of corn yield in Indiana also exhibited
high average accuracy percentages. The 2014 yield assessment produced 86.3% accuracy
result whereas 2016 produced accuracy of 84.6%. The assessment accuracy result was
better for 2015 with the average accuracy percentage close to 90%. Table 30 highlights
the validation results for Indiana.
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Table 30 Regression Model’s Plot Level Corn Yield Validation Results in Indiana

Indiana
2015

Average
Accuracy

86.3%

96.8%
90.5%
98.8%
86.3%
80.1%
94.0%
98.7%
79.8%
78.9%
94.2%
95.1%
86.3%
88.2%
90.7%
85.1%
89.8%
86.5%

89.4%

Absolute
Percentage
Accuracy

94.3
94.3
144.9
155.9
166.1
166.2
167.4
180.3
182.7
196.0
200.2
202.5
206.3
208.8
212.6
221.9
230.9

Actual YieldBU/AC

97.3
103.3
146.7
134.5
133.0
156.2
165.2
143.9
144.1
184.7
190.5
174.8
182.0
189.4
181.0
199.3
199.7

Model YieldBU/AC

84.2%
93.0%
78.8%
84.9%
94.5%
95.2%
83.8%
77.3%
97.0%
74.5%

Absolute
Percentage
Accuracy

Absolute
Percentage
Accuracy

236.3
209.2
226.7
201.8
186.8
220.2
195.1
243.9
216.8
237.3

Actual Yield
-BU/AC

Actual YieldBU/AC

199.1
194.5
178.7
171.4
176.6
230.7
163.5
188.4
210.2
176.7

2016

Model YieldBU/AC

Model Yield
-BU/AC

2014

88.1
149.2
155.6
152.1
136.7
183.4
199.7
141.7
167.6
155.2
164.2
173.9
176.1
184.4
165.1
171.4
179.2
184.1
202.8
182.3
190.3

101.9
167.9
175.2
177.1
183.4
186.7
187.2
192.1
194.8
198.8
199.2
201.4
203.8
205.5
209.1
209.7
214.2
220.6
228.0
228.4
236.0

86.4%
88.8%
88.8%
85.9%
74.5%
98.3%
93.3%
73.8%
86.0%
78.1%
82.4%
86.3%
86.4%
89.7%
79.0%
81.7%
83.7%
83.4%
89.0%
79.8%
80.6%
84.6%

Section 8.4 Conclusions and Discussions
According to the validation results achieved through the study, it can be
summarized that the performance of the regression model for estimating the corn yield
within plot level was adequate. At least 10 random plot-level corn-yield observations in
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each year between 2014 and 2016 (a total of 30 observations) were selected in each of the
four study-area states to perform the accuracy assessment of the model. Among the four
states, model assessments in Kansas had the best performance with an overall accuracy of
90% (all observations across three years). The accuracy of the model in Indiana was not
too far off compared to that of Kansas, with 87% overall accuracy. Iowa and Nebraska’s
model performances were also equally accurate with overall average accuracies of about
86% for both. Examining individual observations across all four states, majority of the
model’s validation accuracy values were above 80%, with a large portion of results either
over or close to 90% accuracy.
This was a county-level-based model downscaled to pixel level, so there existed
some level of uncertainty; however, based on the available validation data and comparing
it with the model results suggested that the model’s prediction of corn yield within field
level was extremely close to the actual yield value. Furthermore, with the overall
accuracy of well over 85%, the model appears to be useful in the initial assessment of
corn yield at the field level. Additionally, as the model was derived using data from 2000
to 2014, the model seems to be robust enough to accurately predict plot-level yields for
the year that was included in the initial model (2014), as well as for years which were not
(2015 and 2016).
In spite of the model’s ability to produce accurate corn-yield predictions, the
current model may not offer a single solution or a complete replacement for the existing
ways in which yield information is currently collected. It will certainly add value to the
existing methods, and perhaps could be solely used in places where physical access is
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limited and an immediate yield assessment is required for reference. This model will also
help to perform initial assessments on the productivity for a particular field or plot before
carrying out the traditional method of surveying the yield. Agencies such as USDA RMA
can use this model to gather prior understanding of estimated yield values, providing
some level of baseline assessments and the ability to cross-reference final results.
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CHAPTER 9 MODEL APPLICATION IN FLOOD LOSS ASSESSMENT

Section 9.1 Introduction
Flood is defined as an inundation of normally dry area caused by increase of
water level (Donglian Sun, Yunyue Yu, and Goldberg 2011). It is the most frequent
natural disaster and has many destructive attributes. In the U.S., flood inflects the highest
number of severe weather-related deaths. Floods can be the aftereffect of other natural
disasters, such as hurricanes or tsunamis, and can trigger disasters such as landslides.
Besides damaging physical infrastructure, such as houses, roads, and buildings, floods
can cause significant destruction to agricultural fields (Donglian Sun, Yunyue Yu, and
Goldberg 2011).
Climatic stress, such as oversupply of water on agricultural fields, directly impacts
corn yield (R. Wang, Cherkauer, and Bowling 2016). Adequate soil moisture or water
supply is an essential part of the crop growth. However, a sudden increase of water within
a short period of time, such as one caused by flooding, can adversely impact corn
productivity. The extent of impact due to excessive water supply on corn may vary
depending on the occurrence of flood events in specific corn development stages (e.g.,
early, peak, or mature) (T. Sakamoto, B. D. Wardlow, and A. A. Gitelson 2011). Flooding
towards the end of the growing season minimally impacts corn production, as the crop has
already matured and is ready to harvest (R. Wang, Cherkauer, and Bowling 2016). Water
stress at the beginning of the development stage (early) also yields less stress toward corn
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production, as in most cases farmers are able to replant (R. Shrestha, Liping Di, et al.
2013). Corn in the peak development, however, is considered more sensitive to an
oversupply of water stress. During the peak stage the corn development is either towards
the end of its vegetative stage or at the reproductive stage (T. Sakamoto, B. D. Wardlow,
and A. A. Gitelson 2011), and the oversupply of water essentially can prevent plants from
retaining nutrition required for development.
Billions of dollars’ worth of crops are damaged annually due to the flooding
events. According to NOAA flood report (NOAA 2012), 1993 U.S. Midwest floods
destroyed $3 billion worth of farmlands. Similarly, the 1997 North Dakota Red River
flood and the 2011 Missouri/Mississippi River flood damaged crops valued $1 and $2
billion, respectively. Studies concerning flood impacts on agriculture, especially on
crops, are considered a key research component for providing vital information to
planners and decision-makers (Smith 1997; Tholey, Clandilloni, and De Fraipont 1997).
In this section, the 2011 Missouri River flood will be used as a case study to examine the
impact assessment using the proposed regression-based model.

Section 9.1 Flood Case: 2011 Missouri River Flood
The 2011 Missouri/Mississippi River flooding was the flood event selected to
perform the NDVI-based corn-loss assessment, through the regression model, for this
case study. This flood event occurred from May to June, 2011, and lasted for about three
months. It was caused by the heavy downpour in the central part of the U.S., resulting in
extensive water-level rising in the surrounding rivers. The event was reported to have
brought more than eight inches of rainfall to various part of the Midwest. In some parts of
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Missouri, precipitation was recorded to be as high as 16.15 inches (Vining, Chase, and
Loss 2013). Figure 47 shows the flood map generated by NOAA USGS that highlights
the major flooding occurrences during the 2011 Missouri River flooding event, circled in
yellow (NOAA NWS 2017).

Figure 47 Highlighting the 2011 Missouri River flood on the NOAA USGS flood intensity map

The intensity of this flooding event can also be observed through comparing
Landsat images during the time of flood occurrence. Figure 48 shows the Missouri River
flood within the Iowa-Nebraska-Kansas region.
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Figure 48 2011 Missouri River Flood detection through Landsat images in Nebraska, Iowa, and Kansas

Similarly, Figure 49 shows the intensity of the flood event in Missouri through
multi-temporal Landsat images.

Figure 49 2011 Missouri River Flood detection through Landsat images in Missouri
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According to the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) disaster
declaration report, the total flooded area within the disaster-declared counties, Fremont,
Harrison, Pottawattamie, Mills, Monona, and Woodbury, was around 283,873 acres, with
over 90% of the affected area composed of crop fields (FEMA 2011). Figure 50 shows
the FEMA disaster-declared counties during the 2011 Missouri River flood (FEMA
2017).

Figure 50 FEMA disaster declared counties in 2011 Missouri River flood

As this event occurred within the major corn producing region as well as within
the peak growing season of corn, it was an ideal flooding case to use to examine the
impact on corn production in the flooded areas.
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Subsection 9.1.1 Data
The primary data utilize for this case study was the MODIS-based daily NDVI
from flood year 2011. These data products were acquired from the online database served
through the Web-portal maintained by CSISS, George Mason University. The crop
classification information data, CDL, also for flood year 2011, were also acquired from
the same source (Han et al. 2012). The MODIS-derived NDVI have the spatial resolution
of 250 m, with daily temporal resolution. Similarly, the CDL products are derived
through Landsat TM and have a spatial resolution of 30 m. The county-level corn
productivity for all the flood-affected counties for 2011 were obtained through USDA
NASS Quick Stat data repository. Information on counties directly impacted by the 2011
Missouri River flooding were gathered through FEMA Web services.
Subsection 9.1.2 Study Area
According to the FEMA-derived disaster impact declared map of the 2011
Mississippi/Missouri River flooding (FEMA 2011), counties identified as disasterdeclared from Kansas, Iowa, Missouri, and Nebraska were selected for this case study.
These counties are contained within the ASDs for each of these states. ASDs are USDAdefined regions containing groupings of counties in each state, based on homogeneous
geographic, climate, and cropping practices. In Nebraska, ASD 3130 contained six
counties, ASD 3160 contained four counties, and ASD 3190 contained three counties
with total of 13 affected counties. Similarly, in Missouri 5 ASDs: 2910, 2920, 2940,
2950, and 2960 contained 7, 2, 2, 8, and 6 counties respectively with total 25 affected
counties. Similarly, in Iowa there were total 6 affected counties (2 ASDs, 1940, and
1970, with 3 affected counties each) and in Kansas there were only 4 affected counties
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within 1 ASD (2070). Hence there were total 48 affected counties used for the case
study. Figure 51 shows the study area along with the affected ASDs and counties during
the Missouri River flooding.

Figure 51 Selected ASD for the study area for 2011 Missouri River Flood

Subsection 9.1.3 Flooded Area
The flooded region information, along with the flood durations for the 2011
Missouri River flooding within the impacted counties were acquired through the DFO
Web-based portal provided by the University of Colorado. The primary goal of these
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datasets was to facilitated space-based measurement, mapping, and modeling of surface
water for research, humanitarian, and water management applications (DFO 2015). These
data were derived by utilizing MODIS satellite observations with various in-house
algorithms to extract water surface information combining band 1 and 2 along with band
7 as threshold reference value (G. Robert Brakenridge et al. 2005; G. R. Brakenridge et
al. 2013; Lin et al. 2017). These data provided flooded inundation with a highly detailed
spatial resolution. Data were available in daily temporal frequencies and since 2011 at
NASA NRT Global MODIS Flood mapping archive. Figure 52 captures the 2011 flooded
area in various regions of the study area along the Missouri River.

Figure 52 2011 Missouri River Flooded Areas - DFO
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Section 9.2 Method
Subsection 9.2.1 Data Processing and Applications
Since the DFO flood inundation data products were available as daily products, to
capture the total flood extent for the 2011 MO flood, all daily data within the food
duration timeframe were merged to derive the total flooded regions for that event.
Additionally, a further subset of the resultant flood extent data was taken based on all the
flood-affected counties, declared by FEMA, in Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska, and Missouri.
The end results were a feature shapefiles where the individual flooded regions were
represented with the smallest possible polygon.
Upon creating the complete flood inundation map for the case study, the next step
was to select only areas with corn coverages. As this research focused on corn-yield
assessment, and this case study in particular aimed to examine the impact of flooding on
corn, only flooded areas within corn fields were required. Hence by utilizing the 2011
CDL data, all the flooded regions within the corn coverage areas were mapped out as
final data product to be used in the model.
Once the final corn-specific flooded regions were derived, corn yield for each
flooded area was calculated by first acquiring the corresponding daily NDVI values for
that area, then using in the regression model as an independent variable. For each flooded
area, based on its location, daily NDVI time series were generated. Based on the
smoothing method explained in the previous section, these NDVI curves were processed
to remove any data noise. Once these time series were cleaned, AUC between growing
seasons was calculated and, used as independent variable in the model to calculate the
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corresponding dependent variable - corn yield. Additionally, to estimate the change (loss)
of corn yield, corn yield of the nearest pure corn pixel, not affected by the flood, was also
calculated as the expected yield for each flooded area. So, the final yield loss ratio for
each flooded area was calculated by comparing the flood impact yield and the expected
yield, and estimating the total percentage of yield change (loss).
To further quantify the percentage corn yield loss, these data were categorized
into four groups based on the impact of the flood on corn: No-Loss, Low-Loss,
Moderate-Loss, and High-Loss. No-Loss refers to minimal to no loss, and a less than 5%
difference between the impacted and expected corn yield. A model-derived corn loss of
5% to 20% was considered Low-Loss. Moderate-Loss was defined as loss of 20% to 50%
of corn yield due to the flood, and finally High-Loss was anything above 50% of corn
yield loss. These impact categories were identified according to the empirical approach to
classify similar percentages corn yield losses together to reflect the impact of the loss.
The final product was an impact map showing the severity of the corn damages due to the
flood event.
Subsection 9.2.2 Model Validation
The ideal (or initial) approach to validate the results achieved by the regression
model on crop impact was to use the field-level corn-yield/loss data and test the
performance of the model. However, as it became difficult to acquire the necessary
detailed field-level corn-yield/impact data to validate the model’s derived results, an
alternative approach was required to perform the necessary validation. A widely applied
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computer simulation model, WOFOST (WOrld FOod STudies), was used for this
purpose.
WOFOST is an applied modelling tool which has been used to analyze the growth
and production of field crops in a wide range of weather and soil conditions (van Diepen
et al. 1989; Boogaard et al. 1998; Eugene et al. 2016). WOFOST was initially designed in
1988 as part of interdisciplinary studies on food security and global food production by
the Center for World Food Studies (CWFS), in association with the European Research
Institute, Wageningen University & Research, Department of Theoretical Production
Ecology (WAT-TPE), and the DLO-Center for Agrobiological Research and Soil
Fertility (AB-DLO), Netherlands (Wageningen 2017). Currently WOFOST is maintained
by the Wageningen Environmental Research department (Alterra). A successful
implementation of model provides crop production information based on the geographic
location of the field (i.e., latitude and longitude) by training the model with regional soil,
meteorological, and crop information. Even though the model was designed for
operational use for yield estimation in the European Union, it could still be used in North
American countries, with appropriate model parameters. Hence, to train the model, the
three primary parameters of the model, soil, meteorological and crop data, were adjusted
to reflect North American conditions. The input parameters for the crop, specifically the
type of crop parameter, in a given location was acquired through the CDL data.
The Soil Survey Geographic Database (SSURGO) was used as one of the input
parameters for the model. SSURGO is survey data collected by the USDA Natural
Resources Conservation Service Soil (NRCS), providing soil information and properties
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as table or map formats for most areas in the United States, as well as for surrounding
territories, commonwealths, and Island Nations (USDA-NRCS 2017). The soil survey
was performed manually by visiting and observing the actual sites and collecting the
samples to test soil properties in the lab. Based on the survey and the sample collected,
specifically scaled soil maps were generated.
The meteorological parameters used to train the WOFOST model were acquired
through Daymet, a daily surface weather data provider on a 1-km grid of North America
(Thornton et al. 2014). In addition to surface weather and climatological summaries,
Daymet also provides gridded estimations of daily surface minimum and maximum
temperatures, precipitation occurrences and amounts, humidity, shortwave radiation,
snow water equivalents, and day length (Thornton et al. 2014). These data are available
starting from 1980 at the spatial resolution of 1-km x 1-km for the entire North American
continent, including Hawaii and Puerto Rico, and are archived and distributed through
The Oak Ridge National Laboratory Distributed Active Archive Center (ORNL DAAC).
Although the WOFOST model could be an excellent supplementary tool for crop
yield modeling, it is a highly complicated process to carry out (one needs to understand
the entire architecture), and highly sensitive to the input parameters. As discussed earlier,
the WOFOST model requires location specific parameters to train the models and
performs as a ‘black-box’ model where users have limited knowledge of the
functionalities of the model. The regression model derived in this study, on the other
hand, was trained with only two variables, NDVI and yield, and only requires one input
parameter to generate the yield information. That said, comparing the results from the
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regression model and appropriately calibrated WOFOST should provide some insight on
variabilities between the models, and if two results complement each other, it can be
assumed that both models provide reasonably accurate assessments.

Section 9.3 Regression Model Result – Flood Corn Impact
Based on the method explained in the previous section, the flood impact map on
corn yield for all flooded regions within the impacted counties was derived. Figure 53
shows a part of the impact map along the Missouri River between Nebraska and Iowa. As
the majority of the flooded areas were close to the river, the impact of excess water was
severe near the river areas (highlighted in red).

Figure 53 Regression Model Based Corn Yield Impact Map - 2011 Missouri River flood
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Even though the generated impact map does not provide in-depth loss values, the
impact map categories would be an excellent source for an initial severity assessment on
corn yield loss due to a flood event.

Section 9.4 Corn Flood Impact Assessment Validation
Subsection 9.4.1 Impact Map Comparisons
As discussed, the regression-model-based corn impact assessment results were
compared with the WOFOST model results for output agreement. Similar to regression
model-based corn impact category classification, the results from WOFOST model were
also classified into same four categories (No-Loss, Low-Loss, Moderate-Loss, and HighLoss). So, each model generated four impact category classification maps, each for four
impacted states: Nebraska, Iowa, Kansas, and Missouri.
The most effective method for quick initial assessment comparison between two
classification results is visual inspection of the results. If the performance of the results
are extremely poor, it will be visibly evident and no further analysis will be required to
measure the agreement. Hence visual examination was performed by comparing the
results side by side to observe similarities and differences with each model’s impact map
classification. Figure 54 shows the impact classification comparison between regression
model and WOFOST model results in Kansas and Missouri.
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Figure 54 Corn Impact Classification Map Comparison – Missouri and Kansas

Here, the red classification represents extreme loss (High-Loss) of corn due to the
flood impact, while the blue class represents minimum to no impact. Figure 55 also
shows the similar comparison results between the two models’ results in Iowa and
Nebraska.
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Figure 55 Corn Impact Classification Map Comparison – Iowa and Nebraska

The initial visual comparison between the models’ results indicated similarities in
the classification outcomes. It appears that the majority of the classifications were
consistent in all compared impact maps with very few misclassified areas. Although the
visual interpretation of model comparison was performed within small selected regions,
the initial successful results offered enough information to perform further analysis to
statistically quantify the agreement of the entire study area’s impact classification results.
Subsection 9.4.2 Confusion Matrix Agreement
One of the most commonly used methods to express the agreement (or
disagreement) of classified images or maps is to generate a report of the percentage of the
classified areas that have been accurately classified, when compared to the reference or
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actual classified maps. These reports are normally generated in a tabular form showing
the correctness of each classified class in the form of a confusion matrix (also known as
an error matrix) (Story and Congalton 1986). In these tally data, normally the reference
data are represented in columns and the observed data represented in rows, when
compared to each other, providing mathematical indicators on agreements between
classes in the datasets. Some of the measured indicators calculated through a confusion
matrix provide detailed information on the performance of agreements between two
classified images. These indicators include overall accuracy, user’s accuracy, producer’s
accuracy, and kappa coefficient.
Overall accuracy of the classified impact map refers to the percentage of all
correctly identified classes. Calculation of these indicators was accomplished by adding
all the correctly identified classes (sum of major diagonal) and dividing by the total
number of observations in the confusion matrix. It measures the accuracy of the entire
map without reference to the individual categories. Thus, it could be sensitive to
differences in sample size and biased towards classes with larger samples. Therefore,
individual accuracy values of each category also needed to be examined for a complete
accuracy assessment.
User’s accuracy (also known as reliability) indicates the percentage of values in a
category that were correctly recognized on the map actually representing that category,
when compared to the reference classification map. It also corresponds to error of
commission (inclusion), i.e., it measures the map observations improperly classified and
committed to another reference class. These indicators are calculated by dividing the total
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number of correct classifications in a category by the total number of classes that were
actually classified in that category.
Producer’s accuracy refers to the percentage of a reference category being
correctly classified. The calculation was done by dividing the total number of correctly
classified observations in a category by the total of observations in that category on the
reference map. These indicators measure error of omission, i.e., observations improperly
classified that are omitted from the proper class.
The kappa coefficient, also known as coefficient of agreement, reflects the
difference between actual agreement and the agreement expected by chance. These
indicators are expected to be more efficient and robust in representing the measure of
classification agreement compared to other accuracy measures, as the kappa coefficient
considers the possibility of the occurrence of random agreement. Additionally, these
indicative measures are considered more reliable due to their insensitivity toward the
difference in sample sizes between classes. The equation for calculating the kappa
coefficient is shown in Equation 19 .

Equation 19 Kappa Coefficient Calculation

𝑀 ∑𝑟𝑖=𝑗=1 𝑛𝑖𝑗 − ∑𝑟𝑖=𝑗=1 𝑛𝑖 𝑛𝑗
𝐾𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑎 =
𝑀2 ∑𝑟𝑖=𝑗=1 𝑛𝑖 𝑛𝑗

Where:
r: number of rows in confusion matrix
nij: number of observations in row i, column j
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ni: number of observations in row i
nj: number of observations in column j
M: total number of observation in matrix
The kappa coefficient value of 0.8 generally means that 80% of the errors of the
random classification were being avoided. A kappa coefficient above 0.8 is considered to
have extremely strong classification agreement. A kappa coefficient value between 0.6
and 0.7 also represents strong agreement and strong accuracy. Values between 0.4 and
0.6, and those below 0.4, are considered to be fair and poor classification agreements,
respectively.
So, to measure the agreement between the corn impact results achieved from the
regression model and to calculate the accuracy measures, a confusion matrix between the
WOFOST-model results (as reference) and regression-model results for each study area
state was produced.
The regression-model results for Nebraska, when compared with the WOFOST
model through the confusion matrix, showed an overall accuracy of 80.7%. For all four
classes, the “High-Loss” class had the best accuracy performance, with 84.6% and 87.2%
for user’s and producer’s accuracy, respectively. For the remaining three classes, both
user’s and producer’s accuracies were over 75%, except for “Low-Loss” class, where the
producer’s accuracy was 68.5%. The overall kappa coefficient was 0.70, suggesting a
strong agreement among the classified categories. Table 31 shows the confusion matrix
results for Nebraska, along with the accuracy measures.
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Table 31 Corn Impact Map Accuracy Assessment – Confusion Matrix, Nebraska

NE

Result Regression
Model

Kappa: 0.70

No-Loss
Low-Loss
Mod-Loss
High-Loss
Total
Producer's Accuracy

Result - WOFOST Model
NoLow- Mod- HighLoss
Loss
Loss
Loss
447
83
382
2860
140
5
327
1417
84
28
551
2222
715
176
674
8571
3799
2068
2984 9831
75.3% 68.5% 74.5% 87.2%

User's
Total Accuracy
3772
75.8%
1889
75.0%
2885
77.0%
10136
84.6%
18682
Overall 80.7%

Similarly, the model’s impact map classification results through confusion matrix
for Missouri (Table 32) also had very good agreement measures. Similar to Nebraska, the
“High-Loss” class had the best agreement assessment results compared to the other three
classes. The user’s and producer’s accuracy for the class was 89.3% and 92.2%,
respectively, and the same accuracies for “Moderate-Loss” class were over 81%. The
overall classification accuracy of 84.8% and the kappa coefficient of 0.76 also suggested
high accuracy on agreement outcome and 76% of random error avoidance in the
classified map.

Table 32 Corn Impact Map Accuracy Assessment – Confusion Matrix, Missouri

Result Regression
Model

MO

Kappa: 0.76

No-Loss
Low-Loss
Mod-Loss
High-Loss
Total
Producer's Accuracy

Result - WOFOST Model
NoLow- Mod- HighLoss
Loss
Loss
Loss
143
145
180
1558
229
176
294
2449
194
346
453
4424
226
391
696 10956
2207
3329
5441 11883
70.6% 73.6% 81.3% 92.2%
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User's
Accuracy
76.9%
77.8%
81.7%
89.3%

Total
2026
3148
5417
12269
22860
Overall 84.8%

The confusion matrix and the accuracy measures for model’s impact map
classification results in Iowa and Kansas are shown in Table 33 and Table 34,
respectively. According to the confusion matrix results, the overall model classification
accuracy for Iowa was 80.7%, whereas the same measure was 79.8% for Kansas. The
other classification accuracy measures for both states also appeared to have similar
outcomes. The producer’s accuracy of the “High-Loss” category for both states showed
the best performance, suggesting that the majority of High-Loss impact classes in the
reference map (WOFOST) were correctly identified by the regression model. On the
other hand, the “Low-Loss” class had the lowest producer’s accuracy, with values below
70% for both states. The kappa coefficient, however, for both states were around 0.7,
indicating very good agreement between the classified maps.

Table 33 Corn Impact Map Accuracy Assessment – Confusion Matrix, Iowa

Result Regression
Model

IA

Kappa: 0.77

No-Loss
Low-Loss
Mod-Loss
High-Loss
Total
Producer's Accuracy

Result - WOFOST Model
NoLowMod- HighLoss
Loss
Loss
Loss
9
54
117
1106
71
82
11
1313
138
199
172
2756
296
176
238
2891
1611
1697
3130
3191
68.7% 77.4% 88.1% 90.6%
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User's
Total Accuracy
1286
86.0%
1477
88.9%
3265
84.4%
3601
80.3%
9629
Overall 83.8%

Table 34 Corn Impact Map Accuracy Assessment – Confusion Matrix, Kansas

KS

Result Regression
Model

Kappa: 0.71

No-Loss
Low-Loss
Mod-Loss
High-Loss
Total
Producer's Accuracy

Result - WOFOST Model
NoLowModHighUser's
Loss
Loss
Loss
Loss
Total Accuracy
107
345
25
1709
1232
72.09%
93
132
110
1644
1309
79.62%
108
286
231
2902
2277
78.46%
189
300
209
4305
3607
83.79%
1622
2002
2963
3973 10560
75.96% 65.38% 76.85% 90.79% Overall 79.8%

Section 9.5 Validation Conclusion and Discussions
According to the results highlighted in this section, and the validation assessment
performed, it appeared that the regression based corn yield model proposed in this study
was capable at utilizing detailed corn-yield impact mapping for flood events. Using 2011
Missouri flood as a case study, the model was able to calculate the corn-yield impact
within field level, based on the corresponding changes in NDVI within the same region.
These impacts on corn yield were categorized into four classes based on the severity of
the estimated losses
The validation of model’s impact classification map was performed by comparing
the corn yield/loss results achieved through WOFOST model for the same regions. Even
though the WOFOST model was initially derived to implement crop-yield assessments in
European regions, the model, by using North-American based input data parameters, was
tailored to work in the U.S. as well. Although this WOFOST model could be a good
reference source for crop yield, due to the complicated setup and sensitivity to input
parameters, along with uncertainty of model training of unknown machine-learning
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factor, the model would not be as practical. That said, the assumption here was that if
both models produced similar impact map results, it could be assumed that the outcomes
were fairly accurate.
To compare the classification results from both models, a confusion matrix for
each of the study-area states was created and various accuracy measures were examined.
Based on the confusion matrix, the overall accuracy of the impact classification map was
over 80%, indicating a high percentage of reference classes being identified correctly by
the regression model. An overall accuracy of 90% or above would have been an ideal
result; however, considering that the model was down-scaled from the county level to
field level with a very simple regression approach, 80% accuracy was still an excellent
result for initial quick assessment of the impact. Furthermore, a kappa coefficient over
0.7 for all four states indicated an excellent classification agreement with very minimal
chance of error through random classification.
The majority of agreed classified category in the impact map for both models was
the “High-Loss” class followed by “Moderate-Loss.” On average, among the four states,
the “High-Loss” class accounted for about 91% agreement of the total classified
observations in the producer’s accuracy and 85% agreement in the user’s accuracy.
Similarly, “Moderate-Loss” accounted for an average of about 80% agreement in both
producer’s and user’s accuracy of the total classification. As the majority of these
observations were close to the Missouri River, the impact of the river flood would be
more severe. Hence, the impact map had better performance in categories which
indicated more severe impacts. That said, with an average of over 75% agreement, lower
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impact categories (No-Loss and Low-Loss) also indicated good agreement, especially for
initial quick impact assessments.
Hence based on this case study, the derived regression model would be a useful
tool for field-level impact assessments conducted after flooding. Using the 2011 Missouri
River flood impact on corn yield as an example, the regression model appeared to
perform well for creating a quick impact map to capture the severity of corn loss. As the
model was downscaled from county level to the field level, it might not be able to capture
more in-depth loss assessments; however, a quick impact assessment map providing the
severity of yield loss would still be valuable supplementary information.
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CHAPTER 10 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter will summarize the findings of the entire study and further discuss
the potential applications of the research, as well as limitations and future works.

Section 10.1 Conclusions
The study presented in this dissertation examined the use of remote-sensing
images and products within agricultural studies and crop monitoring. The remote-sensing
products certainly have an advantage over traditional field survey methods of crop
assessments. The capacity of these products for efficiently estimating the crop yield were
due to wider spatial extent and accurate location information, high temporal resolution
and data distribution, and low data cost. Remote sensing-derived vegetation indices, such
as NDVI, provide measurable statistics of potential crop growth based on the spectral
reflectance response, and can be further associated with the actual yield. Using these
quantified measures of NDVI during the growing season and the corresponding crop
yield, a mathematical regression model was derived, using over 15 years of historical
data. A model based on 250m MODIS-derived daily NDVI time series certainly showed
the ability to provide higher accuracy (up to 92%) and spatial resolution (up to a fieldlevel) in estimating the corn yield within the Corn Belt region of the U.S. Furthermore,
the regression model was also able to estimate the changes in corn yield due to flooding
events at a higher spatial resolution (up to a field-level) through an impact map.
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Subsection 10.1.1 Crop Fraction Layer
A spatial resolution of 250m MODIS-based NDVI products with daily coverage
provide ideal materials for crop-yield monitoring; however, this data fails to define croptype information. It was almost impossible to identify the corresponding crop land cover
based on a single spectral pattern, especially if there was a presence of diverse crop
coverages within a single MODIS pixel. This is also known as a mixed pixel issue.
Hence, any studies utilizing the 250m MODIS-based VIs for agricultural studies would
need crop-coverage information associated with each pixel. Landsat-based CDL provides
relatively high-resolution (30m) annual crop coverage information and could be
combined with a MODIS dataset to calculate crop ratio values for each MODIS-level
pixel. The crop ratio was calculated based on total number of CDL pixels contained
within a single MODIS pixel, and the crop-specific fraction layer, CFL, was produced for
each year. The annual CFL was produced from 2000 to the current year for 10 major
crops in the continental U.S. Additionally, these datasets were served through a user
friendly web-based service that displays the datasets and allows users to sub-select the
spatial extent and download the dataset. One of the contributions of this study was to
produce and serve these CFL with the aim of adding to scientific studies on crop
monitoring, using MODIS NDVI requiring pixel-level crop percentage data.
Subsection 10.1.2 NDVI Smoothing
Daily NDVI data derived through various satellite sensors provides ideal
measurements for agricultural studies. As NDVI directly relates to crop health, analyzing
the changes in NDVI over a period of time helped in understanding the changes in crop
phenology and conditions. That said, as these NDVI data are always impacted with data
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noises due to atmospheric effects and sensor’s geometric influence, it was paramount to
remove these data abnormities before it could be utilized for further applications. Even
though multi-day composite method minimizes the obvious data errors in NDVI time
series, the final composite product mostly fails to capture crop variation within a short
period of time. Therefore, a more effective mathematical model-based approach was
required to smooth these NDVI time series. Various mathematical models were examined
in this study to remove (reduce) noise in NDVI including: BISE, RunAve, FFT, DsigC,
SavGol, Guass, and Dlogistic. Among these models, a two level filtering technique
approach, with BISE as first level and SavGol as second level, produced the best results
in smoothing the daily MODIS-based NDVI time series. Additionally, the results were
also consistent within the various climatic regions of the U.S.
Subsection 10.1.3 Yield Assessment and Validation
The relation between daily NDVI and crop yield has been well defined and
established (M.S. Mkhabela et al. 2011; Johnson 2016; Ranjay Shrestha et al. 2017;
Bolton and Friedl 2013; Funk and Budde 2009). As changes in crop phenology and yield
were directly reflected by the changes in NDVI within the growing seasons, these two
could be combined to form a relational model. By normalizing the NDVI curve through
AUC and using it as an independent variable, a regression model was derived with the
corresponding corn yield as a dependent variable. Using 15 years of historical data,
individual ASD-level regression relations were developed to capture the agriculturally
homogenous areas. Relations were derived for all ASDs within the four major corn
producing states in the U.S. Corn Belt: Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa, and Indiana. The
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sensitivity levels of the regression relations were validated through various statistical
indicators such as the coefficient of determination, LOOCV, RMSE, MAE, MBE, and
DWT.
The model’s assessment validation to estimate county-level corn yield was done
by using 2015 annual corn yield. As the derived model was trained using data from 2000
to 2014, by using 2015 data for validation the results were assumed to be unbiased. The
normal NDVI from 20 randomly select counties from each of the study area states were
used as independent variables to estimate the corn yield. With 92% average accuracy, the
model’s county-level corn-yield assessment results were statistically significant.
Additionally, this accuracy result appeared to perform better than the results from most of
the similar studies on crop-yield assessments using NDVI-based regression approach. A
study by Groten (1993) on crop monitoring produced yield estimations only 85%
accurately. Similarly, Baez-Gonzalez et al. (2002) were only able to estimate corn yield
in Mexico with the accuracy of 89% using NDVI based growth modeling. A more recent
study by Battude et al. (2016) estimated the corn yield with 90% accuracy at a regional
level. The model’s performance to estimate field-level yield was also examined by using
randomly selected field-level corn yield from 2014, 2015, and 2016 within the study area.
For each state, at least 30 sample observations were used for model validation. With
overall average accuracy of 87%, the model’s capability to estimate field-level corn yield
was also statistically validated.
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Subsection 10.1.4 Flood Loss Assessments
The derived regression-based model was also applied to estimate the impact of
oversupply of water due to flood in corn fields. Using the 2011 Missouri River flood as a
case study, the flooded regions within the four primarily impacted states, Kansas, Iowa,
Nebraska, and Missouri, were selected. Based on the location of each flooded region,
corresponding NDVI time series were acquired and used as independent variables in the
model to calculate the changes in corn yield. Based on the severity of the yield changes,
an impact map was generated using four categories: No-Loss, Low-Loss, Moderate-Loss,
and High-Loss. The validation on these impact map results was performed by comparing
the results from the WOFOST model for the same flooded regions. The confusion matrixbased comparisons for all four classes between the results of the two models showed
overall agreement of over 80%, indicating that a high percentage of classified
observations were identified correctly.

Section 10.2 Research Applications
The primary application of this study and the proposed model in this dissertation
research is to estimate crop yield by utilizing remote-sensing data and products. The wellestablished relationship between the MODIS daily NDVI and corn yield provided the
foundations for a simple yet highly effective regression-based model for corn yield
estimations. The model derived in this study can provide organizations and decisionmakers, such as USDA NASS and RMA, a necessary supplementary tool for estimating
corn yield based on NDVI time series at the county or field level. This will provide a
more efficient approach as well as add value to current survey-based methods. Even
though the current model application is only within the U.S. Corn Belt and for corn,
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applications of the model will certainly be expandable in the future for use on other major
crops in various regions of the U.S.
In addition to yield estimation, the model was also applicable for quick initial
assessment of flood impact on corn yield. Flooding is considered a frequent and
destructive natural disaster, especially when it occurs within agricultural fields. As
billions of dollars’ worth of crop damage occurs annually due to flooding events, crop
loss estimations due to flood are considered to be a significant research component. Local
farmers can also use the model to perform yield estimations and flood impact
assessments on their fields, which will help them to detect any vulnerability in the final
production. These vulnerability assessments can be extremely important information for
farmers to economically sustain themselves in coming years, as well as to address the
societal impact due to the potential issue of food security. Hence the application of the
model derived in this study would provide a strong, detailed impact assessment of corn
yield due to flood events for organizations, planners, and decision-makers.
The study presented in this dissertation examined a seminal approach of using
remote-sensing images and products within agricultural studies, such as crop-yield
assessment and crop impact due to flooding events. The NDVI-based model developed in
this study aims not only to help overcome the inefficient ground survey approach of yield
estimations, but also to provide yield or impact assessments at a very high spatial
resolution (field-level).
This accurate and detailed corn yield and flood impact information derived from
the NDVI-based model developed in this study will also help to address local and even
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global food security issues. In today’s world of rapid climate change, natural disasters
such as floods are occurring very frequently and causing more severe damage on crop
production. These losses in food production could lead to local and global food crisis.
With the accurate and timely impact assessment, however, farmers and planners will have
sufficient time to implement alternative plans to ensure sufficient food supply for
immediate and future demands.

Section 10.3 Limitations and Future works
Data availability was the primary limitation of this study. As the corn-yield data
through the USAD NASS Quick Stat Web portal was only available at the county level,
observations used to derive the regression model were also aggregated at county level.
Similarly, due to data restrictions, field-level corn-yield data through USDA were not
able to be acquired, especially for the model validation; hence, some validation methods
of the results were based on model simulation with certain preconditions that might not
reflect the actual nature of complex agricultural properties. In future studies, therefore,
actual field data observations could be used to calibrate the model and perhaps provide
more accurate results.
The proposed NDVI-based regression model was also based on various
assumptions. Even though the model accounted for technological improvements on corn
yield over the past 15 years, it still assumes all the corn fields to be non-irrigated and
non-fertilized. Similarly, each ASD-level regression relation assumes all agricultural
attributes, such as soil conditions, temperature, and annual precipitation, to be
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homogeneous throughout the region and a normal county-level NDVI represents the
corresponding annual corn yield for the county.
For this study, only corn was used as a primary crop within the Corn Belt region
of the U.S., which has the majority of dense crop coverage. More research may needed to
investigate the efficacy of using the NDVI-based regression model on other major crops,
such as soybeans, wheat, and barley, as well as in regions with scarce vegetation
coverage, which reflects actual agricultural scenarios in other parts of the country.
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